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These excellent suppliers
to worldwide quality
A & FCUSTOM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
A. J. KNOTT TOOL AND MANUFACTURING CORP.

GRAYBAR ELECTRIC COMPANY

A. J. OSIER CO.

GTE PRECISION MATERIALS GROUP
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

AARTS B.V.

HITC0- INSULATION PRODUCTS

ADVANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.

HOECHST CELANESE CORPORATION

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC.

INSTALLATION AND DISMANTLE INC.

AFRIMET-INDUSSA/MHO

INTEROX AMERICA

AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS, INC.

INTERTRANS CORPORATION

AIRBORNE EXPRESS CORPORATION

JOHN FLUKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

AMERICAN ELECTRO PRODUCTS, INC.

INCORPORATED

APPLE COMPUTER INC.

K. E BASSLER COMPANY, INC.

AUSTIN FOAM PLASTIC INC.

KEMET ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

AUTOCARS SABAC

K-TEC ELECTRONICS

BAXTER & SONS

KITSUDA CO., LTD.

BENNETT PRINTING

LA LIQUEFACTION DE L'AIR

BOLIDEN METECH INC.

LAM RESEARCH CORPORATION

BOWCAM CONTAINER, INC.

LANE CONTAINER COMPANY

BRAXTON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC.
BUVO B.V.

LEYBOLD AG, VACUUMTECHNIK

LAUBE TECHNOLOGY

CERCON CASTING CORPORATION

M.M. MICROWAVE LIMITED

CHIFORM SPECIAL TOOL CO., LTD.
COMDISCO, INC.

M/A-COM E/W SUBSYSTEMS

COMPOSIDE, INC.
COMPUTER MAINTENANCE CORPORATION

MANPOWER INC.
MAPRO B.V.

CRAWFORD FITTING

MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION

CUTLER/WILLIAMS INFORMATION

MENDALS B.V.

MANAGEMENT SERVICES
DATA IMAGE INCORPORATED

MICRO-TECHNOLOGY OF BREVARD, INC.
MOORE BUSINESS FORMS

DATASERV INC.
DCI MARKETING

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, I'
DISCRETE PRODUCTS DIVISION

DIXON PAPER COMPANY

MOTOROLA SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, If

DONOTECH ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURING, INC.

MAJOR ELECTRIC SUPPLY INC.

MICROPROCESSOR DIVISION

DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A., PLASTICS DEPARTMENT

NU-KOTE INTERNATIONAL

EAGLE PICHER INDUSTRIES, INC.

OLIN CORPORATION, DEFENSE SYSTEMS GRO

EQUITABLE LOMAS LEASING, INC.
FLUID REGULATORS CORPORATION
FREQUENCY SOURCES, INC.
FSI INTERNATIONAL

ORDNANCE DIVISION, MARION OPERATIO
OPTREX CORPORATION
PHOTOCIRCUITS
PREMIX INCORPORATED

FUJIKURA LTD.

RAYTHEON COMPANY, RESEARCH DIVISION

GEMCO ELECTRICAL COMPANY, INC.
GENERAL STAMPING CO., INC.

REAL TIME LABORATORIES INC., A SUBSIDIAR'
OF ARGO-TECH CORPORATION

©1989 TI

support "Ts commitment
leadership.
REED DEVICES, INC.
REED PLASTICS CORPORATION
REEL I.C. INC.
REYNOLDS METALS CO.
RICHARDSON METALS, INC.

Congratulations to the winners
of the 1988 Texas Instruments
Supplier Excellence Award.

RIEDEL DE HAEN AG
ROGERS O'BRIEN
SEALS INTERNATIONAL
SHIPLEY COMPANY, INC.

Customer satisfaction through Total Quality is
one of Ti's most important corporate objectives.
We are meeting this challenge through the
pervasive integration of aTotal Quality Culture
into our organization, our processes— and our
supplier relationships. It involves every
employee in more than 50 TI plants and 17
countries. And, it involves our suppliers
throughout the world.
It is with special pride that we announce
the recipients of the 1988 Texas Instruments
Supplier Excellence Award. This select group,
chosen from our supplier base around the world,
has demonstrated an unusual commitment to
the principle of total quality in supplying their
products and services to Texas Instruments.
We congratulate each of these suppliers and
their employees for outstanding performance in
meeting our requirements ... with excellence.

SILITEK CORPORATION
SOUTH CAROLINA BOX, INC.
SOUTHWESTERN BELL MOBILE SYSTEMS,
INCORPORATED
SOUTHWIRE
SPECIALTY OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
STONE CONTAINER CORPORATION
TDK CORPORATION
TERADYNE INC.
TEXAIR DELIVERY
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED,
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP,
GENERAL PURPOSE LOGIC DIVISION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED,
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP,
MICROPROCESSOR DIVISION
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INCORPORATED,
SEMICONDUCTOR GROUP,
MILITARY PRODUCTS DIVISION
THERMCO SYSTEMS, INC.
TRANS DATACORP
THE TRIDENT COMPANY
VIDEOSTAR CONNECTIONS INC.
VULCAN CHEMICALS
WEED INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
WESTERN INDUSTRIAL TOOLING INC.
WHITTAKER POWER STORAGE SYSTEMS
XEROX CORPORATION
YEDATA INCORPORATED
ZANDER KLIMATECHNIK GMBH
ZYCAD CORPORATION

TEXAS J O
I
NSTRUMENTS
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Free from Clearpoint:

Everything you need to know
about memory
The Expanded 80-Page
Designer's Guide to
Add-in Memory

The New 30-Minute
Applications Video

in text and video
Memory Tales,
An Inside Look at Memory
Memory Tales is the first video ever
produced that explains objectively the
important issues of memory design.
Request your free copy and discover how
some of the most demanding customers
across the USA evaluate and select memory.
Witness first-hand the vital applications of
memory products at an FAA Flight Center, a
supercomputer center, alumber mill and at
other facilities with memory intensive
applications.
Get the inside look, from design through
finished product, and learn the crucial relationship of computer-aided design, compatibility, testing and customer support. Meet
the company that's pushed add-in memory to
the highest quality and service standards—
you'll agree, there's more to memory than its
price tag.

The tollowing are registered trademarks of the noted companies:
Apolso, Domain/Apollo Computer Corpontion, Macintosh/
Apple Computer Company; Clearpoint/Clearpœnt Research
Corporation; Compaq, Deskpro/Compaq Computer Corporation:
DEC.VAX, MicroVAX, Qsbus, Unibusf Digital Equipment
Corporation; Sun/Sun Microsystems. IBM/Intrmational
Business Machines

Write or Call for your
Free Copies Today!
1-800-CLEARPT
(1-800-253-2778)

The Designer's Guide to
Add- In Memory
The Third Edition of the Designer's Guide is
still "perfect for someone who understands
the basics but needs essential information to
make decisions."* An authoritative reference
on abroad range of memory issues, this
objective text covers purely technical issues
as well as management-oriented concerns.
The expanded 80-page third edition
includes important new information on
memory issues:

CLEARPOINT
Clearpoint Research Corporation
99 South Street,
Hopkinton, MA 01748
(508) 435-2000 Telex: 298281
EUROPE: Clearpoint Europe B.V. 31-23-273744
CANADA: Clearpoint Canada (416) 620-7242
JAPAN: Clearpoint KK 03-221-9726
Circle 2

• the confrontation between NuBus, Micro
Channel and EISA • why the 386
machines excel • the risks of RISC • the
impact of parallel processing a the next
generation of memory technology, FRAMs
• the latest about VME and Multibus II
Get thorough updates on major new systems,
considered from the memory perspective:
• the VAX 6200 • the Compaq Deskpro
386 • the Macintosh IIx
the Apollo
DN 4000 • the Sun 41110 and 386i

*Christopher Kreager, Systems Speciakst,
UNITED DATA SYSTEMS

UP FRONT

UPPING THE ANTE
Is ' time to market' another American
foible, or is it really nature's
way of doing business?

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Robin Nelson
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Jeremy Young
MANAGING EDITOR
Howard Wolff

O

ne recent accrual of facts may prove to be uncomfortable for orthodox followers of the doctrine of "Getting there firstes' with
the mostes'," at least as it applies to the development and marketing
of microchip-based systems. As you'll find documented on p. 62 of
this issue, the marketing scoresheet increasingly seems to indicate
that firstes', once achieved, may render mostes' unnecessary and irrelevant. Put another way, it appears that without firstes', you can
forget about mostes'.
Anyway, you get the picture. At least you will after reading Senior Editor Bernie Cole's examination of how and why anew breed
of ASIC "minifabs" may soon become acommon, critical element in
the marketing strategies of system houses that are used to winning
when the chips are down.
The celebration of market-churning, competitive ingenuity has become areflex in this business, but let's not take anything for granted. It would not be hard to find certain astute and hard-minded businessmen, say, in Europe and Asia, who would identify the quickturn minifab as atypical symptom of the American fetish for innovation that is, above all, achaotic force in the marketplace. After all,
they will remind you, aproduct's "maturity" is usually defined as
that period during which profit is most likely to flow. Whether they
are technically right or wrong isn't the issue. Unfortunately for
them, they seem not to be on the side of God and the Harvard Business School.
The same hard-minded businessmen, of course, were only too eager to satisfy the American market's whims when it involved no
more than changing adie or two, reformatting an assembly line, and
recruiting low-cost labor. The money and time—read that as risk—
involved in setting up semiconductor fabrication facilities is something else again.
It is perhaps agood thing that Karl Marx so vehemently despised
the idea of market churning. Thanks to him there are some alternative markets available where products do tend to have long life cycles. Very long.
Yet another international dichotomy surfaced recently, as various
countries weighed in on the question of atmospheric damage as aresult of the industrial use of CFC compounds. As Washington bureau
chief Tobias Naegele's investigation into this subject points out
(p. 92), major U. S. electronics manufacturers are toeing the line on
plans for the inevitable replacement of CFCs—at whatever cost.
Some of their counterparts in developing countries, however, say
that the idea of globally imposing remedial standards is unfair and
will head off economic development.
Fair or not, until somebody learns how to contain ozone damage
within the borders of its country of origin, there's only one sky and
we have to fix it.
ROBIN NELSON
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•Will Europe's Jessi project open

COVER: Getting to the market on time, 62

its doors to U. S. companies?
•Finally—arelational database management system with
built-in security
•New dense interconnect
technique goes civilian
•80386 and 486 OS/2 software
kits to appear this year
•Encore acquires Gould's
computer operations
•East Germany's technological
feat: 1-mbit DRAMs
Products to Watch, 23

•Data Translation delivers realtime frame grabbing for the PS/2
•NCR decides to go after the
Ethernet market with a32-bit
controller chip
•Ciprico offers aboard-level
controller option for multipledisk systems
•Rockwell's 2,400-bit/s modem
cuts chip count and power
requirements
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The time-honored " learning curve" approach to semiconductor
marketing has given way to the more compelling view through a
market "window of opportunity;" now new quick-turnaround
strategies and technologies for Asics are helping OEMs hit those
critical market windows
32-bit floating point: the birth pangs of a new generation, 71

The big lc makers are trading blows as they position themselves
in the fast-maturing high end of the DSP market; the powerful new
32-bit devices are moving into areas where system-level solutions
used to dominate—and software of an entirely new order is being
developed to get them there
•DSPs open up new territory in communications, 79
With prices falling and programming easier, DSPs are moving

out all over the communications scene; wherever there's acomplex
algorithm to be calculated, there's usually aDSP for the job
PC graphics grows up, 84

Desktop machines can now be used for agalaxy of sophisticated
applications as leading-edge technology pushes the quality of
personal-computer graphics to the level of photorealism
Now It's time to fix the sky, 92

With the advent of internationally mandated cutbacks, the electronics
industry is scrambling for options to replace the ozone-depleting CFCs,
chemicals it uses in the manufacture of everything from computer
disk assemblies and circuit boards to optical fiber and semiconductors

Washington Insider, 57

High tech marketing: balancing style and substance, 100

•The $500 million question: will
Congress fund HDTV
development...
• ... and will the Bush
Administration support such
funding?
•Darpa may boost HDTV
spending past $30 million
•Now it will be easier to sell radhard chips overseas
•Electronic technologies top the
Pentagon's "critical" list
•The AEA says the Japanese FSX
project is a "bad deal"

Whether at startups or international giants, all technology managers
face one perennial head-scratcher: how to grab the industry's
attention and get across complex ideas at the same time
Multichip modules are coming on strong for VLSI, 106

Although lc makers have been dragging their feet, system
manufacturers are pushing this technology as away to boost speed
and density; one day the new packaging approach may change the
way semiconductors are sold
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ISDN Quad data link
controller
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We have all the guts you need. In one complete
ISDN chip set.
It's flexible and integrated. You can meet the
future without tearing up the past. Start with any transceiver then come back later and replace it to meet new
requirements.
Not only will you avoid major redesigns, you'll
avoid the wrath of your programmers because there'll
be just minimal changes in software.
These parts were designed to meet the 101\e-2

ISDN high
level serial
controller/
extended
performance

ISDN Line card controller

standard so they're guaranteed to work with any other
I0M-2 based devices. No acrobatics, no patching things
together
We've even got your analog loop needs covered
with anew I0M-2 DSLACN
Plus, all these ISDN devices are part of acommon chip set available from both Siemens and AMD. So
you'll never feel like you're on hold.
Call (800) 222-9323 and find everything you need
to make aswitch.

Advanced Micro Devices CI

901 Thompson Place, PO, Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
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Data
Acquisition A RUST BELT CITY TAKES ON
NEW SHEEN AS AN Al HUB
Beyond
PITTSBURGH
10 MIPS S
LETTER FROM PITTSBURGH

Data Acquisition Processor'

Onboard intelligence
for IBM PC/XT/AT/386
The DAP 2400' is a complete data
acquisition and control system on a
single IBM PC card. The DAP 2400
features 2 processors: a 16 MHz
80C186 for control processing and a
20 MHz DSP56001 for digital signal
processing.
•Sustained digital signal processing
of 10 MIPS
•FFT and FIR filtering without
programming
•Acquires analog and digital inputs
to 235,000 samples per second
•Buffers and processes input data as
required
•Updates analog or digital outputs to
250,000 values per second
•Performs 1,024 point complex FFT
in under 10 milliseconds
•Executes FIR filters in less than 200
nanoseconds per tap

pring has come to Pittsburgh. But the swaths of color in Steel Town, U. S. A. come
from more than just daffodils,
tulips, and crocuses. The tender
buds of a knowledge-based
economy are painting the landscape, too. The high-tech formula mixes
residues of the city's heritage of the century-old heavy industry with the cuttingedge technologies of today.
The city is vying for leadership in specific areas of software development, process control, advanced materials, instrumentation, and medical electronics. Artificial intelligence, in particular, is alive,
well, and multiplying in Pittsburgh. Typical of what is happening on the AI front is
the Intelligent Technology Group Inc. A
couple of years ago two top managers
left the Carnegie Group Inc. to form the
new company, which specializes in AI enhancements of financial software. Intelligent Technology has been growing by
leaps and bounds ever since, through internal growth and acquisitions.
Significantly, spin-offs are not the only
AI action in Pittsburgh. Just last month,
American Cimflex Inc., afactory-automation innovator, acquired Teknowledge of
Palo Alto, Calif. Teknowledge was one of
the original AI "gang of four" that included the Carnegie Group, Inference Corp. of
Los Angeles, and Intellicorp of Menlo
Park, Calif. Although the corporate headquarters of Cimflex Teknowledge will be in
Pittsburgh, most Teknowledge personnel
will stay on the West Coast. Still, Pittsburgh probably ranks right at the top as a

pool of AI talent.
"I'd guess that between 400
and 500 people are working in
AI in the Pittsburgh area, believe it or not," says Charles
Buenzli, Cimflex Teknowledge's vice president of AI
technology. Besides the obvious
AI companies, many large firms in Pittsburgh, including some of the dozen Fortune 500 companies based there, have inhouse AI operations.
Process control is also going high-tech
as the city's corporate infrastructure, created by steel, railroad, and coal barons,
adapts itself to the age of computers,
software, and silicon. "There has always
been alot of manufacturing know-how
here," says Tim Parks, executive director
of the Pittsburgh High Technology Council, "and that is being married to software
for the process-control industry."
That manufacturing bent also makes
materials research amajor sector. Labs
at schools such as Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Pittsburgh
and corporations such as Alcoa, PPG, and
USX have spawned several companies
specializing in advanced materials. One
such leader is II VI Corp., named for its
focus on combining the elements in the
second and sixth columns of the periodic
chart into compounds for CO 2lasers. Besides growing epitaxial layers of zinc sel- enide, II VI has been growing profits at a
rate of 30% per year, says president Francis Kramer. Among the infrastruture advantages in the area, he says, are advanced testing laboratories, a "real solid
work force with agood work ethic, " and

•More than 100 commands without
programming
•Commands include: Average,
Scale, Peak Detection, Range
Detection, Logic, Integration,
Differentiation, Thermocouple
Linearization, Closed Loop Control
(PID, PWM), Event Detection,
Auto-Range (to 102 dB)
•Custom commands may be written
in C
•Full documentation $30
•DAP 2400 from $2395
•Other DAF" models from $995

M ICROSTAR
1
LABORAT
==IES8
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(206) 881-4286
2863 152 Ave. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98052
Fax (206) 881-5494

Carnegie Mellon University is the city's chief technology incubator, turning out astream of
technical PhDs in artificial intelligence, computer science, and CAD/CAM.
Electronics/April 1989

Sharp makes surface mounted photocouplers perform!

Surface mounting of photocouplers is important for "..."
reducing the size of many types of systems. But providing
high performance in a smaller package required innovative
packaging technology.
Sharp's Double Transfer Mold structure delivers high isolation
voltages in DIPs, and it is crucial for providing high isolation
voltage in mini- flat packages. Sharp's PC300 series of
phototransistor output photocouplers and phototriacs deliver
this performance in super-compact packages ideal for 100%
surface mount systems.
Look for Sharp to continue their innovation in optoelectronics
with the PC400 series, which will incorporate °PIC*
functions inside the mini flat pack, increasing the integration
of I/O functions. Call Sharp today if your system needs this
kind of performance.
*OPIC m a trademark of Sharp and stands for Optical IC. It has a light detecting element
and peripheral circuits integrated onto one chip. ibis innovasve technology was developed by
combining Sharps advanced cptoelectronics and IC technology

Odaferair"9
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SHARP

SHARP SURFACE MOUNTED PHOTOCOUPLERS
• Mini- flat , opaque package type PC300 Series
Viso 2.5kVrms

Various fields

PC314/PC314T/PC314Z

AC ihput response
Viso: 2.5kVrms

Telephones
Programmable controllers

PC315/PC315T/PC315Z

High sensitivity CTR: 600%
Viso: 2.5kVrms

Programmable controllers
Electronic home appliances

PC316/PC316T/PC316Z

High collector-emitter voltage
Vcgo : 120V
Viso: 2.5kVrms

Telephones
Programmable controllers
FA equipment

*1 PC* * *, PC* * *
*2

T Tape packaged products PC* S*2 Sleeve packaged products
In addlhon to the above. rnulInchannel types ( 2ch 4ch1 are also avallab e

• Mini-flat package, OPIC type PC400 Series ( Under development)
Main Applications

Features

Model No.

PC400/PC400T/PC400Z Viso: 3.75kVrms

Computer peripherals

PC401/PC401T/PC4012 Viso: 3.75kVrms
High speed (10Mbit/sec)
PC410/PC410T/PC410Z
Viso: 2.5kVrms

Computer peripherals

High speed (1M bit/sec)
Viso: 2.5kVrms

PC417/PC417T/PC417Z

Computer peripherals
Computer peripherals

High collectoremitter voltage
Telephones
PC452/PC452T/PC452Z
VCEO : 2
2 5kVrms

30 y, Viso:

*3 pc* * * pc* * * T:Tspe
*4

packaged product ,

1
11 ,' * * . 1 Sso,• ,h'Iragts pro ucts

Package see : 4.4 X 3.6 X 2.6mm

• Mini-flat package, phototriac couplers SilMS/ 21MS Series
Features

Main Applications

Model No.

Power supply line

SWAM /SI IHSIA/S111ASIB

100V

Super compact, Viso: 2.5kVrms

For triggering of solid state relay

S211151 /S21k1S1A/S21kIS1B

200V

Super compact, Viso: 2.5kVrms

For triggering of solid state relay

S1114S2/S11k1S2A/S111.1528

100V

Super compact. Viso: 2.5kVrms
Boitin zero-cross circuit

for tnggering of solid state relay

200V

Super compact. Viso: 2.5kVrms
Suitin zero-cross circuit

For triggering of solid state relay

S21k1S2/S211AS2A/S2114S2B
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Main Applications

Features

Model No

PC317/PC317T/PC317Z

*5

SS * MS*

A. S

* * MS* B Tape packaged produnts

S * MS* Sleeve'. kage

.

pus orbs

SHARP CORPORATION Internanonal Seies Dept. Electronic Components Group 22-22. Nagaike-cno. Abent.-ku. Osaka 545. Japan Phone: (06) 621-1221 Telex: LABOMET A-B J63428 Fax: 6117-725303, 6117-725301, 6117-725302
NORTH AMERICA: SHARP ELECTRONICS CORPOFIATION Microelectronics Division. Sharp Plaza, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430-2135. US.A. Phone:12011529-8757 Telex: 426903 ( SHARPAM MAWA) Fax, (201)529-8759
EUROPE SHARP ELECTRONICS ( EUROPE) GmbH Electronic Components Dept. Sonninstras 3,2000 Hamburg 1. FR. Germany Phone (040) 23775-0 Telex, 2161867 (HEEG D) Fax (40) 231480
HONG KONG: SHARP -ROXY ( HONG KONG) LTD. Erd. Business Division. Room 1701-1710, Adruralty Centre. Tower I. Harcourt Road, Hong Kong Phone: ( 5) 8229311 Telex ,61950 ( SRHL 11X) Fax, 151297561
SINGAPORE SHARP -ROXY SALES (SINGAPORE) PTE. LTD. DOG Pasir Parbarg Road, Singapore 0511 Phone 4731911 Telex 55504 ISRSSIN RS) Fax: 4794105

"$4.5 million to test a500-pin
chip we don't even make yet?"
No

Because now therès the Vista
w Series from Tektronix. A 512pin ATE solution for less than $1.5 million.
Ready for tociay's IC testing challenges —
and tomorrow's.
Unprecedented flexibility.
The Vista Series VLSI Logic Test
Systems feature an innovative modular
archttecture for unprecedented systemand site- level flexibility.
Systems are configured with three
modules: the Test Station. the Program
Development Station.
and the Auto-Calibration Station. Systems
can be configured
for initial functionality
and capacity requirements. and then economically expanded
on- site to meet new
demands. The result
isa lower initial system
cost combined with an economical
future growth path.
Teknology pays off.
At Tektronix. we don't have to go shopping for innovative technology. We
make our own. Its called Teknology.
Teknology :is employed throughout the
Vista Series architecture. For example.

we designed custom high-speed CMOS
ASICs for the pin electronics. Replacing
conventional hybrid circuits with advanced IC technology increased system
performance and uptime. At the same
time, total cost for a512- pin system was
lowered to less than $1.5 million from
usual ranges of $3to $5million. And
since these proprietary CMOS ASICs
consume less power and emit less heat
than their hybrid counterparts in our
competitors' systems. operating costs are
reduced more than
80 percent.
Tektronix —
cornmitted to the
future.
Tektronix has
been delivering
state-of-the-art electronics for more than
40 years. Setting the
standard by which
test instrumentation is judged.
The Vista Series. Economical, state-ofthe-art ATE. Another standard. Proof that
you don't have to spend $4.5 million for
an ATE solution — today or tomorrow.
For more information about the Vista
Series VLSI Logic Test Systems. call (800)
635-8774. In Oregon, dial 239-0266.

Tektronix
I1MMIT HI)
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If you're testing complex boards,
You're facing one of test engineering's toughest
challenges. VLSI boards like this one. But with a
Teradyne L200 board tester on your side, complex
test problems can be conquered quickly.

The L93 VLSI Module Test System

Stay in front of VLSI/VHSIC advances.
Start with the most advanced hardware for analog
and digital testing. An L200 fires functional test patterns at 40 MHz rates. At up to 1152 test channels.
Top speed is 80 MHz. That's 4to 8times faster than
any competitor can deliver.
And the L200 hits test signal timing precisely.
With up to 32 timing sets for drive phases and test
windows. Its 250 Ps programming resolution with
zero dead time puts signal edges right where you
want them.
Divide and conquer.
VLSI/VHSIC boards demand large, complex test
programs. But the L200's distributed computer
architecture simplifies matters.
Testing is controlled by aVAX computer. It sends
tasks to specialized processors for rapid deployment
of analog, digital, and memory tests.

'Waling Clear ! ;
doo *15,10/1
Mite
3.709
Y51 ,10
ñt.i•

here's asimple plan of attack.
Programmers will appreciate clustered VAX
workstations. Graphics, like waveforms and shmoo
plots, make heavy debug and analysis light work.
Simulation and other tactics.
High-powered software tools tailor L200 test
development to modem design techniques and test
strategies.
Test
Maximum Channel
Precisely the
Channels Pattern Rate Skew
caliber of
L297 Vigailagagralle- 1.
5
L293
376 — - 80 MHZ- 1.5
tools you
,
L280vx
1152
10 MHz ± 10 n need to get
.L21.0vx
576
10 MHz, .. ±J 0nd tests up and
1200 VLSI ooard test systems are the performonc eleaders running fast.
Take our LASAR simulator. It works closely with
the L200 for both cluster and board-level testing.
LASAR accurately predicts VLSI circuit responses
and reports test program fault coverage.
Significantly, LASAR simulates L200 characteris-

tics. So test programs automatically include when to
test board responses. And what response is expected.
The result is uncompromising go/no go tests as well
as precise guided probe or fault dictionary diagnosis.
A powerful ally.
L200's have proven themselves under fire at hundreds of advanced manufacturing sites worldwide.
So if you're about to take on anew VLSINHSIC
project, find out how to launch awinning test strategy. Call your local Teradyne sales office or write:
Teradyne, Inc.,
MS L.37,
•
321 Harrison
Avenue, Boston,
We measure quality.
MA 02118.
Antwerp 3-233-9271, Boston 617-4W2-2700, Copenhagen 2-717070, Hong Kong
5-895-2155, Milan 2-2134601, Milton Keynes 908-606655, Munich 89-839930,
Paris 1-4745-1760, Seoul 2-545-4066, Singapore 223-8561, Stockholm 8-7505950, Taipei 708-3528, Tokyo 3-719-0151
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THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x 1K or 2K x 2K read/write area
• 1megabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pan
• Super- efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

(1.-- >1-800-361-4903

•
Fast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

Build high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process

control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.
The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.
In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.

mottoat
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WILL JESSI OPEN ITS DOORS TO U. S. COMPANIES?
make Europe independent of American and Japanese semiconductor techJ
nology by the mid- 1990s
September 1988, p. 52], is open to
essi, the $4.5 billion Joint European Submicron Silicon project designed to
[
Electronics,

taking on non-European partners, and one likely candidate is IBM Corp.
Although it hasn't officially applied to become amember, IBM Deutschland
GmbH, the U. S. computer maker's German subsidiary, is said to be interested in signing on. "They are welcome on board," says a spokesman for
Philips International NV of the Netherlands. The Dutch giant, along with the
French-Italian combine SGS-Thomson Microelectronics and West Germany's
Siemens AG, is one of Europe's big-three semiconductor makers taking part
in Jessi. Some industry analysts, who consider complete European independence of U. S. technology an elusive goal, think that an IBM partnership in
Jessi may help European firms gain entry into Sematech, the U. S. semiconductor initiative. " But so far Sematech has kept itself isolated from non-American firms," the Philips spokesman says.
D
FINALLY: A RELATIONAL DATA—BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WITH BUILT—IN SECURITY
government users multiple security levels, so that top-secret, classified, and
S
unclassified information can all be safely stored in the same data base. Unlike
ybase Inc. has unleashed the first data-base management system to offer

other approaches, which sought to superimpose security software shells over
an existing DBMS, Sybase built its system from the ground up, says Richard
Scheffer, director of marketing at the Emeryville, Calif., company. As aresult,
the Secure SQL Server incorporates the security features in the operating
system, minimizing the performance penalties usually associated with adding
computer security features, Scheffer says. "There is some performance overhead," he admits, " but we've kept it to aminimum." The Secure SQL.Server
is designed to meet the National Computer Security Center's B1 security level,
which permits the system to restrict data access based on user identity or by
security tags assigned to the data itself. Initial systems, priced from $20,000
to $200,000, will run on Unix-based VAX systems from Digital Equipment
Corp. A more secure B2-level system, running on " bare hardware" without
the Unix operating system, will be available next year.
D
NEW DENSE INTERCONNECT TECHNIQUE GOES CIVILIAN
Makers of computers and other commercial equipment are getting acrack
Mat using new and very dense multilayer interconnect technology previously offered primarily to aerospace and defense contractors to drastically shrink
the size of their products. Reductions of 10: 1are common, with one board
for aU. S. Air Force contract cut to 300 in.' from 6,000 in.', according to
William D. Baker, president of UniStructure Inc. The Irvine, Calif., company
was founded in 1986 and developed for aerospace and defense customers
an interconnect technology based on liquid organic dielectrics, photolithography processing, and additive metalization. Baker recently joined UniStructure
from Rockwell International's nearby Semiconductor Products Division, where
he was executive vice president. He is concentrating on offering the technology to the commercial equipment field because interconnection improvements
lag behind the size reductions continually coming down the pike on the chip
side. While the UniStructure approach is more expensive than conventional
methods in the beginning, it can yield important manufacturing cost reductions
of 30% to 40% due to smaller sizes, says Baker. It also yields improved performance, he claims. Several large firms are well along in evaluating the
technique, he says. Others are looking into another dense-packaging approach, multichip modules (see p. 106).
E
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
80386 AND 486 OS/2 SOFTWARE KITS TO APPEAR THIS YEAR
he importance of OS/2 soft
i
i l
d il —
i
Twatchers
believe IBM Corp. will introduce the operating system on computware

s grow ng a most

a y

some

ndustry

ers based on Intel Corp.'s 80386 and 80486 to compete directly with Apple
Computer Inc.'s Macintosh. So developers are anxiously awaiting 386 and
486 versions of OS/2 from its creator, Microsoft Corp. in Redmond, Wash.
Now the waiting seems to be coming to an end. Microsoft has been promising
an OS/2 software developer's kit supporting the 386 for 1989, and asource
close to the company says there will definitely be akit supporting the just-introduced 80486, too (see p. 27). There are four new instructions on the
80486, and they will be accommodated in the kit. It will be announced at the
Spring Comdex show in Chicago April 10 to 13, and begin shipping by autumn. OS/2 application software will begin appearing in 1990.
D
ENCORE ACQUIRES GOULD'S COMPUTER OPERATIONS
I n an unusual move int en dedt
op
rov id e su b
stant i
al
ly greater critical mass for
both organizations, Encore Computer Systems Corp., the Marlboro, Mass.,
manufacturer of parallel-processing systems, is acquiring the much larger
Gould/Computer Systems Inc. of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., from Nippon Mining
Co. Ltd.—and Gould is providing $ 140 million of the purchase price. Encore
had 1988 revenue of $34.4 million and has had five consecutive profitable
quarters. Gould/Computer Systems revenues were approximately $225 million last year. The resulting company, with total revenue of $250 million to
$275 million, will probably retain the Encore name. It melds two organizations
with strong credentials—and substantial installed bases—in technical computing, including software development, academic time sharing, artificial intelligence, image processing, and simulation.
E
EAST GERMANY'S TECHNOLOGICAL FEAT: 1 —MBIT DRAMs
Germany's ability to d lp d b ild hi h-d i
East
industry analysts shaking their heads. Not only will pilot production of 1eve o

an

u

g

ens ty

memories

has

Mbit dynamic random-access memories be started this year by the optical
equipment and electronics producer VEB Carl Zeiss Jena, but the company
plans to develop 4-Mbit DRAMs as well. The 1-Mbit parts, the Eastern bloc's
first, uses 1-gm CMOS technology and sport a50-ns fast-page-mode access
time. The 58 mm2 chips come in astandard 18-pin package and are compatible with similar devices from Toshiba, Siemens, and Texas Instruments. The
development of the 1-Mbit part and its 256-Kbit predecessor accounted for
most of the $7.6 billion that the East German government allocated to microelectronics R&D during the past several years. West European industry analysts consider it afeat that asmall country like East Germany—it's no bigger
than Kansas and has just 17 million people—can muster the financial and
technological clout needed to develop high-density memory chips, and do it
without access to Western technology.
0
NEED DRAMs? HERE'S ONE WAY TO GET THEM
i i bi, b
fthe shortage of dynamic randomI
armed robbers in California's Orange County hasn't heard about it. Over the
access memor es

s a at ng

a

and of

past six months, at least five companies have been hit in late-night robberies,
with the memory chips as the main target. The biggest haul was at Western
Digital Corp. in Irvine, where two bandits forced an unarmed security guard to
open astorage area and took some $ 100,000 worth of DRAMs, according to
authorities. The armed robberies are anew development in the DRAM shortage, they say, with previous thefts largely being inside jobs.
0
._
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Born yesterday, and already
talking 20 megabytes asecond.
The new SV Series IPI-2 VME disk
controllers from Xylogics. . . aprodigy
of data rate performance.
Xylogics announces the SV7800 and SV6800 singleboard disk controllers for VMEbus systems that will
more than triple the disk data transfer rate currently
available. With internal data paths up to 80 MB/sec,
the SV Series controllers can sustain adata rate
across the VMEbus off more than 35 MB/sec. This
more than doubles the rates of current controller
solutions. And our SV Series features anew
"Universal Bus Silicon" architecture that sets the
stage for future generations of controllers.
Addressing acritical market need for faster, higher
capacity disk storage at an affordable price, the
SV7800 and SV6800 IPI-2 controllers are the new
standard for data- intensive applications such as
supercomputing, real-time data acquisition, graphics,

imaging and electronic publishing. And RISC users
will find the SV Series eliminates major disk I/O
bottlenecks.
For acomplete list of features and specifications
on the newest, most remarkable members of the
Xylogics family, the SV7800 and SV6800 controllers,
call or write today.

?Xylogictil
'bur Partner For Performance
Corporate Headquarters:
Xylogics, Inc.
53 Third Avenue
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 272-8140
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International Subsidiary:
Xylogics International Ltd.
2A Cofferidge Close
Stony Stratford
Milton Keynes MK11 1BY
United Kingdom
(908) 569444

AGENTLE

REMINDER ON
THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOOKING
AROUND.

C

ombinational Testers. Technically speaking, it's no longer
aquestion of if or when you'll
need one. But which system to
choose.
Loyalty may take you first to the
manufacturer of your present board
testers. Logic should take you further.
Because the Zehntel 8000 holds a
number of pleasant surprises for you
—in power, flexibility, and price.

BYALL MEANS, COMPARE.

To appreciate its performance
fully, it's only fair to judge the 8000
by comparable systems: those costing
much more.
The 8000's open
architecture, for example,
can greatly reduce overall testing costs. Using
the Functional Interface
Board pictured above,

you can place your own hot-bed test
directly into the 8000 system.
The 8000 is the only combinational tester with 2,048 fully-hybrid,
non-multiplexed test
points. Each node has
adriver/receiver behind
it; each can be used for
either functional or
in-circuit testing. All of
which helps reduce the

cost of programming and implementing engineering changes.
The 8000's digital test subsystem
truly warrants the term "high performance:' with 10 MHz pattern rate,
8Kx4 RAM per node, programmable
slew rates and lOns programmable
edge placement.
The menu-based, mouse-driven
interface simplifies programming,
with multiple windowing capability

integrated logic analyzer and
graphic quality analysis tools.
A GENTLE REMINDER
W HERE TO LOOK.
For complete information
REMEMBER
on the Zehntel 8000, call or
write today. To help, well
send you aspecially- created reminder
Offer expires
July 31. 1989.
pad for your desk, inspired by the
8000's elegant industrial design.
Circle
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FREE REMINDER PAD
For your free notepad,
call ( 800) 457-8326 or
attach your business
card here and send to:
2625 Shadelands Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
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Essentials for
effective EMI/EMC evaluation and
quality product development.
Impulses, ESO, spike, burst, and voltage dips and surges are unwanted signals that can cause momentary malfunction and,
in some cases, permanent damage to the electronic products you manufacture.
Our simulators, sensors, power line detectors and components allow you to find, reproduce and contain various types of
electrical noise to aid you in designing and building more reliable and trouble-free products that are noise- resistant.
Contact us now for specific details.

Corresponding to IEC PUB 801-2
HIGHLY REPRODUCIBLE ESD TESTING

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE SIMULATOR
MODEL ESS-630A

Features

The TC-816 discharge gun (optional) enables the system to conduct ESD simulation
corresponding to IEC standard publication 801-2 (first edition).

ITEM

FCC

CISPR

Model ESS-630A With TC-813

Output voltage

0.2 — 30kV (0.2 — 10kV, 0.5 — 30kV, Range selectable)

Polarity

Positive and negative

Energy storage capacitor

150pF±10%

Discharge resister

1500 ± 5%

Charging resister

100M 4 ± 10%

Rise time of the discharge current

5ns ± 30% at 4kV

Operating mode

SINGLE, COUNT, REPEAT and 20/S (20 discharges
per second, activated for approx. 5sec with each
depression of thetrigger switch)

VDE

VCCI

NEW DIAG:\.0 1IC TOOL FOR EMI DETECTION

EMI NOISE SENSOR

MODEL FI/C-1000/FVC-30
Features
1. The FVC-1000 can detect and locate sources of radiated emissions in electronic
equipment.
2. The FVC-30 can detect and locate sources of conducted emissions in electronic
equipment.

3. For each classified frequency band based on the FCC, VDE, VCCI and CISPR
standards, the FVC series measures electric field strength and magnetic field
strength individually, which are potential sources of EMI.
4. An electric near field probe and a magnetic near field probe of high sensitivity
are furnished as standard accessories.
,uipment

summary
FV0-1000

Frequency range

Display

30MHz— 88MHz
88MHz— 216MHz
216MHz-- 470MHz

FVC-30

«Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

100KHz-500KHz
503KHz-- 3MHz
3MHz-- 10MHz
10MHz-- 33MHz
«Simultaneous 4 spectra
measurement

20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band,

20-point LED bar graph display
for each frequency band.

4.70MHz—lcooMHz

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD.
10-18, 1-CHOME, HIGASHI-IKUTA, TAMA-KU, KAWASAKI CITY, KANAGAWA PREF 214 JAPAN
TEL (044) 933-6411

FAX ( 044) 932-4673

NOISE.

NOISE LABORATORY CO., LTD
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
DATA TRANSLATION DELIVERS REAL—TIME FRAME GRABBING FOR THE PS/2

Deal-time image capture for desktop publishing and scientific image pro-

R

cessing has arrived for IBM Corp.'s Personal System/2. The vehicle is
Data Translation Inc.'s QuickCapture frame-grabber card and interface software. The Marlboro, Mass., company claims it got to market first by designing
acustom chip to solve the size and power problems posed by the PS/2 and
its Micro Channel architecture. Images can be displayed on any RS- 170 ROB
analog monitor, with 256 shades of gray, or in 256 colors when using an
available look-up table that applies false colors to monochrome images.
Display resolution is 640 by 480 pixels. After capture, images can be exported to TIFF, PCX, or DT- IRIS files for use in other software programs such as
Bioscan Inc.'s Optimas for scientific image processing. QuickCapture sells for
El
$2,595 and is available now.
NCR GOES AFTER THE ETHERNET MARKET WITH A 32— BIT CONTROLLER CHIP

E

Ethernet chip makers will be up against aformidable new competitor when
NCR Corp. unveils two ICs this month: a32- bit Ethernet controller and a
twisted -pair transceiver. NCR claims its 92C28 is the first single-chip Ethernet
controller to support both 16- and 32- bit data transfers. In the 16- bit mode, it
provides about 20% better data throughput than popular 16- bit Ethernet chips
while providing twice the performance in a32- bit mode, say spokesmen at
the company's Microelectronics Division in Fort Collins, Colo. The 92C28 also
supports new IEEE 802.3 standards for layer management. The NCR 92CO2
transceiver chip also meets draft standards developed by the IEEE's 10BaseT
committee for unshielded, twisted- pair phone lines. Both chips are available in
sample form this month, with production set for June. In 5,000- unit quantities,
0
the 92C28 sells for $ 35, while the 92CO2 is priced at about $ 15.
CIPRICO OFFERS A BOARD— LEVEL CONTROLLER OPTION FOR MULTIPLE— DISK SYSTEMS

An
g
inal-e
q
uipment manufacturers who need to control multiple disk drives

Y can now add standard- interface, board- level products to their list of op-Lions. Ciprico Inc.'s Rimfire 6600 parallel disk-array controllers are the first
board-level products to use the SCSI-2 host interface, claims the Plymouth,
Minn., company. The Rimfire 6600 controls up to five industry-standard ESDI
drives connected in parallel. In atypical five-drive configuration, four drives
store data and the fifth is a parity drive that stores information that can be
used to recover data and continue operation if one of the four data drives
'ails. The parity information can also be used to regenerate data on adrive
replacing afailed drive. The mean-time data availability of the five-drive array
can exceed the life expectancy of most computer systems. Customer shipments of the Rimfire 6600 will begin in August. The single- piece price for
OEMs is $5,995.
D
ROCKWELL'S 2,400—BIT/S MODEM CUTS CHIP COUNT AND POWER REQUIREMENTS

Mproducts and attain less than half the power consumption of present solutions with Rockwell International's RC224AT 2,400-bit/s modem chip. Based

'Makers of modem cards for laptop computers can cut chip count on their

on the Newport Beach, Calif., company's MicroDSP CMOS microcontroller,
the RC224AT is fabricated in a 1.6-p.m CMOS process. It implements the
CCITT V.22bis standard and replaces the six components needed in previous
solutions. Besides delivering its power savings with a 305-mW operating
mode and 37-mW standby mode, the device ircorporates on-chip a built-in
LJART, aserial interface, and acomplete AT command set. Available now, the
RC224AT costs $ 28 each in 10,000- unit quantities.
D
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One small step for PQFPs.
One giant step for service
Introducing the right technology at the
right time—our two-piece Micro- Pitch
sockets for JEDEC plastic quad flat
pack ICs.
Our patented low-profile (. 400")
Micro-Pitch sockets are aremarkably
simple, safe way to mount high-speed,
high-performance PQFPs. And their
simplicity—in engineering, and in the
minimum use of material—bring them
to you at aremarkably low price.

AMP is atrademark of AMP Incorporated

PQFP as easy as 1-2-3.
.025" centerline MicroPitch sockets ease handling, automate readily
High-speed contacts provide oxide cleaning wipe
action, 200 grams normal
force for positive mating.
Footprint on . 075" x . 100"
three-row grid.

and manufacturing.
The cover aligns IC leads for easy
insertion into the base. It also protects
the leads during handling. In fact,
your PQFP supplier can insert chips
into covers at his site, and send completed units to you. Result: hands-off
installation.
Our high-speed tin-plated contacts
provide . 020' to . 030" of contact
cleaning wipe during insertion, and a
normal mating force of 200 grams on
each contact. Very positiw engagement.
And just the kind of quality engineering you can count on from AMP.

Micro-Pitc sockets have been
designed with automation in mind,
as well. They're fully polarized coverto-base, and bueto-board, and compatible with vacuum pickup, for fast
robotic implementation.
With today's chip costs, and with
the high quality and law installed cost

AMP is known for, this is one option
you'll want to pick up. Fast.
For technical literature and more
information, call the AMP Product
Information Center at 1-800-522,6752
and ask about Micro-Pitch Sockets.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

"LIM Fle Interconnecting ideas
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Steel, Style & Silicon.
Fluid Level Sensor
Mixed signal device interfaces with
dashboard display, includes precision
on-board analog to eliminate false
readings from sloshing fluids.
Design Turn: 16 weeks.

Distributodess Ignition Chip
Part of integrated engine development
program that helps improve engine
performance up to
Integrates key
analog and digital functions into asingle,
compact. high- reliability CMOS device.
De•i2n Hun: Y, wcek,

Electronic Instrument Cluster
Mixed signal system-on-achip
replaces traditional 2- to3chip discrete
implementations. Includes a68HCO5
microprocessor core, plus memory.
analog functions and digital glue logic.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

F
Keyless Entry
Chip contains EEPROM supercell that
provides direct write capability for
flexible security code generation. Ten
years data retention and 10,000 read.'
write cycles fie harsh automotive environment. Can be configured for dual or
single supply programming.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

ASICs have become an integral part of
today's automotive products.
Improving performance.
Increasing reliability
Enhancing driver safety and convenience in ways unimaginable just afew
years ago.

Smart FET Driver
Uses on- board analog functions to add
smart FET driving capability with
open/short failure detection and includes
on-chip voltage doubler.
Design Turn: 18 weeks.

Light Controller Chip
Single chip solution includes all the
digital, analog and memory functions to
control headlights, parking and fog
lights. Provides exit delay timer and
allows manual control of exterior lights
from driver door.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

And NCR design tools are becoming
the choice of fast-track ASIC designers. With NCR Design Synthesis;"
Design Advisor - expert system and
DesignSim- A&D, designers can
spend more time creating, less time
boggeddown in minute details.
To kick the tires on our automotive,
commercial and military ASIC
libraries, call today: 1-800-334-5454.

In this very demanding industry, on
the most unforgiving proving grounds,
NCR has earned an enviable reputation for first-pass success, responsive
service and high quality

NCR Microelectronics, 1700 South
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45479.

Today, we have asolid track record of
successful ASIC programs with major
US. automotive corporations spanning initial design to high volume
production — including "Just In Time"
delivery and docktostock QA
programs.

Creating value

C1989 NCR Corporation. Design Advisor, Design Synthesis and DesignSim A&D are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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Electronics
THEY'RE FASTER, THEY'RE DENSER, AND
THEY'RE HERE: 80486 AND 68040 DEBUT
Intel and Motorola microprocessors promise new power for desktop computing
SAN JOSE, CALIF.

here. The eagerly awaited nextgeneration microprocessor chips from
the two titans—Intel and Motorola—are
about to square off in the unending war
of the complex-instruction-set computer
processors. The new combatants are the
80486 from Intel Corp. of Santa Clara,
Calif., and the 68040 from Motorola Inc.
of Austin, Texas. Intel will roll out the
80486 in Chicago at the Spring Comdex
show April 10 to 13 even as Motorola representatives travel the country telling
customers about the 68040's architecture.
The market for the chips is enormous
and growing. By 1992, $1.6 billion worth
of 32-bit CISC microprocessors will be
sold, predicts Dean McCarren, an analyst
at In-Stat Inc. of Scottsdale, Ariz.,
against $684 million in 1989. Driving the
growth is an insatiable demand for desktop computers. Another analyst, William
Lempesis of Dataquest Inc. in San Jose,
estimates that worldwide shipments of
DOS-based machines hit 11.6 million units
in 1988, 26% more than the 9.2 million
shipped in 1987. Though the 1989 growth
rate will be slower, he says, it will still
represent asizable and growing market
The new contenders for that market
have much in common. In fact, Michael
Slater, editor and publisher of the industry newsletter Microprocessor Report,
believes that there is no major difference
between them. Both chips are faster and
denser than their predecessors—the
80486 two to four times as speedy, the
68040 three times as fast Both are completely binary-compatible with the previous models. And both integrate more
functions on-chip than the earlier parts,
adding cache and afloating-point processor. Compatibility with the 80386 and the
68030 means that the installed base of
software will work on new systems built
with the higher-performance chips. But
taking full advantage of this higher performance means waiting for more powerful operating systems.
THIS YEAR. Intel's Claude Leglise, director
of marketing at the Microcomputer Division, says the 80486, in 25- and 33-MHz versions, will be in production this year and
will cost $950. Today's 33-MHz 80386 sells
for $367. Sources close to Motorola say that
They're
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pricing and availability of the 68040 will be
announced in the third quarter, along with
more detailed specifications such as clock
speed and cache size.
To agreat extent, the design of both processors is dictated by the vast installed
base of hardware and software. The chips
must provide asignificant performance
boost over the previous generation yet be
completely binary-compatible to gain market acceptance. Part of the performance
boost can be credited to the latest 1-1.tm
CMOS manufacturing processes used. But
the architectures help too.
In designing the 80486, Intel used reduced-instruction-set-computing techniques, such as reducing clocks per instruction. "We evaluated the 386 compilers to determine which instructions were
being used more frequently," says Leglise. "We improved the microarchitecture
of the [new] chip so that instructions such
as Add, Substract, Load, and Store all execute in one clock cycle."
The 80486 sports 8Kbytes of instruction
and data cache, sufficient for most systems
built with the 25- or 33-MHz chips, he says.
With most DOS and OS/2 applications, the
user will experience ahit rate on the order

of 92%, says Bill Rash, Intel's marketing
manager for advanced 32-bit microprocessors. Intel also squeezed in afloating-point
coprocessor that is binary-compatible with
the 80386's floating-point processor. Like
the 68040, the 80486 has an on-board memory-management unit equivalent to Intel's
80385 MMU. Its proven 1-p.m process permitted Intel to jam amillion transistors onchip and make the new elements possible.
FEWER CLOCKS. For the 68040, there also
is mach more pipelining so that the average number of clocks per instruction will
drop, says Slater. The chip boasts more
parallelism—the bus controller, for example, runs in parallel with the central
processing unit "Now the 68040 CPU can
be accessing the data or instruction cache
while the bus controller is fetching new
data and instructions from random-access memory," says Jack Browne, director of marketing at Motorola. On-board
cache memory is also boosted with such
features as the four-way associative
cache. This provides ahigher hit rate
than other cache implementations.
The Motorola part—at 500 mils on aside
slightly larger than the 300-mil 68030—
houses 1.2 million transistors, says
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Browne. Its floating-point unit conforms
with IEEE-754 and is compatible with Motorola's 68882 floating-point math coprocessor. Also, the chip's integral MMU supports demand-page and real-time operating
systems, and large cache.
Besides providing the same single-processor functionality, both companies
seem to be eyeing multiprocessor applications. Both chips sport new hardware
mechanisms dedicated to multiprocessing, such as multiple cache coherency.
With so many similarities and so few differences, the chips might as well be
twins. "The main difference between
them is that the 80486 runs DOS [the operating system for IBM Corp. PCs] and
the 68040 runs [Apple Computer Inc.'s]
Macintosh OS," says Slater.
SOFTWARE WALL But operating-system
software is the burden aprocessor must
bear, and nowhere is that more true than
for the 80486 and DOS. "DOS software is
constrained by the 1-Mbyte total addressing range of the 8088," the class of microprocessors for which DOS was written,
says Slater. "Of this, the user can access
only 640 Kbytes because of the way IBM
divided up the address space—acrippling
limitation." This segmented address
space is anightmare for software developers. The 80386 gets rid of these limitations in native mode, but DOS does not
run in native mode on the 80386—it runs
DOS programs in 8086 mode. Thus, the
DOS operating system is inadequate even
for the 80386—and will certainly be inadequate for the 80486.
IBM will bring up the OS/2 operating
system on 80386- and 80486-based systems and use this to compete more directly with the Macintosh, predicts John Rossi, vice president at the investment firm
of Alex Brown & Sons in San Francisco.
Actually, though, the Macintosh is in
no better position to take advantage of
the 68040 than the PC is with the 80486,
says Dataquest's Lempesis. The Macintosh isn't even making full use of the
68030, since its operating system does not
have true multitasking capability, though
Apple is working on this.
Nevertheless, buyers are putting down
good money for PCs with higher-performance CPUs, and there is no sign that
they will stop. When systems containing
the 80486 and 68040 begin appearing on
the market—late this year and early in
1990 for the 80486—the asking price is
likely to be high. Browne predicts 68040based systems will sell for $7,000 to
$15,000. And analyst McCarren of In-Stat
believes an 80486 system will go for just
under $10,000.
Such price tags will likely attract only
power users and those with networkserver applications. But they offer desktop PCs every bit as powerful and functional as Unix-based engineering work
stations.
—
Jonah McLeod
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U. S. RETURN STO DRAMS
SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY
DRAMs—you can't live with them and

WASHINGTON

you can't live without them.
U. S. semiconductor companies bailed
out of the dynamic random-access-memory business in the mid-1980s because of
sharp price competition and outright
dumping by foreign manufacturers. They
couldn't live—indeed, stay alive—making
DRAMs. But their customers, whose appetites for memory kept growing,
couldn't live without them.
Buyers say they were "held hostage"
by foreign suppliers throughout the
DRAM shortage of 1987 and 1988, and bemoan the loss of domestic DRAM suppliers. Now, sobered and strengthened by
their trials, the two groups are working
together in an effort to reestablish largescale DRAM manufacturing in the U. S.
It all came together in March. Within
weeks of each other, the Semiconductor
Industry Association and the American
Electronics Association announced efforts to encourage U. S.-based DRAM
production; aCalifornia startup called Alliance Semiconductor Corp. announced it
would be manufacturing 1-Mbit DRAMs
in volume later this year at afab leased
from AT&T Co.; Micron Technology Corp.
announced it would double its DRAM capacity by mid-1990; and Motorola Inc. declared that its new fabrication line is now
cranking out production quantities of
1-Mbit chips in Mesa, Ariz.
Why now? Industry insiders say that
everything finally clicked after nearly
two years of behind-the-scenes negotiations. Early in March, the SIA board of di-

rectors said it would develop aplan and
structure for the formation of cooperative ventures for large-scale DRAM production, and encourage their formation.
Less than two weeks later, the AEA and
SIA together issued aletter inviting interested member companies to step forward.
The groups say they expect at least one
and perhaps as many as three DRAMbuilding alliances to be formed.
PRICE CRASH? But not everyone is tickled by the prospects of asudden boost in
worldwide DRAM manufacturing capacity. "There's plenty of fear out there that
DRAM prices are going to come crashing
down precipitously," says Michael Gumport, an analyst with Drexel Burnham
Lambert who follows the DRAM market.
The spot-market cost of a 1-Mbit DRAM
held steady at around $18 for for the last
two quarters, he says, and he predicts a
gradual slide to about $15 in June and $11
by the end of the summer. Production
costs are about $4to $5per chip, he says,
providing acomfortable profit margin.
But if capacity were to suddenly balloon, that margin could grow slimmer,
making it that much more difficult for
startups or new joint ventures to come on
stream without losing their shirts. " It
would be late to get in now," Gumport
says. The time to plan areturn was ayear
to two years ago, he adds, and unless a
company already has designs and afacility in hand, it's going to miss the boat.
The chip makers say it took two years to
get the DRAM effort under way because
they needed that time to recover from the
earlier DRAM debacle. First came the

Alliance Semiconductor plans to begin producing 1-Mbit DRAMs in this Lee's Summit, Mo.,
facility, which it is leasing from AT&T Co.'s Kansas City Works.
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SESIworkbenchSimulation and modeling
software for designing
large, complex systems.

System complexity...ever increasing, it requires sophisticated
tools for its management. And, as complexity increases, the costs
of flawed design decisions increase with it.
If you design...complex hardware systems, software systems,
communications systems, or VLSI circuitry, you know the
consequences of discovering asubtle flaw late in the development cycle.
What if...you had an easy to use, elegant tool that could
determine the impact of design decisions when they are made,
not weeks or months later?
Introducing...a multi-level simulation, modeling, and design
evaluation tool that will let you test your ideas, not regret them:
SES/workbench.
Call 512-474-4526, write to us
or check the reader response
card for more information.

SES

Test the design, not just the end product.
Scientific and Engineering Software, Inc.
1301 West 25th, Suite #300, Austin, Texas 78705
Phone: 512/474-4526 Fax: 512/479-6217
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See us at the Design Automation Conference in Las Vegas, June 25-29.
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DSP
Development Tools
and Integrated Systems
for the IBM-PC.
Spectrum's DSP boards have acommon
expansion interface called DSP-LINK,
letting you match analog or digital interface
boards with the DSP chip of your choice!
DSP-LINK lets you select off-the-shelf
interfaces, or quickly design acustom interface using the DSP-LINK Prototyping
Module and Application Notes.

System & Processor Boards
Processor Boards have DSP processor,
RAM, and DSP-LINK. System Boards
have the same plus on-board analog I/O.
Prices include monitors, debuggers,
sample code, and 'C' libraries.
•TMS320C25 Processor Board
Ti's 'C25 with 16 Kwords RAM.

$995

•TMS320C25 System Board
50KHz 16-bit I/O, 16 Kwords
RAM expandable to 128 Kwords.

$1,995

•DSP56001 Processor Board
Motorola's 56001 with 48 Kwords
RAM expandable to 192 Kwords.

$1,495

•DSP56001 System Board $3,495
2channel 153KHz 16-bit I/O, codec,
48 Kwords RAM up to 192 Kwords.
•ADSP-2100 System Board $2,595
200KHz 12-bit I/O, 16 Kwords RAM.

DSP-LINK

Peripherals

Off-the-shelf analog or digital interfaces
for all System and Processor Boards
•4Channel Analog Input / 2Output
•32 Channel Analog Input
•16 Channel Analog Output
•Pro-audio (AES, Sony PCM, MIDI)
•Dual- Processor Comm. Module
•DSP-LINK Prototyping Module

$845
$845
$845
$1,850
$95
$95

DSP Development Software
'C' Compilers, Assemblers, and Simulators. Hypersignal Workstation, DADiSP,
DISPRO, and Momentum Filter Design.
I • LSI TMS320C25 'C' Compiler

Call for
SPECTRUM

quantity

discounts!

SIGNAL PROCESSING INC

USA East: 800-323-1842
USA West: 800-663-8986

In Mass: (617) 890-3400
Canada: (604) 438-7266) .
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fights: with the Japanese over implementation of the Semiconductor Trade Accord of
1986; in Congress and at the Pentagon for
the money to establish Sematech, the chipmanufacturing technology consortium;
and with the AEA over the fair-market-value pricing scheme used by the Commerce
Department to regulate pricing for Japanese DRAMs.
For their part, the systems companies
that weathered the DRAM shortage found
out what scarcity can do to their bottom
lines. Many are still smarting over having
to pay sharply higher prices for memories.
And they are especially worried about having to buy DRAMs from the same giant,
vertically integrated Japanese firms they
are competing with on the systems level.
It will take more than an industry
agreement to get DRAM production going again, of course. For one thing, the
new allies will have to cough up some
very serious money: experts estimate
that asingle world-class 1-Mbit DRAM
fab would cost $250 million. A 4-Mbit line
could cost $100 million more.
So far, Motorola is the only one of a
crew of major U. S. chip makers that
dropped out of DRAM manufacturing to
return. The company opened its Arizona
fab, called Mos 6, in December and
ramped up to production levels only last
month. A plant at East Kilbride, Scotland,
will also serve the U. S. market. Adam F.
Cuhney, afinancial analyst at Kidder
Peabody & Co. in San Francisco, projects
Motorola will crank out between 4million
and 5million 1-Mbit DRAMs at the U. S.
plant. Motorola confirms these figures.
AT&T is returning in adifferent way.
The company is leasing about 130,000
square feet of space in its chip plant near
Kansas City, Mo.—including two Class 10
clean rooms idled since February 1987
when AT&T halted production of 1-Mbit
DRAMs—to Alliance Semiconductor of
San Jose, Calif. Alliance plans to start
producing high-performance 64-Kbit static RAMs there this month. As the fab gets
up and running, says company president
and cofounder N. Damodar Reddy, it will
switch over to 1-Mbit DRAMs in the second half of the year.
NO HELP. Despite all the talk around the
industry about reestablishing aU. S.
DRAM presence, Alliance hasn't gotten
any help from other chip firms or from
systems companies. Reddy says he tried
hard last fall to raise venture capital from
avariety of Silicon Valley chip makers
and chip consumers to build aDRAM fab,
to no avail. In the end, he turned to atrio
of unlikely saviors: AT&T, to lease its facility, and the Missouri state government
and Hallmark Cards for money.
Drexel Burnham's Gumport says this
kind of opportunistic approach by asmaller company is "amore logical approach"
than the cooperative ventures being explored by the trade groups. "The leaders

aren't all that eager to cooperate with the
have-nots," he says. " Ithink it will be
tough to get the full support that you'll
need to make that kind of venture work."
But Alliance will also have atough time
of it: " Ithink they're running about a
year late" compared with the company's
original plan, he says. " It's yet to be seen
whether they can ramp up production for
areasonable cost."
Meanwhile, Micron Technology and
Texas Instruments Inc., the only two
chip-making mainstays not to halt U. S.
DRAM production, have been adding capacity. Micron is building athird fab that
will eventually double its total DRAM capacity. The Boise, Idaho, company plans
an 18-month ramp-up to full production.
TI, which last year doubled the capacity
of its Dallas DRAM facility, expects to
spend at least $756 million on equipment
in 1989.
-Tobias Naegele
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MEN REVIVES
SNOS FOR
NON VOLATILITY
COLORADO SPRINGS

anew contender in the race for
I leadership in the 1990s in nonvolatile
semiconductor memory chips. Actually,
it's an old technology warhorse that most
prognosticators long ago scratched from
the running.
But if two-year-old Simtek Corp. in
Colorado Springs can deliver on its business plan, industry watchers may want to
reexamine their betting cards. And they
might want to pay particular attention to
the technology that has been variously
known over the years as MNOS, SNOS,
and SONOS, among other monikers.
Those acronyms stand for metal or silicon-nitride-oxide semiconductor technology, which has been widely used since the
1970s in small, nonvolatile rewriteable
memories for applications like odometers,
TV tuners, and other consumer gear. Indeed, according to some reports, 80% to
85% of all nonvolatile memory chips produced in Japan are built in the nitridebased multiple dielectric structures. And
because of its natural radiation hardness,
the technology has always been afavorite of the U. S. military.
But the MNOS and SNOS processes
have historically suffered from yield and
reliability problems. In the commercial
markets for high-density parts, the technology lost out in the 1980s to more directly CMOS-compatible floating-gate
electrically erasable programmable readonly-memory technologies.
Now, thanks to improved cell designs
and advances in uniform nitride deposition
T here's
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techniques in recent years, Simtek, for one,
believes that SNOS holds potential inherent advantages over floating-gate-based
nonvolatile chip technology. As mainstream nonvolatile chip densities move to
1Mbit and beyond, "we're making our bets
on nitride," says Richard L. Petritz, Simtek's chairman and chief executive officer.
The company is now seeing first silicon on
two SNOS devices.
Petritz, awell-known semiconductor
memory veteran, established Mostek Corp.
as aventure capitalist and was that company's first president. He next founded Inmos International plc, with British government funding. Then, in May 1987, he cofounded Simtek with Gary Derbenwick,
with the help of minority Japanese funding
from Nippon Steel Corp. Derbenwick is
Simtek's president.
DEJA VU. "Mostek made an impressive
market in the dynamic random-accessmemory business, and Inmos did very well
in static RAMs and was one of the pioneers
in sophisticated fast SRAM design," Petritz says. "And Ilook at Simtek as potentially being that kind of company. Our business plan is built around my and Gary's
feeling that the next great area for expansion in the semiconductor business is nonvolatile memory."
There are plenty of skeptics, of course.
But if Simtek is right, it could make
SNOS aserious contender not only in nonvolatile memory devices, but for use in
microprocessors and logic chips as well.
It's atechnology that many see becoming
increasingly important as the next decade
unfolds, although the competition will be
heavy [
Electronics, March 1989, p. 80].
Simtek hopes to roll out two new SNOS
memory chips by the end of this year that
feature impressive nonvolatile performance and density. One—a64-Kbit nonvolatile SRAM—boasts access times as
low as 35 ns, compared with around 150
ns on today's fastest commercially available parts.
The other Simtek chip—afull-function
256-Kbit EEPROM—matches the 70-ns
access times of the fastest parts of this
type available today and leaves the bulk
of 256-Kbit EEPROMs in the dust.
Unlike some floating-gate-based parts,
both Simtek chips are 5-V-only devices.
(Internal 15-V programming voltages are
generated on-chip.) Both are also expected to match or exceed nonvolatile floating-gate devices in key characteristics
such as retention, endurance, and reliability, Petritz says.
SOME UNCONVINCED. Simtek is sure to
meet plenty of skepticism. "There are a
lot of people who have looked into SNOS
and given it up. It's not new, and if it was
easily manufacturable, it would still be in
use," says Krish Panu, director of marketing for Xicor Inc. in Milpitas, Calif.
Xicor is the industry leader in low-density 256-to-4-bit nonvolatile RAMs. It re-
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The SNOS technology that Simtek is pushing can be used to implement nonvolatile memories
that compare favorably with other parts in access times and density.

cently began offering samples of afullfunction 1-Mbit EEPROM built in athickoxide, triple-polysilicon, floating-gate-cell
process. Access times on the dense Xicor
part are 250 ns, and the chip sells for
$995. Xicor also offers a256-Kbit EEPROM in the same technology that features 120-ns access times and sells for $70

SNOS and MNOS processes
must overcome yield
and reliability problems

to $80 in volume [
Electronics, May 12,
1986, p. 30].
Nevertheless, a small but growing
number of chip houses are taking renewed interest in SNOS. Japan's Hitachi
Ltd., for one, offers both 64- and 256-Kbit
SNOS EEPROM parts commercially,
though they are not as fast as the
planned Simtek 256-Kbit chip. Microchip
Technology Inc. in Chandler, Ariz., has
"started to look at SNOS for a256-Kbit
EEPROM," says marketing vice president Rahul Sud, after earlier scrapping
the technology in favor of afloating-gatebased 256-Kbit EEPROM. The latter chip,
which only recently came out in sample
form, offers 150-ns access times.
At Simtek, engineers note that the
quick access times on their first two designs actually owe more to clever circuit
design than to the underlying SNOS. But
as parts get denser and device geometries shrink, the nitride technology has
advantages that they believe will become

more and more important.
Unlike floating-gate parts—which
store charge in acontinuous conduction
band on apolysilicon gate between two
insulating oxide layers—an SNOS memory cell stores electrons in traps on anitride insulator. This means that an SNOS
cell is not susceptible to catastrophic
blow-out, as are floating-gate-based cells.
These can lose all their charge through a
pinhole in an oxide, says Klauss Dimmler,
project manager for Simtek's 256-Kbit
EEPROM design.
SNOS also enjoys arelated advantage
in testability, he contends. " It's impossible to predict exactly when [afloatinggate part] is going to blow." But by using
the same kind of margin-mode testing
commonly done on DRAMs and SRAMs,
"you can be 100% certain that an SNOS
device will last in the field for as long as
you've tested it for," Dimmler says.
SMALLER CELLS. Another SNOS advantage is relatively small cells, according to
Petritz. The company won't provide cell
or chip dimensions for its first two parts,
the STK 28C256-70 EEPROM and the STK
10068A nonvolatile SRAM. But for comparable design rules, Dimmler says, Simtek memory-cell sizes are " pretty much
halfway between" those of flash and conventional full-feature floating-gate EEPROM parts.
The first two Simtek parts are designed with conservative 1.9-1.tm geometries, but the technology is easily scalable, adds Petritz. "We see no problems
in going to 1Mbit, 4Mbits, and on up."
One thing that remains to be seen is
whether the Simtek technology is manu31

facturable at yields high enough to make
it cost-competitive. Simtek is using Orbit
Semiconductor Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.,
as afoundry for prototype circuits, and
company executives say they've seen
good results on first-run silicon delivered
last month. Petritz says Simtek hopes to
build its own "minifab" for development
and limited production in afew years.
Simtek also hopes to close by the end of
June " amodest-size" second round of

funding with U. S. venture-capital firms,
Petritz says. One of them is Centennial
Funds in Denver, where general partner
Mark Dubovoy says his firm is "very interested. We've had anumber of sanity
checks, and people seem to be getting
more and more confident that the process
and design are sound and will work. And
if you believe that, then it becomes an execution game. Ithink they've got ashot
at it."
—Wesley R. Iversen

NETWORKS

A NEW LOOK FOR FIBER:
PLASTIC REPLACES GLASS
YONKERS, N. Y.

F

iber-optic Ethernet was long considered acostly solution appropriate only
for local-area networks that need ahigh
degree of security or noise immunity. But
now it's getting an infusion of technology
that will let these nets compete on acostper-node basis with unshielded, twistedpair telephone wiring.
Fiber's new look results from three
parallel developments. First, the Yonkers
laboratory of Codenoll Technology Corp.
has fabricated fast, light-emitting diodes
powerful enough to drive apassive Ethernet hub that splits signals optically.
This passive-hub technology eliminates
the need for electronic components in the
hub and that, in turn, delivers significant
cost savings, says Steve Anderson, Codenoll's engineering vice president for
component technology.
Second, costs can be further reduced
by using plastic fiber instead of glass as
the transmission medium, and strides are
being made in bringing plastic technology up to snuff. Besides being less expensive than glass cable—and copper, too—
plastic fiber saves on installation costs
because of its easy-to-handle connectors,
says Anderson. Third, the final set of

questions surrounding afiber Ethernet
standard should be resolved by the IEEE
10BaseT committee this year.
But don't expect an avalanche of plasticfiber Ethernet installations anytime soon.
Commercial products will not become available for one or two years, says Frederick
Scholl, Codenoll's senior vice president.
When they do, Scholl expects an installed
plastic-fiber system based on apassive-star
topology to cost 30% to 50% less on apernode basis than the twisted-pair competition. Installed twisted-pair prices now are
$500 to $700 per node, depending on the
vendor and number of nodes.
Codenoll's biggest breakthrough is its
red-light, edge-emitting LED display.
Fabricated of layers of aluminum-gallium-indium phosphide and gallium arsenide, the LED emits light from its edge
rather than its surface. This configuration makes lightwave coupling to the
plastic fiber easier. The LED's 100 µW of
power is enough to drive apassive-star,
plastic-fiber system without amplification
in the hub. Just as important, says Anderson, the device's switching time is 5ns,
against 20 to 50 ns for other LEDs powerful enough to drive passive-hub, plastic
LANs. The device must switch that fast
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All-optical devices, such as Codenoll's mixing- rod star coupler, cut Ethernet costs by
eliminating electronics
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in the hub.

in order to deliver Ethernet's 10-Mbit/s
data-transmission speed.
Even though "we've shown that plastic
fiber can be used at high switching speed
and power," says Anderson, the company
is not ready to start churning out production volumes. Fine-tuning is also needed
for the lightwave coupler in the hub, says
Scholl. But both technologies are well
along the development path.
The main remaining challenge is to extend the maximum distance between hub
and node to the 100 meters offered by
twisted-pair Ethernets. This is not now
possible because of the high attenuation
factor of plastic fiber. Codenoll is already
running an 80-m Ethernet, and small improvements in any one of anumber of areas—including cable attenuation and receiver sensitivity—will make the 100-m
radius areality, according to Anderson.
The technology would support at least
seven nodes per hub.
Still, even after the plastic-fiber technology problems are solved, not everyone
is bullish about the technology's prospects. "The electricians who deal with
wiring plants are very comfortable with
using twisted-pair, but they have an uncertainty factor—afear factor—with fiber," says Albert Bender, chairman of FiberCom Inc. in Roanoke, Va. " Even if
they are equal in cost, Ithink twisted-pair
would win all ties."
VOTE COMING. On the standards front,
the IEEE subcommittee formulating the
specification for Ethernet running on fiber-optic cable should have adraft ready
for a vote by November, says Doug
Ruby, director of marketing for Chipcom
Corp. The Waltham, Mass., company is a
proponent of an active-star topology, for
which the 10BaseT committee will recommend standards. It will also set standards
for the passive-star topology.
Although the passive-star topology has
the advantage of eliminating electronics
in the hub, it also has adown side, says
Ruby. In particular, it requires that Ethernet's collision-detection function—the
means of sensing that two messages
have been simultaneously received—
must be implemented at each node. The
active star, on the other hand, implements collision-detection in the hub. This
is amore cost-effective solution, says
Ruby, because the cost of collision-detection electronics is shared by the nodes
connected to the hub.
Like FiberCom, Chipcom is shying
away from head-to-head competition between plastic fiber and twisted-pair Ethernet. "Glass is there for areason," Ruby
says, noting that its low power attenuation translates into greater run lengths
and more nodes than can be achieved
with copper-based transmission media.
"We see the market growing really
quickly," he says, " but for large networks, not small ones." —
Jack Shandle
Circle 63 on reader service card
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The LR Series is designed to
the following tests in accor
with MIL- STD- 810C.

Low Pres sure—
Method 500.1, Procedure I
High Temperature_
Method 501.1, Procedures I
and II
Low Temperature_
Method 5021, Procedure I
Temperature Shock—
Method 5031, Procedure I
Temperature- Altitude—
Method 5041, Procedure I
Class 2
(-10°C Operating)
Humidity—
Method 5071, Procedure I
Fu lgus—
Method 508.1, Procedure I
Vib, -ation-Method 514.2, Procedures X and XI
Shock—
Method 516.2, Procedures Iand III
EMI—
Conducted EMI conforms to FCC Docket 20780 Class A. and MIL-STD- 461A Notice 4tis„
power leads. Also conform to VDE 0871 Class A.
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INSTRUMENTS INC

THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR
MILITARY AND HIGH GRADE INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS. PROVIDES RELIABILITY
IN RUGGED ENVIRONMENTS.

LR
SERIES:
Proven environmental capability can make
the difference between success or failure
of electronic equipment in the rugged operating conditions found in some industrial
applications. Such conditions tend to be
less arduous than those found in some
military applications, but can be similar in
character to the conditions defined in MILSTD-810C at some time during product
life. Operating conditions vary and the
circumstances are often difficult to predict
for each location. Similarly, shipping, handling and on site storage can prejudice
long term reliability if the integrity of
the power supplies has been affected by
adverse environmental factors.

Lambda introduced the first LR Series
power supply models in 1984. Since then,
a succession of new power levels have
been added. Each time the new models
were tested, and passed MIL- STD-810C
procedures in accordance with the
specifications.
Now, Lambda's LR Series has been extended to include three new power levels:
The LRS-49 (
ii 20 W; The LRS-50 @ 35 W;
The LRS-51 @ 60W.
The LR Series now has 99 convection
cooled models from 20W to 1.5kW, all
designed for continuous duty from — 10°C
to + 71°C operating ambient.

THE LR SERIES FEATURES:
•Up to 3.3 W/cu. in.
•MRS filter options available to achieve less
than 2to 4mV RMS ripple and noise.
•International Input of 95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC, 47-440Hz on most
models.
•Meets UL/CSA/TUV
•MIL- SPEC Construction — Components,
ratings and mounting methods rigidly
specified by Lambda. Quality Assurance
procedure similar to MIL- I-45208. Referenced to MIL- Q-9858A. Products are
manufactured in ESD controlled facilities.
•Special Assemblies Available — LRA-14,
LRA-15, LRA-17 rack mounting accessories and custom assemblies available from
Lambda.
•Consult factory for special output voltages.

THE LR SERIES SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES PASSED THE FOLLOWING TESTS:
MIL- STD-810C PROCEDURE
Low Pressure (Method 500.1 Procedure I)
Units are operated in achamber simulating 15,000 feet altitude and are operated and checked after one hour. Units are
exposed for one hour prior to check.

High Temperature ( Method 501.1 Procedure I & II)
Units are operated and checked at -- 71'C after 48 hours
exposure to this temperature.
Units are also subjected to three 12 hour high temperature
cycles between + 49°C and + 71°C. After the third cycle, units
are checked at + 71°C ambient.

Low Temperature ( Method 502.1 Procedure I)
Units are subjected to — 57'C for 24 hours. Temperature is
then increased to 0°C and the units are operationally checked.

Temperature Shock ( Method 503.1 Procedure I)
Units are transferred between two chambers, one at — 57°C,
the other at + 71°C. Units remain in each chamber for four
hours. After twenty-four hours, the units are allowed to return
to ambient conditions when acheck is carried out.

Temperature — Altitude ( Method 504.1 Procedure I
Class 2)
Units are put through the following cycle in accordance with
this test.

Step
la
1b
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11

Temperature
+ 25°C
— 62°C
0°C
0°C
— 10°C
+ 25°C
+ 85°C
+ 55°C
+ 71°C
+ 52°C
+ 68°C

Altitude
40,000
Site
Site
10,000
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
10,000
10,000

Unit operation
ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

Non operating
Non operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Non operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating

Humidity ( Method 507.1 Procedure I)
Prior to starting the test period, chamber temperature is maintained between + 20 and + 38°C (+ 58° and + 100°F) with
uncontrolled humidity. During the first two hour period, the
temperature is gradually raised to + 65°C. This temperature is
maintained during the next 6hour period. During the following
16 hour period, the temperature is gradually reduced to
+30°C. This 24 hour period constitutes 1cycle. This cycle is repeated 10 times (240 hours) with relative humidity maintained
at 95% throughout all cycles. At the conclusion of the 240
hours of test, and while units are still at 30°C and 95% relative
humidity, the units are operationally checked.
Fungus Proofing ( Method 508.1 Procedure I)
Units are exposed to the spore cultures of the specified fungus
species in an environment capable of encouraging fungus
growth. At end of test, units must not show signs of fungus
growth, deterioration or corrosion.
Vibration ( Method 514.2 Procedures X & XI)
Units are secured to the test machine by their normal mounting means and subjected to simple harmonic motion with
an amplitude of 1.0 inch (double amplitude) or 1.5g at frequencies from 5Hz to 200Hz. An operational check is then
carried out.
Packaged units are placed on abounce machine and bounced
2.0 inches at 284 rpm for three hours (thirty minutes on each
face). Units are tested and inspected for evidence of physical
change.
Shock ( Method 516.2 Procedures I & III)
Units are secured to the shock machine by their normal mountings and subjected to 18 half-sine, 11 millisecond, 15g shock
pulses. An operational check is carried out afterwards.
Units are also tested for crash safety. Again units are secured
to the shock machine by their normal mountings but this time
subjected to twelve half-sine shocks of 30g with 11 millisecond
duration. The mounting attachments are then checked for
failure or hazard
Conducted Interference ( MIL- STD-461A)
Units were tested according to the procedures laid down under
MIL- STD-461A Notice 4 CE04 for conducted EMI. The units
were found to conform with either output grounded. LRS
power supplies also meet VDE 0871 Class A and FCC Docket
20780 Class A.

THE BENEFITS OF LOW NOISE
WITH THE
ADVANTAGE OF SW1TCHERS.

TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM (East Coast Time).
To contact the direct- factory Lambda Sales Eng•neer responsible for your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follows:
England,
High Wycombe, Bucks
Lambda Electronics
Tel: 36386/7/8

Canada

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES
(Shaded area)

à

1-800- LAMBDA-4

A

(or call 516-694-4200)

Lambda Electronics
4175 Cousens St.,
St. Laurent
Quebec H4S 1V6

Germany, Achern
Lambda Electronics GmbH
Tel: 07841/5031

1-800-361-2578
FAX: 514-337-1235
In Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

France, Orsay
Lambda Electronique
Tel: 6012-1487

1- 800- LAMBDA- 5

(or call 516-694-4200)

L-99

1/89

Japan, Tokyo

ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747
TWX: 510-224-6484
FAX: 516-293-0519

NEMIC-Lambda K.K.
Tel: 03-447-4411

Israel, Tel Aviv
IsLAMBDA ELECTRONICS,
Tel ( 03) 493941-2
Singapore
NEMIC-Lambda(S) PTE LTC
Tel: 251-7211
Korea, Seoul
Veeco-Korea K. K.
Tel: 02-556-1171/2

LAMBDA

ELECTRONICS
DIVISION el

(
V
OSSC.
,
e
INSTRUMENTS INC

IR SERIES

Switching Power Supplies

SINGLE OUTPUT

MODEL

2V ± 5% ADJ.

QTY.
10

4.0
7.0
12.0
15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

3.2
5.6
9.6
13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

2.4
4.2
7.2
11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

2.0
3.5
6.0
5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
1"/16 x 4' 7/
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
8 x 11 1
/
2
47/,6 x 47/
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51h x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

$ 158
200
252
324
441
541
688
853
1118
1353
1647

$ 150
190
240
308
420
515
655
812
1064
1288
1568

IRS-49-2
LRS-50-2
LRS-51-2
LRS-52-2
LRS-53-2
LR5-54-2
LRS-55-2
LRS-56-2
IRS- 57-2
LRS-58-2
IRS- 59-2

5V ± 5% ADJ.

PRICE

4.0
7.0
12.0
15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

3.2
5.6
9.6
13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

2.4
4.2
7.2
11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

2.0
3.5
6.0
5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 423 /
32
32 x 515 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-5
IRS- 50-5
LR5-51-5
LRS-52-5
LRS-53-5
LRS-54-5
IRS- 55-5
IRS- 56-5
LRS-57-5
IRS- 58-5
LRS-59-5

6V ± 5% ADJ.

QTY.
1

3.3
6.0
10.0
13.5
21.0
35.0
52.0
80.0
110.0
150.0
210.0

2.6
4.8
8.0
12.2
18.5
31.0
44.0
69.0
93.0
123.0
170.0

2.0
3.6
6.0
9.9
16.0
24.0
36.0
54.0
76.0
100.0
140.0

1.7
3.0
5.0
5.2
8.3
17.0
26.0
39.0
58.0
70.0
105.0

11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32x 515 /
32
1" /16 x 417 /
32x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
h
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-6
IRS- 50-6
IRS- 51-6
IRS- 52-6
LRS-53-6
LRS-54-6
LR5-55-6
IRS- 56-6
IRS- 57-6
IRS- 58-6
IRS- 59-6

12V ± 5% ADJ.

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

1.7
3.0
5.2
7.8
12.5
22.0
30.0
47.0
65.0
84.0
110.0

1.4
2.4
4.1
6.8
11.2
18.5
26.0
41.0
58.0
69.0
92.0

1.0
1.8
3.1
4.9
9.6
15.0
22.0
34.0
48.0
56.0
74.0

0.9
1.5
2.6
2.3
7.2
10.0
16.0
21.9
34.0
40.0
53.0

11/
2 x 417 /
32x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 5' 5/
32
1
6x 4' 7/
32x 7' 3/
64
111 /
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47h x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-12
LRS-50-12
LRS-51-12
LRS-52-12
LRS-53-12
LRS-54-12
LRS-55-12
LRS-56-12
LRS-57-12
LRS-58-12
LRS-59-12

15V ± 5% ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (A)
40'C
50 -C
60'C
71 C

1.4
2.6
4.2
6.4
10.0
18.0
25.0
38.0
52.0
68.0
90.0

1.1
2.0
3.3
5.6
9.0
15.0
22.0
33.0
46.0
56.0
75.0

0.8
1.6
2.5
4.0
7.7
12.0
19.0
28.0
38.0
45.5
60.0

0.7
1.3
2.1
1.9
5.8
8.0
13.0
17.9
27.0
32.0
43.0

11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
16 x 4' 7/
32 x 713 /
64
111 /
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
6x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-15
IRS- 50-15
IRS- 51-15
IRS- 52-15
LRS-53-15
LRS-54-15
LRS-55-15
LRS-56-15
LRS-57-15
LRS-58-15
LRS-59-15

IR SERIES

Switching Power Supplies

SINGLE OUTPUT
PRICE

QTY.
10

MODEL

1.0
2.1
3.5
4.9
7.7
13.5
19.0
29.5
40.0
52.0
70.0

0;8
1.7
2.8
4.3
6.9
11.5
16.5
27.0
36.0
43.0
58.0

0.6
1.3
2.1
3.0
5.9
8.5
14.0
22.0
30.0
35.0
46.0

0.5
1.0
1.7
1.5
4.5
5.5
10.0
13.8
21.0
24.5
33.0

11/
2 x 4' 7/
32x 423 /
32
1'h x 47/32 x 515 /
32
111 /
1
6x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/s x 47/
8 x 81/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51h x 47/
8 x 1378
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

$ 158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

$ 150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-20
LRS-50-20
LR5-51-20
LRS-52-20
LRS-53-20
LRS-54-20
LRS-55-20
LRS-56-20
LRS-57-20
LR5-58-20
LR5-59-20

0.9
1.8
3.0
4.1
6.5
11.5
16.0
25.0
33.5
44.0
60.0

0.7
1.4
2.4
3.6
5.8
9.5
14.0
22.5
29.0
36.0
50.0

0.5
1.1
1.8
2.6
5.0
7.5
12.0
18.5
24.0
29.5
40.0

0.5
0.9
1.5
1.2
3.8
4.5
8.0
11.6
17.0
20.5
28.0

l'h x 417 /
32x 423 /
32
11h x 417 /
32x 515 /
32
111 /
1
6x 417 /
32x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
h
47/
1
6x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51h x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 75 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-24
LRS-50-24
LRS-51-24
LRS-52-24
LRS-53-24
LRS-54-24
LRS-55-24
LRS-56-24
LR5-57-24
LRS-58-24
LRS-59-24

0.7
1.6
2.5
3.5
5.7
9.5
14.0
22.0
29.0
38.0
52.0

0.6
1.3
2.0
3.1
5.1
8.5
12.0
20.0
25.5
31.0
43.0

0.4
1.0
1.5
2.2
4.4
6.5
10.0
16.0
21.0
25.5
34.0

0.4
0.8
1.2
1.1
3.3
4.0
7.0
10.0
15.0
17.5
24.0

11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 473 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11

5'h x 47/
8 x 13 1/s
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-28
LRS-50-28
LRS-51-28
LRS-52-28
LRS-53-28
LRS-54-28
LRS-55-28
LRS-56-28
LRS-57-28
LRS-58-28
LRS-59-28

0.4
0.9
1.5
2.0
3.3
5.8
8.2
13.0
17.5
22.5
31.0

0.3
0.7
1.2
1.7
2.8
5.1
7.2
12.0
15.5
18.5
26.0

0.2
0.5
0.9
1.2
2.4
3.6
6.2
9.5
12.5
15.0
21.0

0.2
0.4
0.7
0.6
1.8
2.3
4.2
6.0
9.0
10.5
15.0

1'h x 417 /
32x 423 /
32
11h x 417 /
32x 515 /
32
111 /
16x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
h
47/
1
6x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
5'h x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 75 /
32

158
200
252
289
394
483
615
762
998
1208
1470

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-48
LRS-50-48
LRS-51-48
LRS-52-48
LRS-53-48
LRS-54-48
LRS-55-48
LRS-56-48
LRS-57-48
LRS-58-48
LRS-59-48

48V ± 5% ADJ.

1

20V ± 5% ADJ.

QTY.
1

24V ± 5% ADJ.

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

28V ± 5% ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF ( A)
40°C
50°C
60°C
71°C

33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
h
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1h
5 x 47/
8 x 12

Ripple and Noise Specification
with Output Filter

MRS SERIES FILTERS

MODEL
MRS- 53
MRS- 54
MRS- 55

COMPATIBLE
DIMENSIONS
POWER SUPPLIES ( Inches)
LRS-52, 52M,
LRS-53, 53M
LRS-54
LRS-55

WEIGHT
( Lbs.)

1' 5/
1
6x 1' 3/
16x 1
5/
8

6

31/
8 x
31/
8 x

1
1

*Contact factory for 48V special filters.

15 /
1
6x

17/
1
6
15 /
16x 1
7/
1
6

PRICE
QTY.
QTY.
1
10
$ 63
69
74

$ 60
65
70

Output
Voltage

Ripple
RMS
PK-PK

LR (with MRS Filter)
2, 5, 6Volt Models

2mV

12mV

12, 15, 20, 24, 28

4mV

20mV

Volt Models

LR SERIES
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line

regulation, load
ripple and noise

temperature
coefficient
remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage
AC INPUT
line

power

0 1% from 95 to 132VAC. 95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC on LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58 and
"M" option models. 187 to 265VAC on LRS-59
and "V" option models.
0 1% from no load to full load.
10mV RMS, 35mV pk-pk for 2V models of
LRS-49, 50, 51 and all 5V and 6V models.
(25mV pk-pk for all other 2V models).
15mV RMS, 100mV pk-pk for 12V through 28V
models.
35mV RMS, 150mV pk-pk for 48V models.
O03%/*C.
10000/volt.
volt per volt.
95 to 132VAC, 47-440Hz.
95 to 132VAC or 187 to 265VAC (user selectable), 47-440Hz on LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58 and
"M" option models. 187 to 265VAC, 47-440Hz
on LRS-59 only.
LRS-49: 30 watts maximum.
LRS-93: 51.5 watts maximum.
LRS-51: 96 watts maximum.
LRS-52: 137 watts maximum.
LRS-53: 225 watts maximum.
LRS-54: 380 watts maximum.
LRS-55: 515 watts maximum.
LRS-56: 819 watts maximum.
LRS-57: 1100 watts maximum.
LRS-58: 1350 watts maximum.
LRS-59: 1900 watts maximum.

DC INPUT
145VDC -± 10%. (260 to 370VDC for LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58, 59 and
"M" and "V" option models.)
EFFICIENCY
50% min for 2V model of LRS-49. 55% min for all other 2V models. 65%
min for 5V and 6V models of LRS-49. 67% min. for 5V and 6V models of
LRS-52. 66% min for 12V and 15V models of LRS-49. 68% min for 5V
and 6V models of LRS-50. 70% min for 5V through 15V models of
LRS-53, 54; 12V and 15V models of LRS-50; 20V through 48V models of
LRS-49. 73% min on 5V and 6V models of LRS-51; 20V through 48V
models of LRS-50. 75% min for 5V and 6V models of LRS-55, 56; 5V
through 15V models of LRS-57, 58, 59; 12V and 15V models of LRS-51;
12V through 20V models of LRS-52; 20V through 48V models of LRS-53,
54. 77% min for 12V through 20V models of LRS-55, 56. 78% min for
20V through 48V models of-LRS-51; 24V through 48V models of LRS-52.
80% min for 20V through 48V models of LRS-57, 58, 59; 24V through
48V models of LRS-55, 56.
OVERSHOOT
No overshoot at turn-on, turn-off or power failure.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty - 10°C to + 71°C with suitable derating above 40°C.
Guaranteed turn-on at - 20°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
-55°C to + 85°C .
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection, automatic electronic current limiting circuit
limits the output current to apreset value, thereby providing protection
for the load as well as the power supply.
THERMAL
Self- resetting thermostat.
FUSING
Line fuse removes the power supply from the line if ashort occurs in the
input circuitry.
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Overvoltage protection is standard on all models. If output voltage
increases above apreset level, inverter drive is removed.
COOLING
All units are convection cooled. No fans or blowers are needed.
IN-RUSH LIMITING
The turn-on in- rush current will not exceed 40 amps peak from acold
start. ( 13 amps on LRS-49, 50. 19 amps on LRS-51. 50 amps on LRS-57,
58, 59.)
DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Simple screwdriver adjustment over the entire voltage range.

Specifications
INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
All input, output, sensing, and remote on/off connections for LRS-49, 50,
51, 52 and LRS-53 are made through barrier strip terminals. All input,
sensing and remote on/off connections for LRS-54, LRS-55, LRS-56,
LRS-57, LRS-58 and LRS-59 are made through barrier strip terminals. DC
output connection is made through heavy duty threaded bus bars.
MOUNTING
Two mounting surfaces and two mounting positions on LRS-52, 53, 54.
One mounting surface and one mounting position on LRS-49, 50, 51, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59.
POWER FAILURE
2V, 5V and 6V models will remain within regulation limits for at least 16.7
msec. after loss of AC power when operating at full load, V max, and
105VAC input at 60Hz. ( 105 or 210VAC for LRS-49, 50, 51,%7, 58 and
"M"option models. 210VAC at 60Hz for LRS-59.)
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate the effects of power
output lead resistance on DC regulation.
REMOTE TURN-ON/TURN-OFF
Provision is made for digitally controlled remote turn-on, turn-off (TTL
Compatible).
FUNGUS PROOFING
All units are inherently fungi inert.
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
The LR Series is built in Lambda factories to quality and inspection
procedures which are similar to MIL-I-45208. The LRS-49, 50 and 51 are
pending approval of environmental testing. The remainder of the series
has passed environmental testing in accordance with MIL-STD-810C.
1) Low Pressure - Method 500.1, Procedure I.
2) High Temperature - Method 501.1, Procedures Iand II.
3) Low Temperature - Method 932.1, Procedure I.
4) Temperature Shock - Method 503.1, Procedure I.
5) Temperature-Altitude - Method 504.1, Procedure I.
Class 2 (- 10°C Operating).
6) Humidity - Method 507.1, Procedure I.
7) Fungus - Method 508.1, Procedure I.
8) Vibration - Method 514.2, Procedures Xand Xl.
9) Shock - Method 516.2, Procedures Iand Ill.
EMI
Conducted EMI conforms to FCC Docket 20780 Class A, and MILSTD-461A Notice 4CE04 for power leads. LRS-57, LRS-58, LRS-59, and
"M" and "V" option models also conform to VDE 0871 Class A.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Lbs.
Lbs.
Size
Model
Net
Ship
Inches
13/
8
23/
8
11/
2 x 417 /
32x 4
23 /
32
LRS-49
21/
2
1 x 417 /
32x 5
15 /
82
1112
LRS-50
2
3
111 /
1
6x 417 /
32x 7
13 /
64
LRS-51
31/
4
2 x 4,/8 x 6'/4
LRS-52
31/
4
41/
4
23h x 47/
8 x 8,
/2
LRS-53
6V2
7'h
3 x 43/
8 x 11
LRS-54
7
8'h
3
3
/
4
x
4
7
/
8
x
10'h
LRS-55
8'h
10
x 4,/8 x 11 1/
2
LRS-56
10'h
12
5 x 47/
4 x 12
LRS-57
12
1
h
14
5
1
/
2
x
4
7
/
4
x
13'h
LRS-58
16 1/
2
19
65/
8 x4
7/
8 x 13"/32
LRS-59
OPTIONS
AC Input
Add
Suffix ,
-V (LRS-55, 56 only)
-M (LRS-52, 53, 54 only)

For Operation
at:
185 to 265VAC
47-440Hz
95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC,
47-440Hz
(customer selectable)

Price
12 %
12%

'Add Suffix after package number, i.e.: LRS-55V-5, LRS-52M-5.
ACCESSORIES
Rack Adapters (LRA-14, LRA-15, LRA-17) and cable system available.
FINISH
Grey, Fed. Std. 595, No. 26081.
GUARANTEED FOR 5YEARS
Five year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to
operation at full published specifications at end of 5years.
/CSA
UL Recognized. CSA Certified. LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58, 59 under
evaluation.
TUV LICENSED
110/220 and 220 input versions. LRS-49, 50, 51 under evaluation.

CONSUMER

A WAY TO EASE REMOTE-CONTROL PANIC
FREIBURG, WEST GERMANY

I

magine this: aTV remote-control unit,
about the size and shape of aballpoint
pen, that puts amenu and acursor on the
screen, allowing the user to select dozens
of receiver functions with just one key.
And by simply sweeping the unit across
the screen, the viewer can set receiver parameters such as brightness, contrast,
volume, and balance.
That's not just apipe dream. It's aconcept for which the ITT Semiconductors
Group is now developing chips. The outfit
will demonstrate the remote-control unit
during the Radio and Television Show in
West Berlin Aug. 25 to Sept. 3, and set
makers should have the first receivers
and remote controllers using the chips on
the market next year.
Moreover, the system is suited to the
coming age of high-definition TV and its
promise of agradual marriage of the personal computer and the TV [
Electronics,
March 1989, p. 70].
NEW GENERATION. " It could be the first of
anew generation of remote-control tools
replacing the mouse and similar devices,"
says Stinke Mehrgardt, director of concept engineering and business development at Intermetall GmbH, the group's
subsidiary in Freiburg, West Germany,
where the chips are being readied.
The ITT concept applies not just to TV
sets but wherever equipment is controlled from amonitor—that is, in amanmachine interface, where acursor and a
menu provide visual communication between the display and its operator. The
system is superior to the mouse control-

ler used for many personal computers because it is wireless; and it is faster than
the key-driven cursor most commonly
used to control PC screens.
The idea behind the controller, according to ITT, is to make it easier to work today's feature-laden TV sets. Operating
some of the high-end models, particularly
those being sold in Europe, can rank right
up there with flying asmall plane. In
some of these sophisticated units, the

Unit controls features from
windows to sound, and could
replace the mouse

viewer has to contend with achecklist of
options including videotext, teletext, satellite reception and descrambling, and
picture freeze and zoom. There may be as
many as 20 video and stereo standards,
and nine or so picture-in-picture insets.
And that's all in addition to the standard
TV functions—brightness, contrast, volume, and the like.
The upshot of all this complexity is remote-control units festooned with as
many as 50 keys. Some European TV-set
makers have even reluctantly decided not
to add features to their new models, in
the fear that additional bells and whistles
would make controlling the sets still
more difficult.
For its part, ITT is taking this problem
so seriously that it has set up ahuman-interface design group whose aim is to fa-

cilitate equipment control. " We must
make system operation simpler, and one
way to do that is to take the complexity
out of the human-operated controller and
put it into on-chip software," Mehrgardt
says. With the new controller, ITT appears to have done that.
PIECE OF CAKE. Working the new remote
controller is child's play: press the key
and the screen displays amenu. This may
be ahorizontal bar divided into several
sections, each marked with achannel
number. Press the key again and move
the cursor to the appropriate section to
turn on the desired channel.
Another menu lists the set's special
functions—videotext, freeze and zoom,
pictureinpicture insets, and others.
Again, pointing the cursor to the section
in question and pressing the button picks
the one wanted. With the cursor it's also
possible to move picture insets to any
spot on the screen.
Setting the receiver parameters is just
as simple: move the cursor to, say, Contrast on the menu, press the key, and a
bar will appear on the screen. Then,
sweeping the remote controller from left
to right across the screen gradually
changes the bar's color shade from light
to dark, indicating that the receiver's contrast parameter is moving from low to
high. In effect, the user controls the adjustment simply by moving his hand.
In principle, just one key will suffice.
But some TV-set manufacturers may
choose to fit the controller with one or
more additional keys for specific channels
or often-used functions. More than one
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key won't add to circuit complexity,
Mehrgardt says.
For remote control, each channel number, receiver function, and parameter selected has its own code, which is digitally
enshrouded in the sequence of infrared
pulses coming from the control unit. The
directional information—which indicates
the controller's sweep direction across
the screen—is contained in the signals'
varying amplitudes.
At the receiver, an IR amplifier boosts
this double-modulated signal stream
from microvolt to volt levels and feeds it
to amicrocontroller for real-time processing. The digital and directional data are
decoded and finally used to execute the
function picked out on the menu to set the
receiver to the desired level of contrast,
volume, balance, brightness, and so on.
The microcontroller is Intermetall's
CCU3000, a35-mm2CMOS chip using 1.5p.m technology. Besides decoding, the
chip handles timer, watchdog, and interrupt functions, digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conversion, and ahost of
other tasks.
At the heart of the chip is a65CO2 central-processing unit, which performs 5
million operations/s. Because it employs
afunctionally unchanged 65CO2 core, the
controller can use program-development
systems that are already on the market,
including emulators and high-level language compilers.
John Gosch

INDUSTRIAL

LIGHTS, SOUND, ACTION:
PLANT CONTROL GETS GLITZY
DES MOINES, IOWA

A set of

tools for developing software
«that combines audio, video, and
graphics could soon make abig splash in
industrial computing. Called RAVE,
which stands for Real-time Audio/Video
Environment, the tool set should help
slash the time and cost it takes to develop
sophisticated interfaces for real-time factory process-control systems and for commercial applications like automated teller
machines and point-of-sale equipment.
Developed by Microware Systems
Corp. in Des Moines, RAVE lets software
developers mix high-quality digital
sound, still and moving video, and computer-generated graphics in asingle system. Microware thinks an ideal application would be simulated control panels—
replicas of actual control panels that are
displayed on ascreen, complete with moving dials and meters, the sound of switches closing and machinery moving. If
RAVE lives up to Microware's expectations, the impact could be far-reaching.
"We're trying to advance the standards
by which man-machine interfaces are
judged," says Andy Ball, Microware's

vice president of marketing.
The tools run on top of OS-9,
Microware's real-time operating system
for Motorola Inc. 68000 microprocessors.
OS-9is already available from about 75%
of U. S. VMEbus board vendors, is used
on 90% of all VME systems in Japan, and
is widely used on anumber of industrial
buses, Ball says. He predicts anumber of
major vendors of central-processing-unit
boards will port RAVE to their systems
within afew months after the package is
available May 15.
Microware developed the RAVE technology for use in Compact Disk Interactive,
the format for aconsumer product that
merges digital sound with video and computer-generated graphics. Every CD-Iplayer will include an OS-9operating system,
which means potential big business for
Microware. But CD- Ihas been slow to
emerge; although it was introduced three
years ago, the first players and disks are
not expected to reach the market until the
second half of this year.
Microware, in the meantime, started
looking for other applications for RAVE.
"We realized that this was an ideal type

Every copier company talks
We're doing somethi
Choosing anew copier isn't easy. You look at copiers,
you listen to promises. It all gets very confusing.
Now, you don't have to listen to alot of talk about
promises. You can read ours. Because we put it in
writing. If you try to compare it to other copier
guarantees, you'll find there's no comparison.
Suddenly, adifficult decision becomes avery easy
choice to make.
Look at the certificate above. Nobody offers you
as good acopier guarantee as Harris/3M. So, while
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copier salespeople are all giving you alot of talk,
ours will give you something great to read.
Send in the coupon. Or give us acall
at 1-800-TLC-COPY. (In Canada, 1-519-668-2230.) We'll send you —
our 8-page Consumer Guide to
Copiers. Then, we can talk
about it.
Harris/3M copiers have features for all sizes of offices. That includes
the 6070. Seventy copies aminute, guaranteed.
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of interface for our primary market in industrial control," says Todd Earles,
Microware's manager for multimedia
products. Indeed, so suited is it to these
applications that the technology might
have been designed for process control
and embedded systems from the beginning. The package includes aset of software tools that allows systems integrators to quickly and cheaply develop custom audio/video control systems for avariety of equipment types without writing
asingle line of code. Once an interface is
developed, RAVE automatically generates all of the audio, video, and related C
source codes that are necessary for aruntime environment.
In the factory, RAVE interfaces will typically run on video touch screens. Ball
thinks the technology should prove popular
with nontechnical factory personnel, who
are often uncomfortable with more conventional monitor and keyboard-type interfaces. " One of the great things about
RAVE is that by combining audio with the
video, you can give the user confirmative
feedback that can really raise his confidence level." A worker turning off avalve
might hear the sound of avalve closing, for
example, or he might get spoken confirmation that it has closed.
One outsider who shares Microware's
enthusiasm is Tim Elsmore, cofounder at
Tecma Microsystems Inc. The San Diego
startup is developing aVMEbus audio/

The RAVE factory-control scheme f
rDm Microware Systems lets software developers mix
high-quality digital sound, still and moving video, and computer-generated graphics.

video controller board for RAVE applications. Elsmore says the board will be
available in July, priced between 51,500
and $2,000 in single-unit quantities. "This
audio/video interactive stuff is the wave
of the future," Elsmore says. "We've already seen glimpses of it in factory automation, where people are starting to use
video-interactive touch screens."
But until now, Elsmore says, factory

graphics interfaces have made little, if any,
use of audio feedback beyond nondescriptive beeps and buzzes. And for existing factory systems, "in every ease, asystems integrator had to define and write his own
package, because there's been no standard
environment for audio/video work," he
says. "If Microware is successful, this will
cut development time for interactive
graphics interfaces down from something

about customer satisfaction.
it.
Yes, I'd like to know more about Harris/3M copiers
and the Harris/3M Copier Promise.
Send to Harris/3M, P.O. Box 785, Dayton, OH 45401
NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE
I'd also like information on your fax machines.

HARRIS/3M
Offer is valid for aIdnit 4J line al id othur CV:4[1(1ms and lunnati(qin app.- ; see your Harris/3M
sales representative for details. 01988 Harris/3M Document Products, Inc Harris is atrademark
of the Harris Corporal ion. 3M is atrademark of the 31d Company
Electronics/April 1989
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like two years to six months."
Ball goes even further, claiming that
typical RAVE development time could be
one sixth that required today. What's
more, he says, aRAVE interface can run
on much simpler hardware than current
factory human-machine interfaces, which
typically require powerful graphics processors and other exotic gear. "You can
use asimple bit-mapped video controller,
as cheap as you can go, and RAVE will
work just fine. And you can also use a
very simple audio controller." That
means that hardware for RAVE can be
built for 50% to 75% less than that re-

quired for today's video factory interfaces, Ball says.
The RAVE package will be offered in
three separate modules. Audio, video,
keyboard, and mouse drivers are provided. So are drawing and block-copy primitives, which supplement alibrary of stock
video images of more than 40 different
types of commonly used controls and indicators, ranging from push buttons and
slide bars to strip-chart and numeric readout indicators. RAVE developers can also
produce digitized images of actual controls using avideo camera. Images created, called up, or captured can be modified

using RAVE's paint-box graphics package. RAVE's audio tools similarly allow
developers to capture or create, edit, and
play back audio segments, including voice
messages or recorded sounds. Audio may
be input from any external source, such
as amicrophone or cassette, or loaded
from adisk.
In single-unit quantities, aRAVE development package will cost $1,470. Board
vendors that need only the drivers and other software necessary to make their products RAVE-compatible can get volume
pricing of the tool set at "well under $200
per copy," Ball says. -Wesley R. Iversen

SEMICONDUCTORS

NATIONAL IS STAKING OUT OFFICE IMAGING
Ning outSemiconductor
Corp. is stakaposition as the dominant

of the microprocessor product group at
National. Their reasons for doing so are
obvious: the printers represented 95% of
supplier of embedded processors for of- all sales of 32-bit processors for the office-imaging hardware, from laser printfice-imaging market in 1988, according to
ers to fax machines and copiers. The SanDataquest Inc., aSan Jose, Calif., marta Clara company introduced late last
ket-research firm. Moreover, Dataquest
month the second in afamily of proces- expects sales in this category to grow
sors spun off from its Series 32000 of 32- rapidly, zooming from $13.4 million last
bit microprocessors.
year to $175.6 million in 1993.
The new device, the NS32GX32, is a
But National is taking alonger view,
processor with an application-specific instruction set tailored to execute Postscript commands and other image-specific tasks. It is aimed
at high-end laser-printer applications, along with avariety of office-peripheral jobs in applications
such as scanners, copiers, and facsimile systems. Eventually, National thinks, it could be used in
next-generation imaging peripherals that combine all of these
functions.
The NS32GX32 complements the
first processor in the family, the
NS32CG16, which was introduced
in 1987 and is intended for use in
low-end laser printers. The new
chip can help power large-scale laser printers, capable of printing
from eight to 80 pages per minute;
the NS32CG16 works with smaller,
personal printers that run at two to With the NS32GX32, this line drawing can be executed
eight ppm.
640 ms. With the NS32CG16, the job takes 5,003 ms.
Coupled with National's relationship with Japan's Canon—National proYaron says. "When you look alittle closvides the embedded processors for all
er at the imaging segment of the officeCanon's laser-printer engines, which repperipherals market, what you find is that
resent almost three-quarters of the laser- the share for page printers will constitute
printer engines sold worldwide—the inless than 50% of the total sales" in the
troduction of the new processor gives Na- not-so-distant future, he says. By 1993,
tional asolid position covering the full
scanner sales are expected to grow fiverange of office-imaging applications.
fold, to 15% of the overall market. In the
By contrast, most of the other compasame time frame, fax-machine sales will
nies selling embedded processors for im- grow tenfold, accounting for 10% of the
aging are concentrating on page printers,
market. So it makes more sense, Yaron
aclass comprising both laser and ink-jet believes, for National to develop aprodprinters, says Giora Yaron, vice president uct line that it can sell to all these seg-
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ments of the office-peripherals market.
The common thread in all those applications is the use of bit-mapped graphics to
capture, draw, store, and transmit digital
representations of images. That's why
National was able to so easily adapt its
general-purpose processors, the Series
32000, to office imaging—the firm merely
had to add instructions specific to bitmapped graphics manipulation to the
32000's instruction set.
In addition, National then incorporated anumber of image-processing functions on the chip. For
example, the 32GX32 includes logic
for bit-block-transfer functions
such as line-drawing primitives.
Moreover, the chip also carries instructions for implementing oneand two-dimensional data-compression algorithms. These include the
modified Huffman code, which is
required to meet Group III facsimile standards.
The 32GX32 also incorporates
on-chip atwo-way set-associative
data cache. In conjunction with
special stack instructions, this feature gives the designer an extremely powerful engine for processing page-description languages such as Postscript, according to Yaron.
in just
Then too, the one device also incorporates anumber of features
that generally have been implemented off the chip. Among them are an
oscillator, logic for direct memory access,
and interface logic for use with external
slave microcontrollers. Finally, the device
embodies logic to support an optional external bit-block-transfer accelerator.
A high-speed bus boasts internal bandwidth of 240 Mbytes/s and external bandwidth of 96 Mbytes/s. Running at clock
rates up to 30 MHz, the chip has areal-time
interrupt response of only 1.23 ¡is and can
do context switching in just 3.6 pjs, Yaron
says.
-Bernard C. Cole
Electronics/ April 1989

When it comes to high performance data acquisition
for the PS/2,we're the only act in town.
Abold claim that happens to be true.
It's our all new DT2901 Analog and
Digital I/O Board for the IBM PS/2. We say
"all new" because we developed our board
from scratch, unlike other developers who
have been content to simply modify their
"old designs!'
So, how does that make our I/O board
better?
We built our board around two
custom-designed chips. Our data transfer
chip permits A/D, D/A and Digital I/O
operations to occur simultaneously and
Model

Analog
In

Resolution

Programmable
Gains

Throughput

DT2901

16SE/8DI

12 bits

1,2,4,8,16

50kHz

DT2905

16SE/8DI

12 bits

1,2,10,20
100,200,
500,1000

50kHz
2.6kHz

without data gaps. Our custom MCA Interface Chip does the work of several
conventional chips, permitting high performance operation while saving valuable
space and power.
Add to this its fast 50kHz throughput,
flexible channel and gain selection, and
you've got yourself performance like no
other data acquisition board on the market
today.
You can get all of this, including our
FREE ACQUIRE software, for under $1,000!
Think about it, and we think you'll
Pacer
Clock

Analog
Out

Resolution

Throughput

2chats.

12 bits

50kHz/chan.

16 lines

2

$995

2chans.

12 bits

50kHz/chan.

16 lines

2

$ 1095

DIO

agree ... our all new high performance I/O
board isn't just the only act in town, it's
also the best.
So act now.

Call (508) 481-3700

In Canada, call (800) 268-0425.
FREE 1988/89 Data Acquisition
Handbook.

Price

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters, Data Translation, Inc.,100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 017521192 USA, (508) 481-3700 Tlx 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters; Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 2Q1, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66,7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142.54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 6624255; Belgium (2) 735.2135; Canada (800) 268-0427; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (1) 868-721; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90) 372144; France (1)
69077802, Greece 11) 951-4944, (311 527.039, (1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (5) 448963; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 5401524; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 348-8301, (31 502-5550, (3) 3551111; Korea (82) 756-9954;
Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands ( 70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504759; Norway (2) 53 12 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 8037680/93: Spain
455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 7211410; Taiwan (2) 918-4740; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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PICO

WORK STATIONS

ULTRA- MINIATURE

DC-DC

Converters
Low Profile .
5 x.5 x.3 ht.
o

e•e-,
4,‘->

Actual
Size

OELIVERY
TO ONE WEEK
PICO's high reliability DC-DC
Converters are produced in an
ultra-miniature encapsulated
package (. 5"x . 5"x .3" ht.).
Over 80 different models operating over the temperature range
of — 25'C to + 70°C ambient
without derating.
• / 6 new high voltage models
100-250 volt output
• Up to 1.25 watt output at
-25°C to + 70°C ambient
• Ultra-miniature size (0.3" Height)
• 5 input voltage ranges 5, 12, 24, 28
and 48V DC
• 28V Input/Output now standard
• Input/output isolation
100 megohm @ 500V DC
• Single and dual output
• No heat sink required

HOW DEC AND De WILL GIVE
SUN A RUN FOR ITS MONEY
WESTBORO, MAS&

In their effort to overtake Sun Microsystems Inc. in the work-station race, longtime rivals Digital Equipment Corp. and
Data General Corp. are harkening to an
old adage: if you can't beat 'em, join 'ern.
Both DEC and Data General have embraced reduced-instruction-set computing
for anew line of work stations, and both
have augmented their proprietary operating systems with AT&T Co.'s Unix. Sun,
of course, has long championed both
RISC and Unix in its work stations.
DEC got onto the track first, but Data
General soon was running hard and threatening to catch up [
Electronics, March
1989, p. 15]. The DEC RISC-based work stations, introduced by the Maynard, Mass.,
computer giant in January, set a new
price/performance standard for such systems at the time: $850 per million instructions/s for a14-mips unit priced at $11,900
[Electronics, February 1989, p. 49]. But
Data General, in Westboro, Mass., promptly toppled that mark by coming in at less
than $500/mips with a17-mips work station
selling for $7,450.
The adoption of RISC-based platforms
designed for the Unix operating system,
although anticipated by analysts, is amajor shift into open systems for both companies. Until now, each had relied mainly
on computers built with proprietary architectures to run proprietary operating
systems. The obvious reason for the

move is that despite their traditional
strengths in minicomputers, both companies are scrambling to catch up to Sun,
the acknowledged work-station leader.
The gospel according to DEC had previously been that VAX hardware running
DEC's VMS operating system was all customers needed, from the desktop to the
corporate mainframe. Similarly, Data
General had long relied for growth on its
MV/Eclipse architecture running the
company's Advanced Operating System.
Each firm will continue to support and expand its proprietary family, but both are
committing heavily to RISC-based Unix
systems, tacitly admitting that, at least
when it comes to work stations, the old
standbys aren't going to give them the
kind of robust growth they would like.
Both are late starters in the RISC race,
however, where Sun is well established
with its Sparc architecture. Sun has the
largest market share in work stations
overall and especially in technical work
stations. DEC is moving fast—Vicki
Brown, senior analyst at International
Data Corp., Framingham, Mass., an authority on work stations, estimates that
the company finished second only to Sun
in 1988 work-station units shipped, displacing Apollo Computer Inc. of Chelmsford, Mass.
Data General thinks it can gain
ground, too. Its new RISC products are
among the first to employ Motorola Inc.'s

I OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp
(- 55 °C to + 85°C ambient)
•Stabilization Bake (125°C ambient)
•Temperature Cycle (- 55°C to + 125°C)
•Hi Temp, full power burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)

Over 500 miniature low profile
standard models deliver
up to 20 watts power.
PICO also manufactures over 2500
standard ultra- miniature transformers
& inductors.
Delivery—

stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Plemy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
NEW YORK CALL
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800-431-1064
914-699-5514
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Data General enters the market for RISC work stations with this 17-mips machine, built around
the Motorola 88000 and selling for the same price as apersonal computer.
Electronics/ April 1989

Lights...camera...or action!
Great films in production worldwide!
Mepco/Centralab offers you the world's broadest film capacitor selection...which is why electronic systems designers have made
us their first choice, worldwide.
As part of the global Philips family of fine components, Mepc:o/Centralab can assure you of the right film capacitors
for all of your applications — household appliances, computers, telecommunications, lighting and
dimmer circuits — in fact, virtually any plug-in electronic circuit you can think of.
More design solutions.
We literally offer " one-stop shopping" of film caps
— four dielectrics ( polyester, polycarbonate,
polystyrene and polypropylene), axial and radial
leads, plus avariety of configurations, encapsulations and packaging, capacitances from 46 pF to 75
µF, and workirg voltages from 50 volts to 2 kv.
Delivery? You can order from any major distributor
or draw on our inventory — the nation's largest —
with quality that meets rigid UL, CSA and VDE
requirements.
Or we'll custom- produce to your high- volume production specs, to meet your JIT or dock-to-stock
program. At competitive prices, of course.
Before you start your next system design, take a
close look at our catalogs of cost-saving, spacesaving film capacitors. Write to Mepco/Centralab —
the active leader in passive components.

Mail to: Mepco/Centralab
Attn: Corp. Advertising
2001 W. Blue Heron Blvd.
P.O. Box 10330
Riviera Beach, FL 33404
Please send me the following:
.1 Surface Mount Device Catalog
Hi Leaded Resistor/Capacitor Data Book
i
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Firm/Dept./Div
Address/MS
City/State/Zip
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88000 CMOS microprocessor. (DEC uses
the R2000 processor from MIPS Computer Systems Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif.) Herbert Osher, Data General's director of
product marketing, says his company
chose the 88000 for several reasons. He
maintains that the 88000 embodies "abetter system-design concept in that it's a
complete unit, with integer and floatingpoint processors on one chip, and cache
and memory management on another."
UPWARD MOBILITY. Further, Osher says
the 88000 is more easily upwardly scalable to drive larger systems without software headaches than other RISC chips.
Finally, "We also thought it was important to have an emitter-coupled-logic implementation of the chip to build abroad
range of high-performance systems."
Data General is designing the ECL version of the 88000 for Motorola; it will deliver 100 mips when it debuts in 1991.
For now, however, Data General is content with the 17 to 20 mips the CMOS
chips rack up in Dhrystone performance,
Osher says. That's because the first target market is the midrange niche served
by PC-like work stations, not the highperformance Sun and Apollo technical
systems. Because Data General hadn't
seriously dented this market, "we don't
have awork-station business to protect,
so we can be as aggressive as possible" in
pricing the systems, Osher says. The
$7,450 price applies to adiskless, monochrome-monitor work station having
4Mbytes of memory and built around a
16.7-MHz version of the 88000.
The Data General family also has four
other versions of the work station with
monochrome or color monitors, disk
drives, more memory, and/or a20-MHz
88000. There are also two servers, ranging in price from $52,000 to $90,000, depending on memory.
IDC's Vicki Brown says Data General
has indeed got "absolutely the best price/

performance ratio in awork station today. They've beaten DEC. Unfortunately,
price/performance may not be enough
for Data General to succeed in the market. My main concern is that they may
not be able to penetrate sufficiently outside their own installed base. They're
very late getting into work stations; it
may be too late for them ever to be perceived as amajor player."
Data General claims it's in for the duration. When he introduced the initial RISC
family members, Edson de Castro, Data
General's president, said: "The technologies we're showing ... are afirst important step in amultiyear process to implement adistributed applications architecture permitting applications to be distributed over awide range of open hardware
and communication platforms."
Another analyst, however, says that
for Data General it could be avery long
haul indeed. " It might take ayear or
more for both Data General and Digital
to develop significant momentum" for
their RISC work stations, says Mark
Stahlman, aresearch analyst who follows
the work-station market for Sanford C.
Bernstein & Co. Inc., New York. It will
take the two companies that long, he believes, to make up for the lag in developing application software.
And Stahlman isn't convinced that
Data General will be able to deliver sustained performance in the 17-to-20-mips
range. He believes 10 to 13 mips will be
more likely. Finally, he points out that the
price for auseful work station—including acolor monitor, 8Mbytes of memory,
and an 80-Mbyte hard-disk drive—will
probably come in at about $17,000.
"It's still an interesting product at that
price, even at 13 mips," Stahlman says.
"However, the software question is still a
bit cloudy. The competitive impact of a
product like this may take ayear to determine."
-Lawrence Curran

MILITARY

THE PENTAGON'S
PAPER PURGE
IS UNDER WAY
WASHINGTON

Defense Department is turning up
the pressure to get industry to comply
with its Computer-Aided Logistics Support standards. Now four years old, this
push to convert weapon-system documentation from paper to the more pliable electronic form is moving further out of the
test phase and into the realm of everyday
contracting. "Companies without CALS
capabilities will not win contracts," says
Paul R. Cataldo, director of integrated
gistic support policy for the Navy. " It's
that simple."
That goes for the Army and Air Force
as well. All three services are now proving out the CALS concept on their highest-profile weapons programs. Among
these are the Navy's A-12 Advanced Tactical Aircraft and its SSN-21 Sea Wolf Attack Submarine; the Army's LHX Lightweight Attack Helicopter; and the Air
Force's Advanced Tactical Fighter and V22 Osprey Tilt-Rotor Aircraft. Indeed, the
Navy's Sea Wolf program this winter
demonstrated one of CALS' biggest benefits for the first time: it transferred design drawings in digital form from Newport News, Va., which is running the submarine program, to Groton, Conn., where
Electric Boat Co. is building it.
But the multibillion-dollar CALS program is not without its struggles, technical and otherwise, and supporters fear
that tight military budgets in the next
few years could slow it down. "Technologies that don't shoot—that don't kill people—will have ahard time competing" for
The
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Total
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AB Electronic Products Group PLC offers
you a total capability in the design,
development and manufacture of electronic and electromechanical components and sub-systems,

Today, high quality AB products are found
in aerospace, defence, data processing,
telecoms, automotive and consumer
industries.

AB can work with its customers at any
stage of a project f, um initial r=c\Irch,
design and development to procurement
of component parts, prototype manufacturing and ft.II scale production in large or
small volumes.

At the same time, investment in CAD/
CAtvl/CAE, a dedicated research and technology centre, and some of the most
extensive surface mounting facilities in
Europe has taken AB to the forefront of
electronic design and production
technology.

A policy of zero defects is operated
throughout all manufacturing operations.
Supported by investi, rer it in automatic
test and bum- in equipment, this ensures
products are manufactured to the
highest quality standards.

The AB Group has twenty-two operating
locations in the UK, Germany Austria,
France, Sweden and Japan. To find out
how your business could benefit from the
total capability of the AB Group, contact
us today

THE SOURCE OF PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS

AB ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS GROUP PLC
ABERCYNON. MOUNTAIN AST-I.
M O GLAMORGAN. CF45 4SF
TEL 0443 740331 FAX 0443 741676
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funding in the current constrained budget environment, says Alfredo Campo,
the Army's assistant deputy for logistics.
"The benefits of CALS have to be translated right to the soldier. If we can't do
that, we won't get apenny for it."
The Pentagon needs money to add
data-processing equipment that can handle the increase in incoming data. It also
needs to develop data bases and networks
that will allow it to freely exchange data
between its own computers and those be-

longing to its contractors.
Those benefits revolve around combat
readiness and quick, easy repair. One of
the greatest hopes for CALS is that it can
reduce the monstrous amounts of paper
documentation that are carried aboard
ships and aircraft so that, should asystem or component break down, instructions for finding and replacing the faulty
part are aboard. But paper is hard to keep
track of, hard to update, and enormously
heavy. Some estimate, for example, that

MOSIS

'

Multopro,Kt CMOS Solwan Wale,

Reduce the Risk of VLSI Design
Prototypes as low as $ 400 1
Lowest Cost
Since 1981 MOSIS has been providing a prototyping service to IC designers by merging designs onto
multiproject wafer runs.

In the last two years. more than 3.200 prototype designs from commercial firms,

universities and government agencies have been fabricated through MOSIS on over 100 fabrication runs.
Pay as low as $400 and get enough parts to verify your design,

instead of paying $40.000 or more for a run

and getting more parts than you need. Use the prototyping runs to develop your own libraries.
cost- sharing, you can't afford not to try out your ideas on silicon!

With MOSIS'

Highest Quality
Photomasks are purchased to zero- defect density specifications. Parametric test structures on the wafers are
measured to ensure compliance with vendor process specifications. Standardized yield monitors
measure defect density.
Wide- Ranging Technologies
MOSIS supports several different technologies and fabricators.

Among them are:

• CMOS double- level metal at 3.0. 1.6 and 1.2 microns from Hewlett-Packard
• CMOS double- level metal at 2.0 microns from VLSI Technology
• CMOS double- level metal with second poly option at 2.0 microns from Orbit for analog designs
Projects can be designed with design rules from either MOSIS. the wafer fabricator or the DoD.

MOSIS also

distributes a library of DOD- developed standard cells ( 3.0. 2.0, and 1.2 microns) to designers interested in
semi- custom design.
Diversified Design Tools
MOSIS Fabrication runs support:

MOSIS

• Fabricator's Tool Sets •

Dot) Standard Cell Libraries ( 3.0. 2.0. and 1.2 microns)

• Berkeley Tool Set

GENESIL Designs and Silicon Compiler Systems

•

For more information. contact Christine Tomovich or Sam Delatorre at ( 213) 822-1511.
The MOSIS Service. 4676 Admiralty Way, Marina del Rey. California 90292-6695
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if the paper documentation were removed
from the average Navy ship and replaced
with magnetic or optical media, the vessel
could sit up to 3in. higher in the water.
That would make it faster, permit it to
carry additional equipment, or both. A
9,600-ton cruiser carries as much as 26
tons of documentation in its hull.
Likewise, the Air Force hopes to shed
the weight of the paper documentation
from its cargo planes. Digitizing technical orders that remain with the C-17 cargo aircraft in flight will save 1,000 lbs of
on-board weight, says Mary K. Cronin, director of plans and programs in the Air
Force's Product Assurance and Acquisition Logistics Office in Washington.
The DOD plans to have all its data-interchange standards in place by 1992,
when all contracts will require CALS as a
matter of course. However, officials are
satisfied for now with acommitment
from contractors that they will implement CALS data-exchange standards
where applicable as soon as the standards
become available.
Implementing and paying for CALS in
new weapons systems will be relatively
easy. "CALS costs will be built into the
cost of the program," says Michael
McGrath, director of the Pentagon's centralized CALS Policy Office in Washington. But paying for them in existing programs may be much harder, he says, because in requiring the paper-to-digital
switch, CALS will cost more up front.
EATING PROFITS? Also, since most of the
cost savings CALS promises are not realized until the acquisition and maintenance phases of aprogram's life, contractors fear that these savings to the Pentagon will eat into profit margins they had
been counting on to offset investments
made early in the program.
"There is little incentive on the part of
acontractor to reduce his profit base,"
McGrath says. So "in existing weapons
systems we're looking at incentive programs, such as the Industrial Modification Incentive Program or Value Engineering—programs that were developed
for other purposes but that can be used
here." These programs typically permit a
contractor to share in the savings created
by making changes in contract specifications [
Electronics, August 1988, p. 31].
Overall, however, industry is ready and
willing to embrace CALS, and avariety of
industry groups have invested in developing the necessary technologies and standards to bring the project to fruition.
These include PDES Inc., aconsortium of
defense contractors that is developing
the Product Data Exchange Specification, and computer-graphics companies
that must create standard computerscreen formats that can be supported in a
range of hardware and software environments. Even the Commerce Department
is getting in on the act through its NaElectronics/April 1989

A New Age is Dawning

Super Computer Performance on aSingle Board

17 MIPS Sustained

Introducing Ironics Am
The IV-9001 is the first board to bring super
computer performance to VMEbus.
RISC Technology
Based en the AMD Am29000 RISC processor,
the IV-9001 attains a1
7MIPS sustained instruction rate. It delivers five to six times the performance
of conventional CISC processors.
MultiProcessing Architecture
The IV-9001 includes ironic's unique MultiProcessing Engine' features and an advanced
memory design that guarantees cache coherency for
multiprocessing applications.
100MBytetSecond I/O
Ahigh-speed I/O gateway to the real-time world is
available via an I/0 daughter board interface. At
100MBytesIsecond, the IV-9001 provides the
fastest I/O connection to VMEbus systems.

Single Board Super Computer"
Comprehensive Software Support
From industry standard compilers to advanced
packages for auto-configuration of Reanime
MultiProcessing systems, the IV-9001 has the software tools that you need.
Real-Time Applications
The IV-9001 expands the horizons for real-time
applications. It brings affordable super computer
performance to systems for data acquisition and
control, simulation, image processing, networking,
and more.
The new age is here. Call or write: lronics Incorporated, Computer Systems Division, 798
Cascadilla Street, Ithaca, New York 14850 Phone:
(607)277-4060 Telex: 705742 FAX: (607)
272-5787

I6MByte DRAM
Local memory options match your applications up
to I6MBytes. Cost effective DRAM daughter
boards and an efficient cache architecture deliver
maximum performance at the least possible cost.
01988 Ironies:Inc.
Single Board Super Computer is atrademark of Ironies Inc.
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ing tool [
Electronics, February 1989,
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (formerly the National Bureau of p. 126] and into the design environment,
where it can be used to trim time to marStandards), which is developing aPDES
test bed to test emerging standards in a ket and become avaluable competitive
tool. "In the long term, adoption of CALS
real manufacturing environment.
Industry, in fact, may be even more ex- won't be used to gain acompetitive adcited about the prospects presented by vantage," says Paul Perchersky, MIS director at defense electronics specialist ECALS than the military. Company managSystems Inc., Dallas. "It will be used to
ers see CALS as adriver, pushing electronic data interchange, or EDI, past its
protect yourself from being put at acomcurrent level as apurchasing and order- petitive disadvantage." -Tobias Naegele

SIMULATION

NEW TOOLS AID SIMULATION
AT THE PC-BOARD LEVEL
networked hardware modeler that has
esigners of printed-circuit boards in- been tightly integrated with most of the
popular simulators running on industrycreasingly are looking to follow the
standard platforms, says L. Curtis Widlead established by designers of applicadoes Jr., founder, president, and chief exection-specific integrated circuits—they
utive officer of the San Jose company. This
want to simulate the operation of their
is important, since designers use simulaboards before they actually build them.
tors from more than one vendor of computUntil recently, board-level simulation has
been held back by the lack of effective
er-aided-engineering systems.
Software provided with the LM1000
tools, particularly those capable of modeltransparently connects the modeler to any
ing. But now that situation is beginning
commercially available simulator running
to change.
The latest instrument to emerge for on any work station, locally or over anetwork. Also, the system can be easily proboard designers is ageneral-purpose
hardware modeler from Logic Modeling grammed to work with any in-house simulator now available. By
Systems Inc.
that
contrast, aproprietary
works with any simulahardware modeler from
tor, whether it's acomA hardware simulator,
mercial or aproprietary software models, and an a CAE company supports only that firm's
system. The hardware
ASIC tool aid designers simulator and hardware
simulator reinforces an
platforms. "You can also
increasing number of
use the LM1000 hardbehavioral software
ware modeler to model ASICs," says Holly
models with new debugging features in
Stump, director of marketing at Logic
the board designer's arsenal—models
that are likely to soon be described in a Modeling. "You can replace the gate-level
description of the chip with the chip itself,
standard language, VHDL. Joining the
new simulation tools will be related de- and speed up the simulation considerably."
One reason the hardware modeler will
sign aids like the ASIC emulator from
facilitate board-level simulation is that it
Quickturn Systems, which enables degives instant availability of models of all
signers to emulate ASICs in aprototype
the devices that designers might want to
system early in the design cycle. The
Quickturn system can also be used in a wire onto their boards. In the past, desimulation environment, where it func- signers performing board-level simulation never had all the models they needed
tions as an accelerator.
and had to write some models themThe market for simulation in general is
booming. The digital simulation market selves. Logic Automation Inc. of Beaverwill be worth $290.5 million this year, ac- ton, Ore., is in the business of developing
cording to Cindy Thames, vice president such models. It has more than 4,000 models in its SmartModels library, which
at The Technology Research Group in
costs $9,900 annually (see p. 122).
Boston, and the analog simulation marSoftware models offer debugging facilket will be worth $100 million. She preities that are not available on ahardware
dicts that both will more than double by
modeler. For example, Logic Automation
1992, with digital reaching $586.7 million
announced last month the introduction of
and analog, $288.5 million. " Board-level
SmartModel Windows, which enables desimulation still represents arelatively
signers to look inside amodel during simsmall percent of the total simulation marulation. "With Windows, you can access
ket," coming in at around 5%, she says.
internal registers of the device being
"But it's growing."
modeled," says Robert Hunter, the comLogic Modeling Systems' LM1000 is sure
to propel this growth. It is the first pany's vice president of marketing. "You
SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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• size variations of . 25" dia. x
.25" to . 75" dia. x82" ht.
• MIL- T-27E (PICO is QPL source)
• 20Hz —250KHz
•pulse applications . 05µs to 100ps
•prim, and sec. impedances
2 ohms to 250K ohms
• power to 3 watts
• inductors to 80 henries
• plug-in construction, surface
mount, or flying leads
• extreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD-202F, method
107(25 cycles). Special designs
for 300 cycles.
Delivery—
stock to
one week
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Electronics, Inc.
453 N MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free

800-431-1064

IN NEW YORK CALL

914-699-5514

PICO also manufactures over 500
standard DC-DC Converters and over
2500 Miniature Transformers
and Inductors.
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"Digital helps
Scientific
Calculations
provide
leading edge
design software
to the world's top
electronic firms."

"We do business in an on-line
manner — we license the SCICARDS•
system design software and provide
automatic, easily-implemented
upgrades every year. Only Digital
provides the kind of computer systems architecture and support we
need to operate that way.
"Digital's VAX' architecture lets
us bring software to the customer in
the most cost-effective manner. The
marketplace is calling for VAX-based
solutions, because engineers need the
mainframe power that MicroVAX'
and VAXstation" workstations and
VAXcluster" systems provide. And
because of DECnet" networking
software, our product works in a
multivendor environment.
"Digital also allows us to be backward and forward compatible. So our
customers can keep current with
technology without rewriting
their applications.
"Everything from concept to
design to the manufacture of printed
circuit boards is available from
Scientific Calculations. And Digital
is the common thread."
The rewards of working together.
Digital's flexible architecture provides the leading edge to tomorrow's
technology.
Today, with aconsistent systems
foundation that supports awide range
of applications yet lowers development and expansion costs, Digital
gives you an elegantly simple way for
your people to work together more
productively, more creatively, more
efficiently, more competitively.
To learn more, write to Digital
Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker
Avenue, Concord, MA 01742-2190.
Or call your local Digital sales office.
Away to work together like
never before.

Digital
has
it
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Generations from now, when today's state-of-the-art
fighting systems have taken their place in armament
GENERAL DYNAMICS LAND SYSTEMS

Our power supply
is built to
outlast the tank.

history books, today's Abbott power supplies will still
be operating reliably.
Outfitted for Enhanced Reliability, for example, our
new 60 Watt triple-output switching DC-DC converter
achieves an MTBF rating up to 600,000 hours; more than
68 years. A single-output model is rated even longer.*
Yet this compact package is fully self contained. It meets
the tough EMI limits of MIL-STD-461C. And the punishing
environmental specs of MIL-STD- 810C and MILS-901C.
While the BC60 is brand new, this is no " developmental"
power supply. Its topology is identical to our field proven
BC100 and BC200 models. Its design integrity is verified
through rigorous ESS testing.
We're delivering power supplies for projects critical to
Americas defense, including MILSTAR, the EH101 helicopter, the TOW missile, INEWS and the F/A-18 Hornet.
For acopy of our 1988 Military Power Supply Product
Guide, write us at 2721 S. La Cienega Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA 90034. (800) 556-1234 XT9; CA (800)
441-2345
9. . MTBF FIGURES CALCULATED PER MIL-HDBK-2175 GROUND
Versatile new 60 Watt switcher
measures 5x4x 1.5 inches. Provides
outputs of 5, 12, 15, 24 or 28 Vdc, from
inputs of 18 to 36 Vdc. Operating temperature from — 55°C to + 100°C.
Overvoltage protection & short circuit
protection standard.

abbott
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INSIDER

THE $500 MILLION QUESTION: WILL CONGRESS FUND HDTV DEVELOPMENT...

T

he hottest thing on Capitol Hill these days is high-definition TV. Saying that
HDTV development is vital to U. S. competitiveness in world markets, Rep.
Don Ritter ( R., Pa.) introduced a bill last month that would provide up to $ 500
million over the next five years to assist U. S. industry in meeting the challenge of Japanese and European competitors. The HDTV Competitiveness Act
of 1989 also would make the R&D tax credit, now scheduled to be phased
out of the tax code at the end of this year, permanent when used to invest in
HDTV -related research. Moreover, the bill would open up antitrust restrictions
to encourage cooperative R&D among major industrial players; and it would
give the Commerce Department broad authority to establish programs to help
industry develop and commercialize HDTV technology, including " special
assistance for pilot [ manufacturing] projects." The bill is now under the review
of four House committees, but don't look for instant action. The average bill
takes almost 20 months to wend its way through Congress.
El

... AND WILL THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT SUCH FUNDING?

D

evelopina a U. S. presence in HDTV is a " top priority" at the Commerce
',Department, says Commerce Secretary Robert A. Mosbacher; in fact,
"there is nothing at this point that has a higher priority." As the President's
point man for HDTV policy, Mosbacher is heading an interagency Economic
Policy Council that " is now studying what the government's role should be in
advanced N." But he stops short of supporting federal financing of HDTVtechnology ventures, insisting that " Ihave not made up my mind on government participation." Instead, he says, industry should be encouraged to make
the investments on its own, with government aid limited to removing legal barriers that might be blocking the establishment of cooperative research ventures. In the meantime, however, Mosbacher will have his hands full trying to
mediate a dispute over the U. S. stand on a worldwide production standard
for HDTV. The State Department, which controls all international agreements,
is holding steady to its 1985 decision to back Japan's 1,125- line, 60- Hz
MUSE production standard, despite warnings from critics who say that decision was based on a now-faulty premise—that a single worldwide production
standard could be found. Since Europe and Japan have already vowed to go
different ways, these critics say, the U. S. should think twice before committing to MUSE.
I=1

DARPA MAY BOOST HDTV FUNDING PAST $30 MILLION
Inyet another HDTV development, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency wants to boost funding for HDTV research significantly beyond the
$30 million set aside for it last fall, says Craig Fields, Darpa's deputy director
for research. Fields also suggests that other money, collected from other defense and nondefense agencies, may be pooled to help fund HDTV research
in the next several years. Darpa was swamped with 87 HDTV proposals in
late February in response to a request for advanced-TV research ideas.
Subjects ranged from transmission systems and displays to sophisticated
microelectronics. Given the quality of the proposals, Fields says, the U. S. not
only has achance to compete on aworldwide scale in HDTV, it " certainly has
the opportunity of winning as well." Darpa plans to categorize the proposals—
which came from 73 U. S. companies plus the American subsidiaries of Sony
Corp. of Japan and Philips International NV of the Netherlands—and assemble them " into a cohesive program," Fields says. Darpa will seek to forge
industry alliances to create a program larger in scale than many had originally
thought possible. And it's not " shutting the door" on future HDTV proposals;
the agency will continue to support such research " for years," he says. D
Electronics/ April 1989
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
NOW IT WILL BE EASIER TO SELL RAD-HARD CHIPS OVERSEAS

The

Defense Department is loosening up export restrictions for radiationhardened integrated circuits, chips that are designed to withstand the harsh
radiation environments of outer space and those near- nuclear explosions. The
new rules reverse an order, implemented in 1985, that " effectively dried up
our rad hard markets overseas," says Joe Tirado, manager of strategic marketing for military programs at Harris Corp.'s Semiconductor Sector. Those
rules banned the export of any chips capable of withstanding total-dose
radiation over 100 kilorads—just about all rad hard and rad tolerant chips.
"Companies, and not just Harris, lost millions of dollars in sales," says Tirado,
whose division is the world's largest supplier of rad hard circuitry. The
Pentagon's new rules, written with input from industry and slated for release
this month, permit the sale of circuits with total-dose hardness up to 500
kilorads to members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Japan, and
Australia. The main restriction is that the chips can't exceed three other hardness parameters: for dose- rate upset, neutron radiation, and single-event
upset. The new regulations also set export policy for chips that meet only
some of these characteristics and for parts that, while not designed to be rad hard, exhibit significant radiation tolerance nonetheless for total dose, doserate -upset, and single-event- upset radiation.
12

ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGIES TOP THE PENTAGON'S 'CRITICAL' LIST

H

ow dependent on electronics has the Defense Department become? Very
dependent: 17 of the 22 technologies it lists as " critical" to the long-term
security of the U. S. are electronics-related. The list, the latest in a series of
government and industry-funded reports aimed at identifying " key," " critical,"
and "essential" technologies for Pentagon investment and nurturing, identifies
a broad mix of technologies ranging from semiconductor manufacturing knowhow to software producibility; from the development of fiber-optic technology
to robotics, parallel computing, phased-array radars, and passive sensors,
which can detect an enemy threat without emitting a telltale signature of their
own. But the report is just the beginning of what is likely to be a long, drawnout debate between Congress and the Pentagon over how well the Pentagon
is managing its technology initiatives. Sen. Jeff Bingaman ( D., N. M.), chairman of the Defense Industry and Technology Subcommittee of the Senate
Armed Services Committee, says he's not sure the Pentagon is managing its
research funds as well or as efficiently as possible, and he plans hearings this
month to press the military and industry on the list's credibility.
D

THE AEA SAYS THE JAPANESE FSX PROJECT IS A 'BAD DEAL'

T

he U. S. should scrap its deal to provide the Japanese with vital F-16
aircraft technology because it will accelerate Japan's penetration of the
U. S. market for advanced avionics, says J. Richard Iverson, president of the
American Electronics Association. " If you look at the FSX from the electronics
point of view, it's a bad deal," he says. The deal would provide Japan with
the F- 16's basic airframe and engines, but not the electronic technology that
makes up about 40% of the aircraft. Iverson says AEA members are worried
that the Japanese will not just develop their own avionics suite for the FSX—
one that would include, among other advanced features, a high- power modular phased-array radar—but that they will then try to use that advanced
technology to compete against U. S. makers in future U. S. avionics programs. "There's no darned American electronics in that airplane," Iverson
says, adding that he thinks the Japanese should buy at least some of their airborne electronics from the U. S. Japan figures to spend about $4 billion on
electronics for the FSX over the life of the program.
E
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Maximize
flexibility and efficiency

with NECis multiprotocol serial controller.
The pPD72001 is an advanced
CMOS multiprotocol serial controller that gives you extra flexibility
and efficiency in data communications system design.
The pPD72001 is unique
because it allows you to design
acomplex system with multiple
transmit/receive speeds. The
controller has two channels, a
pair of transmit/receive blocks
on each channel, and four
independent on-chip baud-rate

generators. You can use the baudrate generators to set adifferent
speed for each of the transmit/
receive blocks.
The 72001 also supports an
SDLC loop with on-chip hardware.
It eliminates external control
circuits to reduce host-CPU overhead. And it offers an on-chip DPLL
(Digital Phase Lock Loop). The
DPLL circuit reduces signal lines
by picking up aclock frequency
for control use from the data re-

ceived in NRZI and FM formats.
Other features include aspeed
of 1.6M bits/sec.; asynchronous,
COP, and BOP operations; and
astandby function.
In today's fast-changing data
communications universe,
success depends cnthat extra
margin of design flexibility. For
the built-in versatility to meet
diversifying user demands,
design- in the pPD72001. Call us
for full details today.

For fast answers, call us at:
USA Tel:1-800-632-3531, TWX:910-379-6985. W GermTel.0211-650302. Telex 8589950. The Netherlands Tel:
040-445-845. Telex:51923.
Tel:08-753-6020. Telex 13839.
Tel:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499.
Italy Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355. UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex 826791
Te1:3-755-9008. Telex:54561.
Taiwan Tel:02-522-4192. Telex:22372. Singapore Tel:4819881. Telex 39726. Auslianc Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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and
INTERNATIONAL VOICE SYSTEMS REVIEW
is proud to
announce its follow up to the
highly successful SPEECH TECH'88

SPEECHOTECH'89
Voice Interactive Computer Conference and Exhibition

SIXTH SUCCESSFUL YEAR

May 2-4 • New York Penta Hotel
SPEECH TECH'89, the largest voice input/output computer conference and exhibition focusing on the
applications, uses, technologies and advances of Voice Interactive Computers in: Defense, Government
Agencies, Transportation, Security, Telecommunications, Medical, Manufacturing, Space...
and much, much more.
SPEECH TECH'89 will feature over 150 speakers with three special sessions on Military Applications of Voice
Activated Computers. Topics include: Voice Applications and Tactical Workstations, Voice Applications for Military
Vehicles, Voice R&D progress in the Helicopter Environment, R&D Programs and Opportunities: Surveillance,
Intelligence, Command & Control, and Communication, JTIDS 2400 b/s Voice: A Case History. Speakers include:
RADC, Wright- Patterson AFB, NASA, MIT Lincoln Labs, ITT, SRI International, IBM, Space and Naval Warfare
Systems...and many more.
100 exhibits featuring the latest voice processing hardware and software such as: Kurzweil, Dictaphone, AT&T,
Texas Instruments, Voice Processing Corp, Northern Telecom, Voice Control Systems, NEC Electronics,
Dialogic, Intervoice, Votrax, NTT-JAPAN, Perception Technology... plus many others.
Don't miss attending the largest voice processing conference of the year;
SPEECH TECH'89, MAY 2-4 at the New York Penta Hotel.
To register by phone for SPEECH TECH'89, call (212) 533-7481 or 7483
For your FREE copy of SPEECH TECHNOLOGY Magazine and aSPEECH TECH'89 program booklet, use
the order form below.

E Please send aFREE copy of SPEECH TECHNOLOGY Magazine, plus acopy of SPEECH TECH'89 program
booklet at no obligation.
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COMPANY

TITLE

PLEASE PRINT

PHONE ( )

ADDRESS
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STATE
MEDIA DIMENSIONS INC.
42 East 23rd Street, New York, NY 10010
(212) 533-7481/(212) 533-7483/(212) 533-3943/FAX (212) 475-1209
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WHEN YOU SHOP FOR AHOME OFFICE COPIER,TAKE THIS PAGE WITH
YOU. FILL IN THE BLANKS.THEN DECIDE FOR YOURSELF
Make ahead to head comparison with the competition. Don't just
take our word for it. See how Sharp
gives you the greatest number of
features in home office copiers.
Sharp has auto exposure on
every one of its copiers—not just its
top of the line—to give you cleaner,
crisper copies. Every Sharp Home
Office Copier is highly reliable,
virtually maintenance free, using

replaceable cartridges for parts that
wear out. And has aclamshell
design that allows for easy paper
jam removal.
Sharp is aleader in home office
products that are design-coordinated and easy-to-install. Sharp
copiers, fax machines, lap top
computers, typewriters and desktop
calculators will work as ateam in
your office.

If you're shopping for compact
copiers, take this ad with you.
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Getting to
the market
on time
How new quick-turnaround
strategies and technologies
for ASICs are helping OEMs
hit critical market windows
nimportant new way of looking at the
»chip market is emerging that affects
strategies across the board, from systems designers and original-equipment
manufacturers to chip designers and
semiconductor makers. The time-honored
"learning curve" approach to market
domination is giving way to the more
compelling view through amarket "window of opportunity." In short, it is becoming clear that market dominance is
achieved not by the company that comes
in with the lowest-cost product, but usually by the one who gets there first.
As recognition of the central strategic
importance of time to market has grown,
OEMs have worked harder and worked
smarter to spot windows of market opportunity in advance. Computer-aided engineering tools can help turn concepts
into designs in ever shorter times, and application-specific integrated-circuit technologies like gate arrays have been nurtured to create shortcuts to silicon implementations of those designs.
62

But that delay between completed design and silicon in hand is still too long
and too nerve-wracking. If the chips that
emerge from the foundry (or captive fabrication line) don't work as intended, the
schedule for product introduction is generally set back amonth to six weeks or
more. Budgets go up in smoke. Careers
are on the line.
This type of pressure is changing the
chip industry. Fab lines are being designed in new ways to shorten the siliconturnaround time—in fact, they're being
designed from the ground up with turnaround as the central driving force. And
new kinds of equipment are adding anew
twist to the process: now the design errors that halt aproject in its tracks can be
fixed on silicon. It's like white-wiring a
chip: lasers and ion beams can cut away
interconnect and lay in new wires. This
way arun of working prototypes can be
rushed to market while the chip masks
are fixed and anew batch of silicon is run
off. The six-week delay disaster is erased.

For the few commodity semiconductor
products such as dynamic random-access
memories, low- to medium-speed static
RAMs, erasable programmable read-only
memories, and standard logic at the
small- and medium-scale-integration levels, the learning-curve chip-production
strategies still apply. But to agrowing
number of OEMs who are turning to
ASICs based on gate arrays and cellbased methodologies, it is the ability to
hit the opening of the market window
that is most important.
And the ASIC segment continues to
grow fast. The projections of Integrated
Circuit Engineering Corp., amarket-research firm in Scottsdale, Ariz., say that
by 1992, nearly one out of every four dollars spent on ICs (23.9%) will be for some
type of ASIC device. For the ASIC manufacturers and their customers, the key to
success in this marketplace is not so
much the ability to produce the lowestcost circuit or even the one with the top
performance; the key is to turn around
Electronics/ April 1989

Fixing first-cut
silicon to get
prototypes out the
door fast is possible
with equipment
like this holographic
inspection system
from Insystems

designs and get into production fast.
As aresult, there has been aradical
shift from traditional high-volume, highcapital-cost " maxifab" production lines
appropriate for commodity chips to anew
generation of lower-cost "minifabs" oriented toward quick turnaround of prototypes and low-volume production. This
growing quick-turn environment is also
creating market opportunities for startups with new types of equipment that
will allow semiconductor makers—and ultimately OEM users of ASICs—to get finished prototypes in days or hours.
"What we have here is arevolution in
the making," says G. Dan Hutcheson, executive vice president of VLSI Research
Inc., San Jose, Calif. It is arevolution that
OEMs must watch closely, because many
of the technologies and methods involved
can be applied at the system house as
well as at the fab line.
In the high-volume, commodity environment, the learning-curve strategy, put
to work so successfully by Japanese
Electronics/April 1989

semiconductor companies, assumes that
certain future improvements in the technology and the ability to manufacture using them will result in lower prices and
eventual market penetration. Aggressive
chip makers, mostly Japanese, plot the
predicted learning curve and drop prices
prematurely to the predicted low prices,
hauling in the customers and cornering
the bulk of the market share, making up
for losses early in the lifetime of aproduct with profits.
Ten years of improvements in CAD
have allowed development of applicationspecific gate arrays and cell-based custom and semicustom circuits in weeks
rather than months, and of applicationspecific standard products—niche products—at the VLSI level in months rather
than years. Riding on this progress,
OEMs have found that the learning curve
no longer applies. Product lifetimes have
eroded too far. OEMs are concentrating
on getting to market first and following
up the initial product with variations tar-

geted to very specific market needs to
hold and expand market share.
The market time for atypical electronicsbased product has dropped to about two
years. New products must be introduced
every 12 to 18 months, on average, to maintain continuity. In some areas, such as personal computers, the product lifetime is as
little as ayear or less, and the introductionopportunity window (usually defined as the
first half of aproduct's lifetime) amatter
of no more than six months.
CAD tools have reduced development
times to something like the same order as
the product lifetime, says William
McClean, manager of market research at
ICE. So to hit critical market windows, development of a second generation of
product must begin before that of the
first is finished, and the third generation
must start just as development of the
first-generation product is ending. System developers can ill afford any lengthening of these cycles, he says.
According to amodel developed by Mi63

the number of revisions by ahalf to a
quarter, says Conrad dell'Oca, vice president of research and development at
ASIC maker LSI Logic Corp., San Jose.
But, he says, there's considerable room
for improvement in production. "As diffiREVENUE CURVE
cult as it was to develop such tools and
FOR ON- TIME
design methodologies," he says, " the
MARKET
4
ENTRY
more difficult road lies ahead, [that of]
,
P,i;e7
eliminating the production bottlenecks."
The bottlenecks have always been
there, says Hutcheson of VLSI Research,
e
it was just that the delay added to the toce
tal turnaround was small compared to
REVENUE
that required originally in the design of
CURVE FOR 1DELAYED MARKET ENTRY
the chips. "Now this equation has been
(1-4 (
DELAY)
TIME
turned on its head," he says.
The problem facing manufacturers of
-...
w ( MARKET WINDOW)
gate arrays and cell-based custom and se—
2w
micustom circuits is that the traditional
LOST REVENUE
TOTAL EXPECTED REVENUE rd ow dii
"maxifab" methodologies are built for
(SHADED AREA)
L 214,' j
economies of scale and learning-curve
SOURCE: ATEO CORP
cost reductions instead of time to market.
Oriented as they are toward the fabrication of asingle product line, says HutcheRevenue lost in being late to market (
by alength of time equivalent to d, for delay) is shown in
son, maxifabs for such products as
the shaded area of this model, which was developed by Ateq Corp.
DRAMs require investments of $150 milchael Keeger, strategic marketing manlion to $200 million per line. Two- to
ager of Ateq Corp., Beaverton, Ore., the
three-year life cycles or more are rerevenue loss due to missing amarketquired. To justify the cost, product runs
window target can be very significant. In
must be aimed at the highest volume posthe figure above, the uppermost curve
sible, in the millions of units per month.
represents the growth and decline of revIn such an environment, the smaller
enue from atypical product when introproduction runs for prototypes ( 10 deduced at the start of the appropriate marvices or under) and even volume producket window. The curve below it repretion (up to 1,000) get tied up in bottlesents the likely revenue curve for adenecks waiting for the high-volume runs to
layed introduction. The shaded area in
be completed. And the equipment, orientbetween represents the total revenue lost
ed toward runs of multiple wafers and
due to the delay in product introduction
maximum utilization to reduce cost, is not
for the second case. For example, he
flexible enough. The machines can't be
‘sumtenam
says, if aproduct should have generated
modified quickly every time anew part is
$10 million when the market window was
likely to result in a15% loss in revenue.
run through.
hit perfectly, and the window is 18
No wonder, then, that time to market is
ASIC manufacturers face atotally difmonths long, then adelay of one month
becoming the buzzword in American inferent production environment, with well
would cause arevenue loss of $820,000.
dustry. A recent survey of 50 major U. S.
over ahundred different device types usMore is lost than just revenue, adds
companies by Kaiser Associates, aViening over 50 different process-flow variaJames Schoeffel, product marketing
na, Va., consulting firm, found that prac- tions. Most devices will have only one or
manager at Ateq. "There is asignificant- tically all put top priority on strategies
two wafer lots being built, says Franc
ly greater likelihood that competitors
that improved their ability to get to mar- deWeeger, president of Advantage Techwith similar or alternative products will
ket fast. And for companies basing their
nology Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif., and
establish and maintain relative market products on critical electronic compo- some, especially in the prototype stage,
share throughout the product life cycle,"
nents, this is especially true. When three
no more than one wafer. A handful of
he says. Even when the delayed product to four revisions are required to develop a parts, on the other hand, will be in highis superior in performance, he says, there
gate array or standard-cell circuit, says
volume production, anywhere from tens
may be production-ramp and learningAteq's Schoeffel, every week that can be
to hundreds of wafers and thousands of
curve limitations that prevent acompany
shaved from the prototype turnaround
dice per month, constituting 30% to 40%
from achieving high enough production
time can accelerate overall product devel- of the company's output.
volumes and low enough system costs in
opment by amonth. And once the circuit
As aresult, rather than depend on the
the remaining market window.
has been debugged and passed approval,
excess capacity of the the maxifab lines for
This analysis is supported by similar he adds, similar savings can be achieved
their ASICs and niche-oriented standard
studies by ICE, which indicate that a by the speed with which it moves into volproducts, many U. S. manufacturers are
product with amarket lifetime of two
ume production. Also important is tightly
turning to alternative production techyears will experience as much as a12%
matching output to the just-in-time sched- niques. From ahandful of such facilities a
revenue loss if introduction is delayed by
ules of the OEM for which it is being
few years ago, about 200 ASIC-oriented
as little as two months and as much as
designed.
minifabs have been built out of atotal of
32% if it is delayed six months. Products
CAD layout tools have improved ahun- 600 or so fab facilities worldwide, says
with longer lifetimes are not immune, ei- dredfold over the last five to 10 years, re- James Feldhan, vice president of Instat
ther. According to ICE, asix-month delay
ducing the effort required from hundreds
Corp. in Scottsdale. He expects the trend to
on aproduct with afive-year life span is
to tens of man-years. Simulation tools cut continue, with minifabs growing from
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New fab lines—
called `mintfabs'—
are being set up
for fast, economical
small-lot production
1
111
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about 10% of the total in 1987 to as high as
20% by 1990. Of the companies joining this
trend, the smaller number are traditional
ood news, designers: the focused ion- de, he must first go back to the computersemiconductor houses, including Fujitsu,
aided-design system, modify the mask patbeam systems that are just becoming
Motorola, National Semiconductor, NEC,
terns necessary to reconnect the circuit as
available produce fully functional protoTexas Instruments, and Toshiba.
desired, make new masks, and then run a
types of custom, semicustom, and standard
Large manufacturers are handling the
circuits in hours rather than weeks. First new lot of wafers. Depending on the facproblem with so-called " fabs within
tory priorities at the time, this can take as
out are wafer- and chip-modification sysfabs"—special equipment and personnel
much as afew days to aweek for lasertems from Micrion Corp., Beverley, Mass.,
oriented toward small-volume and protobased systems and up to 10 weeks for traand Seiko Instruments Inc., Tokyo.
type production of ASICs, says Hutcheditional fabrication techniques. An addiUsing afocused beam of gallium ions,
son. Also, says McClean of ICE, many
tional disadvantage is added cost and wastthese systems let users alter chips three
companies, particularly the Japanese, are
ways. They can remove existing metal in- age: existing wafers must be thrown out
focusing on parts, mainly gate arrays,
nnections to isolate one part of acir- and new ones produced.
that can be fabricated more like commodWith afocused-ion-beam IC-developit. They can add new metal interconnecity devices, with master slices produced
ment system, all these problems vanish.
ns to rewire acircuit. And they can genin volume. Typical of this approach is that
Changes can be made in a matter of
te new contact areas, so that voltage
taken by Fujitsu Ltd., which produces unhours on the existing wafers, using gallieasurements can be made to monitor the
defined gate-array wafers in high volume
um ion beams that can be focused as
•
lectrical performance of acircuit under acon maxifab lines in Japan. These are then
small as 0.1 I.Lm and accelerated to an entual operating conditions.
shifted as needed to the company's ASIC
Almost every new integrated circuit ergy of no more than 25,000 V.
line in Gresham, Wash., where the last
Positioned by control signals, where
two or three layers of customized metali- goes through one or more iterations bethe beam strikes the circuit, the ions se
fore its final configuration is determined,
zation are added.
lectively remove material by the highly
For even tighter turnaround times for particularly the more complex circuits
controlled process of sputtering. This
such as VLSI microprocessors, memories,
prototypes and small-volume production
of completed designs, most ASIC compa- and application-specific ICs. When an er- lets the system make ultraprecise cuts of
metal lines, with virtually no increase in
ror is found, adesigner of high-density
nies and standard-product startups tarparts (100,000 gates and up) has had until temperature and therefore no damage to
geting smaller-volume niche markets
the surrounding circuit areas. Because of
now only two options. He could cut wires
have opted for the new minifab approach.
the small size of the cutting beam, cuts as
with amechanical probe or alaser, or he
Costing much less than maxifabs—in the
small as 0.5 gm can be made on circuit
could go through the complete mask/fabneighborhood of $20 million to $50 milfeatures which are themselves positioned
lion—such facilities handle single-wafer rication cycle all over again.
as close as 0.5 p.m apart.
Both of these time-honored approaches
processing and small production runs of
To form new interconnects, the same
have limitations. Mechanical probes can
many products on a single line. To
only be used on geometries of 2to 31.tm or focused beam can selectively deposit metachieve this, the fabrication line is moduals such as tungsten. If ametal-carrying
larger, ruling them out for advanced VLSI.
lar, with tiny equipment islands scattered
gas such as tungsten carbonyl or tungLaser techniques can cut or add lines as
throughout the plant and designed for
sten hexafluoride is present at the surmall as 1j.tm, but only by means of thermaximum flexibility. Among those opting
face of the circuit, the ion beam will de
al ablation. This process requires high
for this approach are Dallas Semiconduccompose the gas. This leaves ametal de
mperatures,
frequently
causing
heat
tor, Harris Semiconductor, LS! Logic,
posit, providing high-quality, high-conParadigm, Silicon Systems, VLSI Tech- damage to surrounding sections of the IC.
ductivity interconnections.
-B. C. C.
If the designer opts for the mask/fab cynology, and Western Digital. And TI, in
addition to its DRAM-derived ASIC fab
line, is investigating the minifab approach with apilot line for military parts
[Electronics, January 1989, p. 27].
MINIFAB. More typical of the current state
of the art is VLSI Technology's new minifab, a40,000-ft2Class 1facility in San Antonio, Texas. "The quick-turn objective
means production cycles that are no more
than 1.5 times the theoretical minimum
cycle time," says Jack Satich, vice president of technology at the San Jose, Calif.based firm. By contrast, he says, present-generation fab lines using traditional technologies have aproduction cycle
anywhere from 3to 10 times as long as
that theoretical minimum. The company
believes that before the end of the year it
will be able to turn around acompletely
tested prototype of acell-based semicustom circuit in 10 days. With gate-arraybased designs, Satich says, turnaround
time should be even shorter.
Key to this speed is inventory control,
via "demand-pull" production methodoloMicrion's ion- beam chip- modification system can cut through metal interconnect and
gy, in which an operation can accept, or
isolation layers, as shown, and add new wiring to acircuit as well.
pull, inventory from aprevious process

GETTING PROTOTYPES IN HOURS, NOT WEEKS
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step when the operation can accommodate it. The standard method is the pushthrough approach, which is oriented toward achieving as high an output as possible. While the idea is to push materials
through to the next stage as quickly as
possible to increase throughput, Satich
says, this approach can often hide manufacturing problems due to queuing of inventory in front of awork station from
the previous one. It's not unusual for a
push-through fab to have asix-to-eightweek cycle for aproduct that takes just a
few days to make.
Demand-pull systems handle small lot
sizes more easily. They also make it easier to decrease setup times on equipment
for different types of devices. And because they eliminate inventory queues, it
quickly becomes clear when apiece of
equipment is down or when acircuit is receiving alot of rework.
To implement the demand-pull scheme,
VLSI Technology has chosen equipment
to support single-wafer processing instead of processing wafers in batches.
This accommodates the small ASIC lot
sizes, typically four to six wafers per lot.
In such ascheme, steps that require processing one wafer at atime can proceed
at their own pace, says Satich, while, for
example, plasma etchers, which need to
accumulate anumber of wafers before
commencing operation, do not introduce
delays due to batching.
Lot delays are also minimized by organizing the equipment around work cells,
each of which represents alogical segment of aprocess flow. This means the
next piece of processing equipment for
any wafer lot is logically placed close by.
It's not specific to aparticular process
flow; rather, it is generic and adaptable to
avariety of processes. In traditional

Laser and ion-beam
techniques could
ultimately change
the complexion of
the industry
semiconductor processing schemes, by
contrast, equipment is organized into
work groups according to function: one
bay for coating, one for exposure, another for etching. Such an organization requires transporting lots between areas,
and this causes delays and more difficulty in inventory management.
Although designed originally for the
quick-turn needs of ASICs, such aproduction philosophy is also being used to build
standard products targeted at high-performance niche markets, says Satich. At
LSI Logic, for example, the same production line is used for making ASICs, semistandard, and standard products. And at
VLSI Technology, Satich says, the application-specfic SRAM-based products are
being fabricated on the line.
On another front, equipment and software startups have anumber of offerings in the works to make ASIC manufacturing faster. The new equipment—including laser-based systems for fabricating gate arrays and focused-ion-beam
chip and wafer modification systems—
may ultimately make it possible to move
the prototyping stage of the process out
to the OEM user's facility, says Hutche-

son of VLSI Research.
Such systems will catch design and fabrication errors early, notes William
McMakin, vice president of marketing at
Micrion Corp., Beverley, Mass. They will
also allow engineering changes early in
the product-development cycle, and "the
earlier such changes can be made, the
less they cost and the shorter the overall
development time," he says.
This is corroborated by arecent ICE
study, which indicates that amajor reason for long design cycles is an excessive
number of engineering changes. The earlier changes can be made, ICE says, the
lower the cost and the greater the impact
they have on improving performance.
Focused-ion-beam systems, meanwhile,
are just arriving in the U. S., though they
have been available for at least ayear in
Japan. The two main manufacturers are
Micrion and Seiko Instruments Inc. of Ta
kyo (see p. 65), both of which are gearing
up for amajor push in the U. S.
One type of complementary quick-turnaround fabrication tool is the laser-based
direct-write system [
Electronics, Nov.
12, 1987, p. 69], varying forms of which
are being developed by Elron Electronic
Industries, Lasarray, and Lasa Industries. These machines are aimed at developing semicustom designs based on specially prepared gate-array wafers. Such
systems, now priced in the $1million to $4
million range, should reach $17 million in
annual sales by 1992, says Hutcheson.
A key stumbling block is the technology's ability to produce working circuits
with sufficiently high yield and reliability. Even afew errors in the cutting or
additive steps could ruin the entire circuit. At National, engineers are grappling with the problem by linking the
Lasa additive system to the Seiko fo-

CIM SOFTWARE CAN SIMPLIFY ASIC MANUFACTURING
schip makers push for more efficient
A
fabrication of application-specific integrated circuits, their colleagues in soft-

commodity environment, with agiven
rate of wafer production using similar
numbers of processing steps, the transaction rate and data-base size are likely to
be much smaller, he says. Also, an ASIC

fab needs much more flexibility in its CIM
system. Vast numbers of parts, masks,
inventories, and processes must be easily
ware are marching right along with
defined, tracked, and controlled.
them. There's heavy competition among
This is no easy task. The short lead
software houses to develop computtimes, the mixture of varying marer-integrated-manufacturing proket windows, and the OEMs' demand
grams to support the ASIC effort.
for just-in-time deliveries make
It took the emergence of applicascheduling and balancing products
tion-specific gate arrays and stanin the line complex. Also, the great
dard cells to drive the development
number of ASIC products and proof sophisticated computer-aided-decesses result in even larger numbers
sign tools; so too the quick-turn reof specifications, most of which requirements of anew generation of
quire sign-off procedures and engiASIC minifab lines are driving the
neering-change control. With the
development of CIM software.
thousands of masks and hundreds of
The demands placed on aCIM sysspecs and settings, the opportunities
tem are substantially different for
for error are many.
ASICs than for high-volume stanThe demand for CIM software to
dard parts, says G. Dan Hutcheson,
meet these many requirements has
executive vice president at VLSI Re- Promis's factoryTop software lets managers see a seg- emerged so quickly within the semisearch Corp., San Jose, Calif. In a ment of the factory floor or step back for an overall view.
conductor industry that companies
66
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cused-ion-beam modification system, says
Ronald Kovacs, manager of in-situ processing. Circuits developed on the Lasa
system could be evaluated and, if faulty,
modified by the Seiko unit. The modified
prototypes could be delivered to the customer on schedule, he says, while at the
same time the circuit could be analyzed to
eliminate the problem.
Another quick-turn option is the ASICfabrication service built around aproprietary e-beam direct-write manufacturing
technology from United Silicon Structures, aSan Jose subsidiary of European
Silicon Structures. Where current e-beam
and laser-based direct-write approaches
are aimed at replacing the last two
masked metalization layers in gate-array
processing, the United Silicon service
uses the e-beam as an all-layer directwrite tool to implement standard-cell circuits, says vice president of marketing
Jacques Castaillac. Design is done with
the firm's e-beam-optimized Solo family
of design tools.
Another piece of the puzzle under examination at National is technology for
pinpointing defects on chips produced on
the laser machines or by standard means,
so that they can be fixed by the ion-beam
and laser systems. Kovacs says the chip
maker is evaluating a number of advanced wafer-inspection systems, such as
the Model 8600 holographic-based system
from Insystems Inc. of San Jose. The
promise, he says, "is that the improvement in yield early in the prototyping
stage could reduce overall development
costs by several orders of magnitude,
more than offsetting the capital-equipment investment." If such equipment
proves out, he says, it could radically
change the way both semicustom and
standard chips are produced. " It would

have not had the time to develop proprietary tools. Then too, doing it themselves
would be costly and time-consuming: insiders say it would take at least $10 million and hundreds of man-years. To fill
the gap, anumber of commercial packages have been developed by companies
such as Cameo Systems, Consilium,
Hewlett- Packard, Promis Systems, and
Qronos Technology.
"What we are seeing is an increasing
vertical integration of the product-development and manufacturing process from
chip to system," says Hutcheson. "What
the Japanese are achieving institutionally
with their semiconductor operations as integral parts of amuch larger systems
company, U. S. companies are achieving
through standard sets of hardware and
software tools."
With ade facto standard in CAD tools
and some common hardware platforms,
Electronics / April 1989
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B. K. Marya, president of Catalyst Semiconductor, says the Seiko Instruments ion- beam chipmodification system Catalyst is using should "cut turnaround time by at least 14 weeks."

reduce the need to develop adedicated
fab line or afab within afab totally oriented toward quick-turn production," he
says. " It would allow semiconductor manufacturers to retain the economies of
scale associated with traditional high-volume fabrication lines, while at the same
time meeting the increasingly fast-turnaround requirements of OEMs."
In the longer run, says Dan Dooley,
president of Lasa Industries Inc., San
Jose, the entire complexion of the semiconductor industry could be transformed.
"With such equipment, distributors
would have amore effective way back
into the loop, incorporating such systems
into their already existing network of design centers." he says. Such systems
would also further spur the development
of startups, who in the initial phases

could create prototypes without dependence on afoundry or ASIC house. And
as for OEM users of ASICs, says Dooley.
such equipment could bring amuch larger portion of product development back
under their direct control.
"Because of the rapidly narrowing
market window for new products, OEMs
have moved to just-in-time strategies to
survive," he says. "As aresult, they have
been forced to reverse adecades-old tradition of working with awide number of
suppliers. Instead, they thin out the number of vendors, working exclusively with
one or two ASIC or semiconductor
firms." By taking over prototyping,
OEMs could go back to the original multiple-supplier approach, using ASIC or
semiconductor houses only for the fabrication of production volumes.

he says, "half the job of vertical integration has been achieved." And the new
breed of sophisticated CIM tools goes a
long way toward nailing down the other
half, in Hutcheson's opinion.
Although the competition is still stiff, a
consensus of sorts seems to be emerging
on ade facto standard. Industry players
are divided between Promis from Promis
Systems Corp., Santa Clara, Calif., and
Comets from Consilium Inc. of San Jose.
In the Promis camp are an impressive
number of heavy-hitters: Analog Devices,
AT&T Technology, Bendix, Bosch, Ferranti/Plessey, IBM, Intel, LS! Logic, McDonnell Douglas, Silicon Systems, Texas
Instruments, and VLSI Technology Inc.
The latter two companies also use the
Consilium system, along with Signetics
and Xerox.
On the hardware side, most CIM packages use Digital Equipment Corp.'s fam-

ily of computers for hard-core number
crunching. For the front-end user interface, where the CAD world has settled on
the IBM Corp. PC family, no such standard has emerged in CIM.
In abid for that title, Promis has developed factoryTop, afront-end interface
that runs on Apple Computer Inc.'s Macintosh. It's connected to the Promis Factory Management System through direct
asynchronous links—DECnet, Ethernet
or AppleTalk packets via Ethernet. The
system relies on the Mac's object-oriented, mouse-driven graphic interface to let
line managers quickly and easily window
in on an activity in aparticular area of the
factory or take an overall view of the entire factory floor, says Ray Potwora, director of marketing. Initial versions of
the product will be introduced late in May
at the Semicon/West show in San Mateo,
Calif.
—B. C. C.
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The traditional
approach to IC design.
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The Cadence
approach.
How you play the game
determines if you win or lose.
And there's plenty at stake.
Your design. Your product.
Maybe even your company.
Traditional IC design is full of
pitfalls and blind alleys. While there
are plenty of good tools available,
none of them really work well
together.
There is abetter approach.
Design Framework" architecture
from Cadence. The first integrated
design environment to support the
entire IC design process. A system
that lets you go from start to finish
in one smooth, direct path.
Not a "shell': Design Framework
architecture is aunified environment
where all design tools share the same
user interface and design database.
So important details never get lost in
transit. Or garbled in translation.
But Design Framework tools don't
just passively coexist. They actively
cooperate. As your design rolls along,
you see the impact of every change.
In real time. Catching and correcting
errors as they're made. Eliminating
the need to go back and start over.
The bottom line— you finish
designs faster and more economically.

Get to market sooner. And put
greater distance between you and
your competition.
In fact, Design Framework
architecture can boost your design
productivity five times or more
over the traditional approach.
Design Framework architecture
also fits easily into your existing
design environment. You can even
couple tools you developed or bought
from other vendors.
And it's all brought to you by
Cadence. The IC design automation
software tool leader. We'll be happy
to tell you more. Write or call
for acopy of our IC Design Game
Plan: Cadence Design Systems,
Inc., 555 River Oaks Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134, U.S.A.
(408) 943-1234 ext. 350. Or contact
one of our international sales offices
listed on opposite page.
Because in today's competitive
environment playing by the old rules
is alosing game.
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CADENCE
Leadership by Design
Circle 50

DSP winners. The 32-bit parts are the
flagships of product lines aimed at amarSMALL DSP MARKETS GROW FAST
ket that's growing at aheady 35.5% compounded annual growth rate, according
to the Information Network, amarket-ree
1989
search group based in San Francisco.
0.65
This year, the firm expects the market
to be worth $650 million, growing to
.•.•.•
1
$1.625 billion by 1992. The smaller market
1990
090
segments broken out in the Information
f-k!.
Network's studies will grow the fastest,
it predicts. Communications, industrial,
1991
1.25
and consumer DSP markets grow at
40.5%, 47%, and 56.4% annual rates, respectively—above the industry average.
The science and engineering segment and
1992
1.625
the government and military segment,
though larger, will grow more slowly, at
30.7% and 25%, respectively.
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
The old timer in the 32-bit floatingWORLDWIDE DSP-PRODUCT REVENUES ($ BILLIONS)
point DSP market is AT&T Co., which introduced an n-MOS chip in 1984. The first
El GOVERNMENT AND MILITARY
CONSUMER
[ IINDUSTRIAL
supplier to hit the market with aCMOS
El
SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
COMMUNICATIONS
chip, however, was NEC Corp. of Tokyo.
SOURCE THE INFORMATION NETWORK
The p,PD77230 began shipping in 1987,
finding applications as acodec in telecommunications switching systems, accordment,ed in 1
hm CMOS technology. It set range supercomputer from Floating
ing to George Wang, DSP product line
anew performance mark for 32-bit floatPoint Systems Inc. in Beaverton, Ore.,
manager at NEC Microelectronics Inc., a ing-point DSPs with a60-ns, single-cycle
has apeak performance rating of 38 meNEC subsidiary in Mountain View, Calif.
execution time, claims Michael llames,
gaflops and aprice tag of $475,000.
The chip's 150-ns cycle time allowed it to
DSP product manager for TI in Houston.
AT&T responded with aversion of its
outperform the slower and more powerFour times faster than the AT&T device,
32-bit floating-point chip, called the
hungry AT&T n-MOS chip, which could
the chip could crank out 33 million float- DSP32C, that is implemented in the compost only a250-ns cycle time.
ing-point operations/s. In comparison, a pany's advanced 0.9-µ,m CMOS technoloIn April 1988, Texas Instruments Inc.,
system-level product that's popular for gy. The chip is three times faster than its
Dallas, rolled out the TMS320C30, imple- signal-processing work, the M64/60 midn-MOS progenitor, but still slightly slow-
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BEYOND DSPs: EASY PROGRAMMIN

r;l7

AND 1O GIGAFLOPS TOO

en Oryx Corp. conceived the idea plication can be completed in days instead
for its Super Signal Processor com- of weeks, says chief technical officer
puter, amachine that can run at 10 billion John Hiller. And since the program runs
floating-point operations/s, the Paramus,
in assembly language—which is downN. J., company knew the task would be
loaded to the SSP's node controllers—proincomplete until the hardware was
gram execution is not bogged down by a
matched with asoftware-development host computer's input/output bandwidth
tool tailored to the needs of the signal- or by high-level language execution that
processing market.
"Signal-processing design engineers always start off with aflow graph of their
Users draw diagrams
application," says Greg Paret, Oryx's
that pull in routines
manager for software development. "Our
from a DSP library
system lets them program directly from a
flow graph." Instead of drawing aflowchart on paper and then farming out the
programming to asoftware company spedegrades performance.
cializing in ahigh-level language such as
Working in assembly language delivFortran, Oryx's Flowgraph Editor lets
ers 90% of the SSP's peak processing
designers draw diagrams on aSun Mi- power to the application, says Hiller. In
crosystems Inc. work station. The soft- contrast, Fortran-coded programs limit
ware takes charge from there. Using ali- the machine to about 20% of its peak. The
brary of more than 135 primitive func- SSP will find users in military/aerospace
tions such as fast Fourier transforms and
applications such as radar, sonar, and
the like, it creates aprogram that delivers
very high-end image processing. Both
assembly-language efficiency.
laboratory and rugged versions are availOryx's bright idea pays dividends in
able. A 32-bit floating-point, coarse-grain
both development time and program exeparallel processor, the SSP features a
cution. By eliminating the intermediate
modular architecture [
Electronics,
step of high-level programming, the apMarch, 1989, p. 43]. Each arithmetic node
72

delivers 160 megaflops, and nodes can be
added as processing needs grow.
A useful way to grasp the Flowgraph
Editor's power, says Paret, is to think of
it as aschematic-capture editor and library editor rolled into one. In signal processing, he adds, the two functions cannot be handled separately, since "you're
defining and using the library functions
simultaneously." Basically, the software
takes care of all the complex bookkeeping
needed to create an application.
The diagram drawn on the work-station screen consists of two types of
blocks: tasks and queues. Tasks are the
algorithms that the designer strings together to process data in his application.
Queues represent the lines seen between
the blocks in a flowchart. They have
more significance in the Flowgraph Editor system, because the signal-processing
designer must specify limitations on the
data—such as queue size—and destination. A window pops up querying the designer for parameters, including the
number of elements in the matrix and
thresholds. Thresholds are important,
says Paret, because the " task" must
know when to stop filling the matrix with
data. Among the other parameters are
Electronics/April 1989

er than the TI part at an 80-ns cycle time
and apeak 28-megaflops computation
rate. NEC also plans to announce anew
chip, another 32-bit CMOS part, later this
year. Wang says its cycle time will be below 100 ns.
The companies already on the market
are about to get some powerful competition. They are also about to get some
competition on adifferent level, where a
criterion other than sheer performance
will be introduced as ameasure of a32-bit
DSP's appeal.
Two companies have announced they
are rolling out 32-bit DSPs, Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc. of San Jose, Calif., and
Motorola Inc. in Austin, Texas. A third
company, Analog Devices in Norwood,
Mass., says it plans to introduce a32-bit
DSP by the end of this year.
The Fujitsu chip, the MB86232, is comparable in performance to the NEC chip.
In addition, says Paul McGuire, aFujitsu
product marketing engineer, "It has amicrocoded divide routine that takes 27 cycles or 2p.s to run. Other chips require
the applications developer to write adivide routine, which takes at least twice as
long to execute as the microcoded divide
instruction on the 86232." Motorola's
parts, the 96000 family, will perform
slightly better than TI's device-40 megaflops compared with 33. Few details of
the Analog Devices chip are available yet.
But all three will offer something the
earlier 32-bit DSPs don't: compatibility

"offsets" and " consume amounts." Offsets delimit portions of the data so that
submatrices can be operated on independently. Consume amounts specify how
much data is to be used and how much is
to be discarded.
By moving through nested menus, the
designer specifies the arithmetic operations of data types such as integer, real,
or complex numbers. " We have afairly
deep hierarchy of pop-up screens," says
Paret—at least four deep, depending on
the operation's complexity.
In addition to blocks defining tasks,
there are four types of queues: first-in
first-out, which operate conceptually as
data collectors and repositories; constant
sources, which are basically used to store
coefficients and scale functions; graphical input/output; and storage. Graphical
input/output queues are symbolic representations of flow graphs that have already been created. " It is basically a
name-substitution system," says Paret. A
designer may have created asmall flow
graph to perform afunction, for example,
and will call it through the graphical
queues. Storage queues, he says, "are the
proverbial bit buckets—aplace to throw
data you don't need."
-Jack Shandle
Electronics/April 1989

compliance is not all that important. TI,
for example, admits that the C30 is not
bit-for-bit compatible with the IEEE
specification, and executing the conversion during run time does cut down the
chip's performance by something like
30%. The AT&T and NEC chips require a
conversion, too, but suffer less. Each executes one instruction to convert from the
chip's internal floating-point format to
the IEEE format. " But IEEE compatibility is not abig issue," TI's llames contends, "because DSPs are designed into
Analog Devices, Fujitsu, and
Motorola are rolling out DSPs embedded systems. IEEE becomes an issue when tying it to another system with
with IEEE-754 compatibility
an IEEE data base."
Not so, says Analog Device's David
Fair. A lot of the applications in which 32bit floating-point processors will serve
processors are IEEE-compatible."
Besides making it easier to design a will require IEEE compatibility. Workboard to replace aprocessor, compatibilstation math coprocessors all adhere to
the standard. Building agraphics subsysity with the IEEE standard can signifitem with aDSP processor that does not
cantly improve aDSP's performance.
meet the standard would not be practical.
"Other DSP chips must perform aconverBeyond the question of specific applicasion to achieve IEEE compatibility," says
tions, the issue of IEEE compatibility will
Bobby Saffari, central applications engicomplicate the already complex task of deneer at Fujitsu. The performance hit is
heavy because the conversion takes place
veloping software for 32-bit DSPs. The
chips need programs that can do what
at run time. " TI's own documents say
that it takes 12 words or 18 cycles to con- heretofore had been systems-level work.
Previous generations of DSPs pervert an IEEE-745-compatible variable
formed relatively simple application
into aform acceptable to the C30. The
tasks. "The DSP chip simply performed a
conversion of aC30 variable into IEEE
repetitive task, regardless of the nature
format takes 15 words or 14 to 21 cycles."
of the signal it received," says David
Not surprisingly, the chip makers with
non- IEEE-compatible DSPs argue that Wong, president of Spectron Microsys-

with the IEEE's 754-1985 floating-point
standard. This could turn out to be acrucial weapon in the DSP battle. "Not being
IEEE-compatible turns off users who
want to replace an application running on
an array processor with aboard containing a32-bit floating-point DSP chip," says
Michael Drumm, vice president of international sales and marketing at Sky Computer Inc. in Lowell, Mass. "Most array
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A typical Flowgraph Editor screen displays task and queue blocks configured as aflow chart.
The enlarged window ( inset) shows the nested functions used for each task.
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tems Inc. in Santa Barbara, Calif. " For
example, adigital filter, modem, or voicesynthesis system performs the same
function continuously."
But the new level of applications means
that the processor must change its operation depending on the content of the incoming signal. Not only does this require decision-making capability in the DSP's instruction set, it also requires many more algorithms operating in real time.
REAL-TINE NEED. In speech recognition,
for example, aDSP accepts input data,
performs data compression, and stores
the result in memory, arepetitive function. But the recognizer back-end software acquires the data from memory,
performs dynamic programming, segmentation, and even search operations,
and then makes decisions based on the
outcome of this processing. Since the
software tasks performing this back-end
operation are not synchronous with incoming data, the DSP needs amultitasking real-time operating system.
In addition, " DSP chips are operating
more and more in amultiprocessing environment, in which aDSP might be required to talk to ahost CPU," Wong says.
In amultiprocessor system performing
sophisticated speech processing, each
DSP chip could be testing out 50 to 100
different hypotheses. The outcome of
evaluating one hypotheses on one processor could affect the outcome of another
DSP's evaluation. In such asystem, each
processor must have ameans of communicating with another in order to synchronize operations.
To create the programs that can handle
such applications, designers and programmers are turning to awide array of
sophisticated tools. Among them are
high-level languages, powerful softwaredevelopment environments, and advanced debugging techniques.
Besides accommodating the more complex programming that developers are
taking on, high-level languages can cut
the time it takes to create programs and
hence the time it takes to get aDSP-based
system to market. To meet demand, DSP
vendors are providing high-level compilers, mostly for the Clanguage.
In addition, software development,
once carried out primarily on personal
computers, is now being done on work
stations and larger computer systems as
well, and then ported down into the prototype DSP system. The Signal Processing
Worksystem from Comdisco Resources
Inc. in San Francisco, for example, combines agraphics editor and alibrary of
basic DSP functions.
Using it, asoftware developer does not
need to write code. Instead, he describes
asystem by using building blocks and
configures each block so that it contains
the desired operating characteristics. The
system then automatically produces as74

Comdisco's Worksystem lets asystem developer work with building blocks that he configures
to represent operating characteristics of a DSP-based system.

sembly code for aspecific DSP chip.
Comdisco claims Worksystem achieves
significant productivity gains. Using the
system, says Michael Walsh, senior vice
president at Comdisco, adesigner cut the
time it took to develop a2,400-baud modem to four months from the eight
months it would have taken without it.
A similar graphics-oriented tool from
Burr-Brown Corp. in Tucson, Ariz., called

Designers are looking for
tools to build far more
advanced DSP systems
DSPlayXL, allows the designer to build
DSP algorithms by drawing and then connecting blocks on aPC display, screen.
The blocks represent different DSP operations. To create ablock, the software
produces amenu on the screen. Once
completed, the design can be downloaded
into the AT&T DSP32C chip.
Because both the Comdisco and BurrBrown tools have graphics capability, the
designer using either one of them can
view asignal moving through his design
just as if it were apiece of signal-conditioning hardware.
TI is providing its own development
system, the XDS 1000, as well as arealtime operating system called SPDX.
SPDX includes facilities for the interprocess communications needed to implement systems where multiple DSPs are
working nonsynchronously. Comdisco
also runs SPDX on its Worksystem.
Creating the software is only the first,

if the most difficult, step in DSP system
design. The next step is to download the
software to aprototype system for debugging. Hardware tools for doing so
generally are built around the same kind
of test systems used for testing microprocessor-based designs, with an in-circuit
emulator that provides aview of the DSP
operating in the target system.
Motorola, for one, will supply an application-development system including
such tools to support its forthcoming
chip. It comes with ahost development
system, adevelopment module containing the DSP chip, and boards for sending
analog signals into the DSP chip and routing them off it.
Taking another tack, Fujitsu has developed aspecial flat-pack version of the
surface-mount MB862,32 that actually fits
into the final applications hardware being
developed. On the back of the package
are 64 pins in an 8-by-8array, which tie to
test points inside the DSP. The package
was developed to allow the designer to
debug systems built with surface-mounted devices. It lets the designer probe input and output pins as well as internal
nodes of the DSP, so he can watch its internal operation to see how the algorithm
is running during program execution.
Third-party vendors, such as BurrBrown and Spectrum Signal Processing
Inc. of Burnaby in British Columbia are
getting into the act, too. Both sell products to facilitate prototyping, including
DSP processor boards and analog I/O
boards. Spectrum's twist is an added
high-speed real-time bus that links the
I/O and DSP boards plugged into aPC
chassis.
D
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Dual Channel Filter -1/2 Rack - 115 dB/Octave Performance
Compare the difference.
9002 performance features:
•Choice of lowpass or highpass
configurations
•Choice of 8- pole functions
Butterworth , Bessel, elliptic
and constant delay
•Size - 31/2"h x81/2"w x15"d
•31/2 digit frequency resolution
from 0.1 Hz to102.4 kHz
•Pre/Post filter gain from
+1 to +13.75 in 0.05 steps
•Keypad or IEEE-488 Bus
programmable
•Gain/Phase matched filters

The 9002 is small, only ahalf rack in width. But its size has nothing to
do with performance. Each of the two channels is continuously tunable,
without range switching. With aresolution of 3 1/2 digits, the 9002 is
programmable from the front panel or the rear computer interface.
The user can store up to eight configurations on each of the two mix
and match active filter channels and the eight configurations have up to
six preset table parameters each. The 9002 battery- backed RAM will
store filter configurations for up to five years. Any of abroad selection
of channel filters can occupy either channel of the 9002. In addition, a
lowpass and hiohpass filter car be cascaded to create abandpass filter.
If one 9002 isn't enough, we can sell you akit that allows you to
install two 9002s side by side, in one standard 19" rack space.
Well, there you have it. The 9002 proves that good things come in
smal; packages.
Need more information? Call us today at 508-374-0761
or contact us at 25 Locust Street, Haverhill, MA 01832. Our fax
number is 508-521-1839.

•Single ended or differential input

FREQUErICY
DEVICES

•AC or DC coupled inputs/outputs
•One price - $2,495.00 for all models
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Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same &
2
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamel to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.

ohenes

Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP1601A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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The Unforgettable Maglatch TO-5
•Non-destructive memory
•Low power consumption
•Inherently bi-stable pulse operation
•CMOS compatible Centigrid version

ACTUAL SIll

The Maglatch TO-5. It's a

in aCMOS compatible version as

legend in its own time. The little

The Maglatch's inherently

magnetic latching relay that just

well. This version can be driven

low intercontact capacitance gives

directly with CMOS level signals,

won't forget. It can't. Because

it high isolation and low insertion

with no outside amplification.

once you set it with abrief pulse

loss up through UHF, making it

That cuts down on the number of

of coil voltage, it simply stays in

ideal for RF switching applications.

components and connections, for

that state until reset. Even if the

And its tiny footprint makes it

even greater system reliability.

system loses power.
In applications where power

ideal for high density printed
circuit boards.

The Maglatch TO-5. It's the
world's smallest relay with inde-

drain is critical, the Maglatch

The Maglatch TO-5comes in

structible memory. Call or write

TO-5is unbeatable. Since no

commercial/industrial versions as

today for complete information.

holding power is needed, it uses

well as military versions qualified

less energy than any other type of
relay on the market.

to "L', "M" and "P" levels of
MIL-R-39016. And now it comes
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Innovations In Switching Technology
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

COMMUNICATIONS

SIGNAL PROCESSORS OPEN UP
NEW TERRITORY IN COMMUNICATIONS
With prices falling and programming easier, DSPs are motoring into the mainstream
by Jack Shandle

D

igital signal processors are
bustin' out all over the communications scene, thanks to
lower prices, easy-to-use development systems, and agrowing
need to harness the multiplyand-accumulate function that
DSPs were born to run.
Wherever there's acomplex
algorithm to be calculated,
there's usually aDSP for the
job. The high-performance
9,600-bit/s modems conforming to the
CCITT V.32 standard could not be built
for less than $1,000 without them. Sophisticated algorithms central to speech-recognition technology cannot be executed
fast enough by conventional microprocessors, so designers have turned to DSPs.
Other hot new DSP areas include cellular
radio phones, video teleconferencing, and
multiplexing four voice conversations on
leased 64-Kbit/s lines that formerly could
carry only one.
As aresult of all this activity, the market
for general-purpose, programmable DSP
processors—as opposed to the buildingblock chips that execute selected DSP functions—is forecast to grow from $140 million in 1988 to $250 million by 1990, according to Dataquest Inc., the San Jose, Calif.,
market researchers. What's more, that
nearly 40% annual growth rate takes into
account significant price rollbacks as competition stiffens and production lines gear
up, says David Fair, DSP product-line manager for Analog Devices Inc. in Norwood,
Mass. Even AT&T Microelectronics has declared itself acombatant in the price wars.
In January it brought out aplastic-package
version of its DSP32, slashing prices for
the 32-bit device to $49 each—a65% decrease. AT&T also reduced the price of its
DSP16 to $25.20 each, acut of nearly 50%.
SOFTWARE IS TOUGH. Invented at AT&T
Bell Laboratories less than adecade ago
for use in central-office switches, DSPs
have motored their way into the mainstream despite formidable difficulty in
writing software for them. This hurdle is
being overcome with new assembler/debugger development systems that make
programming almost abreeze from such
companies as Ariel Corp. of Highland
Park, N. J. (see p. 81).
Another technology limit was in peripheral circuitry: the lack of an analogElectronics/April 1989

to-digital converter that delivers true 16-bit resolution. Of
critical importance here is Motorola Inc.'s introduction last
month of asingle-chip ADC that
delivers true 16-bit resolution
and 96-dB dynamic range.
Based on sigma-delta approximation techniques, the 56ADC
runs off asingle 5-V power supply, eliminating the need for a
dc-dc converter. Delta-sigma
techniques do away with the anti-aliasing
filters and automatic gain control devices
needed in multiple-chip solutions. The upshot is a15: 1reduction in board space to
implement the function, an order-of-magnitude price reduction (the part costs $50),
and asystem that does not have to be
trimmed with potentiometers, says Motorola's Garth Hillman, DSP strategic applications manager in Austin, Texas.

Although DSPs find applications in
many areas outside communications, it is
still their home base. "There's going to
be abig demand for fast, lean, and mean
integer-DSP chips that are easy to program," says Analog Devices' Fair. Selection criteria begin with the decision to go
with integer or floating-point DSPs, says
Jim Flynn, an applications engineer at
AT&T Microelectronics in Holmdel, N. J.
For the vast majority of communications applications, both types deliver adequate performance. Architecturally, the
difference is in the arithmetic logic unit:
the ALUs in floating-point chips are larger and more complex. Mostly for that reason, integer chips are less expensive, a
difference that shows up even with
AT&T's new pricing: the floating-point
DSP32, at $49, costs about 40% more than
the fixed-point DSP16.
But that extra circuitry makes float-
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ing-point chips easier to program, says
Flynn. Integer arithmetic requires the
programmer to keep track of where the
decimal point should be; so although they
execute instructions faster, there are
usually more instructions to execute because of decimal-shifting deficiencies. Because floating-point chips can handle
much larger numbers, their dynamic
range is greater: up to 1,500 dB for the
DSP32, compared with 80 to 96 dB for integer chips. Power-dissipation considerations, on the other hand, give the edge to
integer parts, which are usually CMOS.
AT&T's DSP16 consumes 350 mW, for example, compared with 2W (2,000 mW) for
the n-MOS DSP32. Typical power consumption for the CMOS version of the 32bit device—the DSP32C—is still ahefty
800 mW. Power consumption is particularly important in portable equipment
such as cellular radio-phones.
The spectrum of DSP applications
ranges from the low-end conventional
modems used in facsimile machines to the
hyperfast requirements of radar and sonar. An important performance indicator
is the cycle time for amultiply-and-accumulate operation, says Nick Birch, product marketing engineer for Inmos Ltd. in
Bristol, UK. Ordinary microprocessors
attain minimum cycle times of 1ps and
can handle low-end communications applications such as 2,400 bit/s modems, he
says. Dedicated DSP chips, with cycle
times as fast as 50 ns, cover most of the
remaining applications, such as V.32 modems, speech processing, and voice multiplexing. For higher-performance applications, special-purpose chips incorporating
DSP functions, such as Inmos's A100, are
the devices of choice.
Speech-recognition technology is hur-

tling ahead thanks to the sophistication
supplied by DSPs. At its Columbus, Ohio,
facility, AT&T Systems Division is developing aspeech-recognition box using the
DSP32 that will hook into a privatebranch exchange and conduct highly
structured conversations with callers.
For the time being, at least, the technology is aimed at catalog mail-order sales.
"The customer will phone in and talk to a
computer," says Flynn. "The DSP will
recognize what questions you're asking
and respond with the correct answers."
Another DSP application tied directly

to do this—quadrature amplitude modulation and trellis-coded modulation. Both
are based on algorithms that require
DSPs to run in real time.
Digicom Systems chose Analog Devices' ADSP-2100 for its modem. "The
ADSP-2100 allowed us to use just one
DSP instead of two," to handle both echo
cancellation and adaptive filtering, says
Blazensky. " It was mostly amatter of
speed and resolution. The chip has 24-bit
data lines where most of the others have
16 bits; and it lets you fetch, multiply, and
accumulate in asingle 125-ns cycle." Cutting the number of DSPs per modem also
trims the number of peripheral chips, and
Where there's a complex
by knocking off afew high-end features,
algorithm to calculate, there's its $795 price tag is well below the $1,500
to $1,700 charged by the competition.
usually a DSP for the job
Besides the telecommunicationsswitching applications for which DSPs
were invented, one of the earliest volume
to conventional phone service is the 9,600- applications was in facsimile machines,
bit/s V.32 modem. It was adesigner's
where the devices function as modems.
nightmare only afew years ago, largely
But the present generation of facsimile is
for two reasons, says Jay Blazensky,
already pushing the performance limits
product marketing manager for Digicom
of the last generation of DSPs, says Tim
Systems Inc., Milpitas, Calif.
Litch, telecom DSP marketing manager
First, while transmitting in full-duplex
for Texas Instruments Inc. in Austin.
mode at 2,400 bits/s can be accomplished
"The Group IV facsimile machines
by using split-band technology—transhave sophisticated data-compression remitting over one band and receiving in anquirements," he says, "but even beyond
other—the total bandwidth available on a that, they call for abetter image." While
phone line is insufficient for full duplex
conventional facsimile could always hanat 9,600 bits/s. That speed can only be
dle text quite well, Group IV fax mahandled by having the transmit and rechines produce sophisticated gray-scale
ceive bands overlap. This calls for echo
images, which means higher-perforcancellation, which necessitates adaptive
mance image compression. DSP procesfiltering using DSPs. And second, the
sors such as TI's recently introduced
9,600 bits/s are still being sent at a2,400- TMS320C30—which runs twice as fast as
baud rate, afeat that requires sending
the company's 320C25 and has amore rofour bits in each baud interval. Two modbust instruction set—will carry fax techulation techniques have been developed
nology into the new generation. " Opting
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to use two C25s or one C30 depends on
time-to-market considerations and price,"
says Litch. Right now, TI has not ramped
C30 production and it costs two or three
times what aC25 does. As with all chips,
the price will fall as production rises, and
Litch sees the transition to C3Os as the
chip of choice coming in the mid-1990s.
While companies such as Digicom and
facsimile makers use DSPs to send data
over voice lines, Pacific Communication
Sciences Inc. in San Diego is hitching its
wagon to adifferent star sending voice
over 64-Kbit/s leased digital data lines
and 1.54-Mbit/s Ti lines. Tariffs on these
lines have been in afree-fall since the Bell
Operating Companies realized their value, says Philip Wilson, Pacific Communication's vice president for voice products.
FOUR FOR ONE The company's algorithms for adaptive transform coding deliver afour-times multiplexing factor—
they send four conversations over the 64Kbit/s line that could carry only one without voice compression. "We can now do it
in aconsumer product in real time with
DSPs," Wilson says. The algorithms, executed by TI's TMS320C25, analyze the
analog voice input in the frequency domain, where redundant information is removed. " On each C25, we can put two
channels at 16 Kbits/s plus two echo cancelers, and that's asignificant advantage," says Wilson. Pre-DSP implementation would have required solutions costing more than $ 1,000, he says, but with
DSPs in the $25 to $50 range, the cost is
closer to $100.
In one of the more exotic applications,
GE Government Services is using Inmos
DSPs in adrug-trafficking radar system
being developed for the U. S. Customs
Service. The pulse-compression radar system will be suspended from atethered
aerostat, with amaximum of 1.5 kW of
power being transmitted via the tether.
But pulse compression yields aresolution
that otherwise would have required 3mW
of input power, says Jim Houyouse, senior engineer at GE's Melbourne, Fla., operation. The radar can pinpoint an object
to within about atwentieth of amile.
Each of six correlators, or processors, in
the radar contains 18 Inmos A100s.
"We would have had a tough time
building it without the A100s," says
Houyouse. "Weight and power consumption are important. If we couldn't have
put it inside the airborne system, we
would have needed telemetry equipment
capable of handling 100 Mbits/s of telemetry. With the pulse compression, we
need 1Mbit/s." To get high average power, says Houyouse, requires avery long
pulse—in this case 150 1.1s long—that is
compressed at aratio of 200: 1.
DSPs come into play because of their
high-speed multiply-accumulate capability, and the Inmos A100 proved especially
appealing because of its pipeline-processElectronics/April 1989

NOW, A POWERFUL DSP SOURCE DEBUGGER
sdigital signal processors push deepMer into the mainstream and attract
more applications developers, the programming aids available to designers are
keeping pace. The latest is Ariel Corp.'s
powerful debugging package for Motorola Inc.'s 24-bit 56001 DSP chip.
The BUG-56 breaks new ground in several areas for DSP tools. For starters, instead of the conventional line-by-line display of the program, the system is menudriven and offers extensive on-line help
screens. It also offers symbolic debugging, which is the Highland Park, N. J.,
company's answer to the problem of code
addresses changing every time the code
is reassembled.
BUG-56 lets program developers put
symbols and labels on specific parts of
the program, according to Anthony Agnello, Ariel's president. The symbols can
be used as operands: for example, developers can begin single-stepping through
their code by typing the label "begin" instead of typing in the physical address of
the code line.
Until now, no one has taken on the task
of developing afull-featured debugger,
says Agnello, because the market has
been too small to justify the cost. But Agnello joins many other market watchers
in predicting rapid growth in DSPs.
Texas Instruments Inc. started the
move toward programmable DSPs, he
says, and Motorola Inc. has upped the
ante with its easy-to-use 56001. "Motorola
wants to be amajor player, and its chips
are being designed to be close to ageneral-purpose processor," says Agnello.
Namely, they use peripherals, arobust instruction set, parallelism, and awider in-

struction word than competing products.
Ariel also offers adevelopment-product line for TI's DSPs but has not yet
fielded ahigh-end debugger for them. Ariel products run on IBM Corp. Personal
Computers and Hewlett-Packard Co.
work stations.
Comprised of 40,000 lines of source
code written in C, BUG-56 runs the user's
code on the chip itself, which permits debugging under full-speed operation. It
also provides the ability to test the program against interrupts. " In the real
world, the analog-to-digital converter is
constantly interrupting the code, and you
need to have complete control over interrupts," says Agnello.
Another interesting feature that is specific to DSP program development is the
ability to hear the audio signals or view
the video signals that the processor is manipulating. One more unique trait is that
the BUG-56 provides hooks to MS-DOS,
allowing the 56001 to perform operations
that usually run on the PC. For example,
files can be opened for reading, writing,
or appending.
Debugging settings, such as breakpoints and traces, are automatically maintained in aconfiguration file. This saves
the developer's time, says Agnello, by
eliminating the need for repeatedly entering and exiting the debugger to access
the settings. Finally, Ariel built support
for two monitors into the program. Typically, one monitor will display the assembly code and registers while the other displays the high-level source code. This lets
developers single-step through the program and watch the source code and registers change.
—J. S.

ing, dual-register architecture.
The key pulse-compression algorithm
has both real and imaginary coefficients,
says Houyouse, and the dual registers allow designers to switch registers on alternate cycles to handle these two components. Pipelined processing is needed
because of the real-time requirements of
radar signal processing.
Europe is well ahead of the U. S. in cellular technology generally and digital cellular phones in particular. In this application, abattery of daunting problems besets even the most powerful DSP, says
Hamid Alikhan, DSP consultant with Orbitel Mobile Communications Ltd., Hampshire, UK. That's especially true for companies working on asystem generically
known as Groupe Special Mobile, after
the committee that wrote the specifications. The question being asked in European design labs is, can acost-effective
VLSI solution be designed, developed,
and put into production before the pro-

ject's 1991 target date? Orbitel demonstrated aprototype last summer, for example, but it occupied astandard 19-in.
rack that was 4ft high. To be commercially acceptable, the same functionality
must be crammed into aholdable phone
at atarget cost of $350.
The time-division-multiple-access technology chosen for the GSM has atime slot
between 600 and 650 ps, which requires
very accurate synchronization of the network so the right speech packets are reassembled into acoherent conversation.
The fact that the phones are most often
moving places afurther demand on the
DSP—that the call be handed off from
one cell to the next within 1or 2µs. Still
another problem is the task of filtering
out echoes—ajob DSPs do well. The algorithms for handling such multipath distortion are jealously guarded by equipment makers.
Additional reporting by Peter Fletcher
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he New
Harris Semiconductor
Expanding your
horizons in signal
processing and control.
11) Today, signal processing and control means much more to you than
it did just afew years ago. Increasingly sophisticated applications are blurring
the boundary between signal processing— both analog and digital— and data
processing. And your future designs are certain to require further integration
of these functions. Ill For The New Harris Semiconductor— acompany
combining the strengths of Harris, GE, RCA and Intersil—signal processing
and control is both our heritage and our future. II We understand the
myriad requirements of designing products for the real world. That's why we
speciakze in providing both performance and application- oriented solutions to
your design problems. At many levels of integration from discrete semiconductors to systems on achip. a

No matter what your signal processing

and control requirements— from DC to microwave frequencies, from low
power consumption to high speed operation, from precision input to high
power/high voltage output— The New Harris Semiconductor has what you
need. With afull range of amplifiers, switches, optoisolators, discrete power,
smart power, data acquisition, logic, digital signal processing, microprocessors
and microcontrollers. And our expertise in analog anddigital lets us put them
both together to meet your most complex system requirements. Il In
signal processing and control, The New Harris Semiconductor is what your
vision of the future demands. Today.

Ill For more information, call toll-free,

1-800-4- HARRIS, Ext. 1989. ( In Canada, 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)
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PC GRAPHICS
G

MAINSTREAM
MARKETS-BIG
ONES-ARE
HEATING UP;
ONE KEY IS
PHOTOREALISM
BY TOM MANUEL

raphics uses of personal
computers are growing up.
Desktop machines can now
be used for agalaxy of sophisticated applications as
leading-edge technology
pushes the quality of PC
graphics to the level of
hand-drawn and photographed images.
Major mainstream applications beyond
the familiar computer-aided design and
business-presentation graphics are catching on fast and could contribute heavily
to the growth of the PC and graphics-peripherals industries. Systems for desktop
publishing, business-form production,
fashion design, advertising, and medical
imaging, among others, target millions of
potential new users.
"The big buzzword today is photorealism," says Jon Peddie, who heads the
consulting firm of Jon Peddie Associates
in Oakland, Calif. Photorealistic image
rendering on PCs takes cheap, abundant,
internal memory and external storage;
plentiful and inexpensive computer cycles; and high-resolution screens and

A drawing package from
ModaCAD for the fashion
industry consists of software modules that automate every aspect of apparel manufacture, from drawing board to sewing room.

printers. These pieces are rapidly falling
into place.
The one element that's missing so far is
affordable printing technology that can
keep up with the graphics PCs can produce. "Today, people use color printers to
do an in-house proof to see whether they
like aparticular graphic," says Joe Grossmann, vice president for product development at Enabling Technologies Inc. in
Chicago. "But for the copies, that they
take to the outside. My guess is, though,
that within two years, we'll see high-quality printers that people will have at their
desks." They should be priced between
$2,000 and $3,000, Grossman says. He
also expects to see some new color printers priced at around $10,000 that could
produce the kind of production-quality
graphics that people now get from an outside print house.
The processors, though, are already
here. "Things are coming together now,
if you include the work-station type of
personal computers, such as those from
Hewlett-Packard, Silicon Graphics, and
Sun," Peddie says. "And in acouple of
years, with the 80486 and the N10 [Intel
Corp.'s new 80860 microprocessor] combination, we will have photorealism on Intel
processors as well."
Also available now are high-resolution
displays. MegaScan Technology Inc., for
example, a Gibsonia, Pa., company,
makes monitor subsystems consisting of
very high-resolution monitors and the
supporting frame buffers and display
processors. The MegaScan UHR-2007
monitor, for example, features 200 dots/
in. with 8bits of gray scale. At 2,560 by
2,048 pixels on a19-in, screen, it's the
highest-resolution gray-scale display
available, showing images of aquality exceeding that of 35-mm film. Another
monitor from MegaScan, the UHR-3000,
sets the resolution record for a 1-bit
monochrome monitor at 4,096 by 3,300
pixels and 300 dots/in. It displays document pages exactly as they will be printed by alaser printer, at the same size and
with the same resolution.
MegaScan is aiming at two main markets with the UHR-2007, says Kevin L.
Gonor, the company's vice president of
sales and marketing. One is satellite imaging, which takes in arange of applicaElectronics / April 1989

tions. The second is medical imaging for
digital X-rays and magnetic resonance
imaging. The monitor makes it possible to
build, in real time, digital radiology systems that doctors can use for diagnosis
right off the screen. Because the image is
in digital form, various views can be displayed at will and the images can be
transmitted over communications links to
300-dot/in, monitors at other locations.
"It is abreakthrough in diagnostic imaging, and it also eliminates the storage of
film," says Gonor. Pushed by its medicalimaging users, the company is working
on a12-bit gray-scale monitor that will
provide even more detail; it should be introduced next year.
The UHR-3000 is aimed at PC-based
document storage and retrieval and desktop publishing. In
the former, old, crumbling paper documents can be
scanned, restored or enhanced, then stored forever
for display at aquality equal
to the original when it was
new. In the latter, the operators can see apage of text on
the screen exactly as it will appear in print.
Desktop publishing, in fact,
is probably the hottest area
for PC-based graphics. The
worldwide desktop publishing
market—including software
and hardware and encompassElectronics/April 1989

spreads. In the color arena, one of the
newest monitor subsystems is a1,600-byGEM Artline is a gener
1,200-pixel monitor from the Computer
Graphics Division of Lundy Electronics &
al- purpose
drawing
Systems Inc. in Glen Head, N. Y. The
pa:kage from Digital
Lundy 1612 is the highest-resolution disResearch] Corp that
play system on the market for IBM PCs
gives artists and designers ii a wide range of
and compatibles, the company says.
One of the key requirements for deskbusinesses avariety of
toc Is to work with.
top publishing, assuming clear text has
been achieved, is the production of highquality pictures. One method for producing such pictures is to scan and digitize
photographs and then change and retouch them electronically.
A typical product used for such work is
the Digital Darkroom software package
for the Macintosh from Silicon Beach
Software in San Diego. The company is
probably the leader in the field of grayscale image processing, at least in the
lower and middle ranges of the market.
Since it was introduced last August,
about 10,000 copies of the Digital Darkroom package have been sold at $295
each. The software automates 90% of the
process of retouching through macro
commands, or "macro-level technology,"
as opposed to pixel-level manipulation at
the high end. A typical application involves removing aperson or object from
ing both the Apple Computer Inc. Macinapicture and having the software adjust
tosh and the IBM Corp. PC and its compatibles—will grow from $2.3 billion last the gray scale so it matches, thus making
the photo look natural.
year to $10.1 billion in 1992, according to
Silicon Beach intends to follow the Digthe market research firm Dataquest Inc.
ital Darkroom with another product, the
in San Jose, Calif.
Supercard, which is scheduled for introAmong the companies tapping into the
market is Sigma Designs Inc. The Fre- duction this month. Among other things,
it will enable designers to write their own
mont, Calif., company's SilverView is the
graphics applications for Apple machines.
first 21-in, gray-scale monitor far the
Macintosh II. It provides nearly.16 by 12 The company claims that the $195 Supercard outperforms Apple's very popular
in. of display area, which means it can disHypercard, which it resembles.
play full pages and even double-page
Desktop publishing is not the only application that requires production or reproduction of high-quality
Medical imaging systems conartwork, of course. So do advert laboratory data into aseries of images tnat hel.
vertising, interior design, and
doctors make diagnoses and prescribe treatments.
fashion design, to name afew.
For all of them, software is
available that provides drawing capabilities plus alibrary
of existing art—so-called "clip
art"—that can be used as it is,
combined, or otherwise modified.
Programs exist for both Macintosh and IBM and compatible PCs.
Among them are Illustrator, from
Adobe; Freehand, from Aldus; Artline, from Digital Research; Designer, from Micrografx; and many
others. Paint and draw graphics programs for personal computers represent
asignificant PC market segment. Dataquest pegs this market at 901,000 units
and $220 million in 1987; and 1.1 million
85

600-by-800-pixel resolution now. But Armitage expects that within 18 months,
1,024-by-1024-pixel resolution will become
the standard.
Armitage says he's also excited about
the prospects for availability of Intel's
80486 by the end of the year. But he's got
some concerns about the need to move to
an operating system beyond MS-DOS—be
it OS-2or something else—to tap the
hardware's full power. "The one thing we
can't really do on PCs right now with
large images is real-time panning, realtime zooming, and real-time 3-d rotation,"
Armitage says. "But the faster coprocessors and the faster graphics boards are
going to let us do that."
The technology pushing PC graphics
extends beyond processors and memory.
More sophisticated data-acquisition and
imaging boards, for example, are making
awealth of new applications possible. For
example, one company that supplies such
boards, Data Translation Inc. in Marlboro, Mass., sells products that support
two vastly different kinds of systems.
One involves medical imaging for diagnosis and treatment of kidney stones and
gallstones; the other encompasses sophisticated before-and-after graphics being
used by hair stylists.
Data Translation's customer for the
medical application is an equipment supplier to the medical profession whose
name the company declines to reveal. Its
system—which has been approved for
use by the federal Food and Drug Administration—is about the size of an average
refrigerator, according to Bernadette
MorrisseyGolas, product marketing
manager for scientific image processing
at Data Translation. The system processor that's used is an IBM PC ATcompatible computer.
Data Translation provides aDT 2808
data-acquisition board, DT2851 monochrome frame-grabber board, and
DT2858 coprocessor board for the PC.
The data-acquisition board is linked either
to an X-ray camera or ultrasound sensor
to acquire and convert the analog signals
for use by the frame grabber. The frame
grabber captures and stores the images,
assisting aradiologist in determining the
location and dimensions of apatient's kidney stone or gallstone.
But instead of the conventional procedure of having the radiologist send a
written report to the patient's physician,
which may take days, the physician can
receive the processed images almost immediately for evaluation if his PC is
equipped with aframe grabber, too. Then
if the patient and doctor decide to bombard akidney stone with ultrasound, the
imaging system can also be used to determine if the stone has been pulverized.
MorrisseyGolas says her customer's system is in use in hospitals in Louisiana,
Minnesota, Nebraska, and Texas.
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In sharp contrast to the medical system, another Data Translation customer
in Coral Springs, Fla., uses aMacintosh
II equipped with the company's DT2270
Color Capture color frame-grabber board
to preview hair-styling and other cosmetic changes. The company is called Combputer Images Inc., which sells or leases
the equipment to hair-styling outlets for
use in helping clients decide what
changes, if any, they want to make in
their appearance.
The frame-grabber board captures the
subject's current image from an NTSCtype video camera linked to the Mac II.
Then the stylist can apply to that image a
variety of other hair styles and colors retrieved by the system from adigitized library stored in an associated video recorder, which is also driven by the framegrabber board. The customer gets agood
idea of how his or her hair will look before it's actually cut or colored.
Another emerging application is the design and production of business forms.
By producing their own forms, companies
no longer have to worry about stocking
and distributing reams of paper forms.
New forms and new versions of old forms
can be quickly produced as they are needed. They can also be distributed over a
company network and printed at remote
locations to serve the needs of local divisions or offices. Companion programs
can help users fill out of the forms on the
computer as well.
Controlling abusiness tool as commonplace as aform can help an organization

save asignificant amount of money. The
market for PC-forms software, as aresult, is starting to take off. In 1987, the
PC-forms products market was 127,000
units, worth about $50 million, according
to Dataquest. The market research firm
expects the 1988 market will end up having accounted for 237,000 units, worth
$94 million, and it predicts that the 1989
market will come to 350,000 units worth
$138 million.
PC forms-production packages are now
available from ahalf dozen or so firms.
Claris Corp., the Mountain View, Calif.,
Macintosh software company, has amajor offering in its SmartForm Series products. Similar packages are available from
anumber of other companies including
Delrina Technology (Per:FORM), Channelmark (Power Up FormsFile), Creative
Laser Systems (Create!Form), Megahaus
(MegaForm), Shana Enterprises ( FastForms), Adobe Systems' Spectrum Digital Systems subsidiary (TrueForm),
FormWorx ( FormWorx),
Softview
(FormSystem), and Acius (4thDimension).
Most of these include aform-filling-out
program as well as design and production
software. The software division of Antic
Publishing Inc. offers Flexform templates, alibrary of forms to be used with
Claris SmartForms, that reduce the time
it takes to design and lay out computerized forms.
Additional reporting by Larry Waller,
Wesley R. Iversen, and Lawrence
Curran
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SIMPSON PRO SERIES FUNCTION GENERATORS.

IT'S TIME TO WAVE
BYE TO ALL OTHERS.

if you're looking for asweep/
function generator that'll
create complex analog signals,
Simpson now makes your decision anything but complex.
Introducing the high precision,
Professional Series lineup of
sweep/function generators
from Simpson.

of the output, while allowing
you to measure external signals
up to 80M Hz.
You'll also be impressed with
the exceptional lin/log sweep
range; and the auxiliary, sine,

Designed to deliver precise
digital frequency control, the
top of the line model features
standard output functions to
13MHz. A built-in 6-digit frequency counter sets the speed

square and triangle generator
that lets you direct internal
control of AM and FM waveshapes. All this without the
need of asecond generator.
No matter which Professional
Series model you choose—
from 5MHz to 13MHz—you
can be sure that if it's made by
Simpson, it has the reliability
accuracy and precision that are
synonomous with the name.
We call that aclean sweep.
Once you buy one, you'll call
it asweet deal.

_ _ _ amok amm mum 'mule
Simpson ProfesJonai SeIeI
products are made n UEA

Simpson Electric Company

853 Dundee Ave., Elgin, Illinois 60120-3090 312/697-2260
Circle 10

FAX: 312/697-2272

"What ifItold you there's a15ns 64K SRAM available
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SERVICE IS OUR KEY COMPONENT

"I'd say you've been reading too many supermarket
tabloids'

"Seriously! You get high speed and
quantity delivery, plus the ability
to drastically cut your quai costs!"
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"OK, I'll bite. Who's got 'em?"
"lbshiba:'
"Why didn't you just say that in the first place?"
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While others continue to talk speed, Toshiba now delivers 15ns Static RAMs.
The exceptional access speed of the new 15ns 64K SRAM family is the
result of alittle technological wizardry and lots of 1.011 CMOS know-how. The
bottom line is a15ns 64K SRAM that dissipates less power and requires a
smaller-sized die than more costly BiCMOS devices.
And, if you've been looking for ways to cut qualification costs on your 64K
SRAMs, look no further than Toshiba's 64K SRAM family. By using an
aluminum master slice common to all configurations within the 64K family,
the cost of qualifying individual parts is reduced by as much as 75%!
Toshiba builds afull line of SRAMs that offer high speed and fully static
operation. Aline whose depth and breadth provides higher system performance and lower system costs when designing high-speed cache memories,
high-speed main memories, high-speed buffers and writeable control stores
for minis, super
Toshiba High-Speed SRAMs
high-speed
Availability
Speed ( no)
Configuration
Density
storage and
Now
55
64K
64Kx 1
35
high- end
Now
25
64K
15
35
I6Kx 4
Now
25
graphics
15
35
64K
16K x 4 (0E)
Now
25
64K
15
8Kx 8
applications.
Now
25
15
72K
8K x 9
When
Early89
20
35
256K
64K x 4
Early *89
20
35
256K
64K x 4 (OE)
it comes to
Early'89
256K
20
35
32K x 8
SRAMs,
Early 89
20
35
288K
32K x 9
Toshiba's
Now
I92K module
25
16K x12
Now
25
256K module
I6K x16
got all the
speeds, configurations and densities you need. Including 256K coming soon.
And plenty of packaging options, too. From JEDEC standard Skinny DIPs
and SOJs to ZIP Modules.
Not to mention the kind of service and deliverability others can only
talk about.
Call today for complete data sheets and applications notes at 1-800888-0848 ext. 517.

In Touch with Tomorrow
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TO FIX HESine
by Tobias Naegele

Illustration: Mark Braught
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nthe annals of electronics history, 1988 may go down as the
year the industry woke up to the
fact that it was helping to burn a
hole in the sky.
Chlorofluorocarbons, or CFCs, were
the wonder chemicals of the 1980s: nontoxic to workers and seemingly harmless
to the environment. Electronics companies fell in love with them, incorporating
the chemicals in the manufacturing processes of everything from computer disk
assemblies and circuit boards to optical
fiber and semiconductors. It seemed too
good to believe, electronics executives
recall. And it was.
Scientists now say CFCs are responsible for the deterioration of the
Earth's stratospheric ozone, alayer of
triple-atom oxygen molecules that filters out the sun's harmful ultraviolet
rays, preventing skin cancer, crop damage, and other environmental hazards.
The giant " ozone hole" that now appears each winter over Antarctica has
been blamed on CFCs. And anew report, just released by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the National Oceanographic and
Atmospheric Administration, claims
that high concentrations of ozone-depleting chlorine compounds in the Arctic stratosphere threaten the ozone
over the North Pole as well.
Although scientists have been warning of the possibility of ozone depletion
for years, the hard evidence startled governments and businesses alike. The Montreal Protocol, an international treaty
signed last year by the U. S., the Soviet
Union, the European Community, Japan,
and eight other nations, will limit CFC
sales to 1986 levels as of July of this
year. That's 15% to 20% less than was
consumed in 1988, says Robert L. Cohen,
business manager of Du Pont Co.'s Electronics Department. "So the freeze is
really acutback." Du Pont is the world's
largest producer of CFCs.
The protocol calls for afurther 20%
reduction July 1, 1993 and for an overall 505 cutback from 1986 levels by
mid-1999. Still further cutbacks are expected. Last month the 12-member EC
and Canada announced they would no
longer use or make CFCs after the end
of the century. Shortly afterwards,
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From IC firms to
computer makers,
the electronics
industry is
scrambling for
options to replace
the chemical CFC
President Bush said the U. S. would
follow suit. And experts now expect
the Montreal Protocol's limitations to
be revised in the next year or two, cutting back to 5% to 15% of 1986 levels by
the end of the century.
Du Pont, in fact, is so sure that further limits will cripple the CFC business
by then that Cohen says, "our policy is
to withdraw from manufacturing CFCs
entirely" by the turn of the century.
"There are no buts in there," he adds.
"We're going to do it."
ACTION NOW. "
Many people see the protocol as the last word," says Cheryl
Russell, director of environmental and
occupational health at the American
Electronics Association. "It's not. The
restrictions are going to be tightened."
And the hunt for alternatives, which include terpenes, water-based detergent
solutions, conservation, and abroadbased search for new solvent chemicals, will take years, she says. "People
need to take action and they need to
take action now," Russell says. " If
they don't, one day they'll wake up and
have to pay 100% more for the CFCs
they're using, and the next day they
won't be able to buy them at all."
Electronics manufacturers are by no
means the biggest consumers of
CFCs-40% of the estimated 720 million
lbs of CFCs produced in 1986 were used

as refrigerants and 28% in various
forms of foam, such as fast-food packaging, cushions, and insulation. But
electronics still represents asignificant
12% chunk of the market. All told, the
industry consumed on the order of 95
million lbs of CFCs in 1988, at acost of
around $128 million. " For electronics
companies, the problem is huge," says
an executive at IBM Corp., the industry's largest CFC user, with an annual
worldwide consumption of nearly 11
million lbs. "We use CFCs in virtually
every product we make."
Furthermore, the way CFCs are used
in the electronics industry often involves
free release of the chemicals into the atmosphere, thus constituting aparticularly "dirty" application. CFCs in refrigeration systems are at least inside sealed
tanks and plumbing. That's why electronics firms stand to gain so much from
conservation—catching the CFCs and recycling them.
CFCs were first developed 56 years
ago for refrigeration. Chemically inert
by nature, they are aclass of organic
gases and liquids composed of acarbon
backbone with chlorine and other halogens—usually fluorine or bromine—attached to that backbone.
The chemicals, specifically CFC-113,
one of nearly adozen CFC compounds,
were first used in electronics in the late
1950s and were used only sparingly
through the 1970s. But when surfacemount technology came into vogue in
the 1980s, the use of CFC-113 rocketed.
The new circuit boards were tough to
clean, and manufacturers quickly
learned that no available solvent had as
much to offer as the CFCs, which were
nontoxic, apparently environmentally
safe, easy to evaporate, and very, very
clean. The chemicals also posed no d&
structive risk to the product.
Along the way, the military caught on,
essentially mandating in its specifications that CFCs be used to clean avast
array of military products. That endors&
ment, many experts say, may have encouraged companies to use the chemicals in commercial processes so that they
could meet military specs without running separate manufacturing lines. In
fact, some observers credit mil-specs
with driving as much as 40% to 50% of
93

High-density disk-drive plants such as this one, at IBM's San Jose, Calif., facility, are major
CFC consumers. IBM is exploring water-based detergent solutions as areplacement.

the electronics industry's CFC use. The
Pentagon, in conjunction with electronics firms and the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, is trying to address
this issue (see p. 96).
Now, having grown addicted to the
chemicals, the electronics industry is
looking for another way. It won't be
easy. The variety of applications for
which CFCs are used is so large that
even Du Pont executives don't really
know how and where their chemicals
are being employed. But with production limits already set, companies will
have to work fast.
In addition to the upcoming limits set

by the Montreal Protocol, there is an
additional threat to supplies posed by
the CFC makers themselves. The protocol only limits their total output, leaving them free to make whichever CFCs
they choose within those limits. So
automakers, for example, whose car
air conditioners account for more than
25% of total CFC consumption in the
U. S., may have more pull than the electronics consumers relying on CFC-113.
That has electronics users fearful
that shortages could arise, forcing
prices way up and taking money away
from their efforts to find replacements.
Du Pont's Cohen admits that "it is con-

ceivable that some CFCs will become
more scarce than others."
Two other hidden threats are local
legislation and amove afoot in Congress to tax "windfall profits" on CFCs
if artificial shortages lead to unusual
price hikes. CFC manufacturers fear
such atax, which they consider "counterproductive." They say any excess
profits are needed to offset the huge
investment they're being forced to
shoulder to develop and manufacture
alternatives. Congressional sources
counter, however, that artificially high
prices could serve as adisincentive in
the search for alternatives, allowing
companies to earn substantially higher
profits from reduced operations.
Local governments are also drawing
heat from the chemical and electronics
industries for their efforts to get into
the CFC regulating game. The worry
here is that individual governments
will ban or limit CFC use before companies are able to find out everything
they need to know to choose an alternative. Rhode Island, for example, last
year passed legislation intended to ban
the sale of all goods containing or made
with CFCs. The law, which remains on
the books, is premature and unenforceable, says F. A. "Tony" Vogelsberg Jr.,
an environmental manager at Du Pont
headquarters in Wilmington, Del.
"You can't just go out and ban everything that uses CFCs in its manufacture," says Vogelsberg. "We're talking
about cars, video-cassette recorders,
TVs, computers, houses--because of
their insulation—almost everything.
We're not opposed to legislation," he

AT IBM, FIRE AND WATER ARE REPLACING CFCs
I BM Corp. consumed 11 million pounds
of chlorofluorocarbons in 1987, an
amount representing almost 12% of the
entire electronics industry's consumption. "We are, without doubt, the biggest
electronics user of CFCs in the world,"
says acompany executive.
And what part of the company uses the
most? Probably its massive disk-drive assembly and manufacturing facility in San
Jose, Calif. The plant absorbs roughly 2.75
million pounds of CFCs ayear, representing about 25% of IBM's worldwide use.
Cutting down is difficult, but IBM has had
moderate success: CFC use declined 20% in
1988 from 1987's level, and executives expect to boost the savings to 30% this year,
thanks to acombination of conservation
and process changes.
The company began with simple solutions, says June J. Andersen, the plant's
project manager for environmental assessment. Its first project was to find ways to
conserve CFCs and to control emissions. It
resulted in new cleaning systems that have
94

"every known way of conserving and controlling" the chemicals used to clean its
complex head-disk assemblies. IBM enclosed the systems to trap evaporating gases and installed facilities for cleaning and
reusing the chemicals.
Those changes helped alittle, Andersen
says, but not enough. The next project was
much bigger: finding steps in the manufacturing process where CFCs could be replaced with water-based detergent solutions. This remedy is "limited to applications where you have compatible materials," Andersen says. For example, most
magnetic materials cannot be washed in
water because it degrades performance.
Also, very small or complex geometries,
such as the read/write heads for disk
drives, can't be cleaned in water, primarily
because water's high molecular surface
tension hinders cleaning and drying in
such small spaces. Since either failure can
render an expensive part useless, other solutions will have to be found, she says.
Not all parts, however, are so sensitive.

Some are washable in highly purified water and detergent solutions and where
possible, IBM has tried to make the
switch. "We are able to wash head-arm
suspensions in water-based processes" in
some cases, says Andersen. Elsewhere,
the Armonk, N. Y.based firm has found
away to use hot water and air to replace
the CFCs it once used to dry damp disk
substrates before the magnetic material
is applied. Since the process is cheaper
than the CFC-based system it replaces,
the company will end up with identical
quality and save money too.
But Andersen is quick to point out that
what's good for IBM isn't necessarily
good for everybody. " Yes, changing to
water-based processes saves us money,"
she says. "But we already have awaterpurification plant [to make the purified
water these jobs require] and awaste-water treatment plant [to clean the detergent from the water afterwards]. Not
many others can afford to have these
kinds of facilities on their own."
-TN.
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Electronics companies consumed
95 million lbs of CFCs in 1988, or about
12% of the U. S. total

The biggest electronics users of CFCs are manufacturers of printed- el -cult boards, such as this one shown at Du Pont in aCFC bath. Cleaning
boards and assemblies accounts for 40% of the industry's consumption, and alternatives may be hard to find.

adds. "We just want to make sure that
what [state governments] do pass is
reasonable and enforceable."
California and the Canadian provinces of Ontario and British Cohimbia
have all begun efforts to impose restrictions on CFC use, despite criticism
from those who say that unless this issue is worked out on aglobal basis, the
dangers of ozone depletion will remain.
"The stratosphere can't tell the difference between CFCs from California and
CFCs from Taiwan," says Michael R.
Harris, market development manager
for alternate fluorocarbons at ICI
Americas Inc., the Wilmington, Del.,
subsidiary of UK chemical giant ICI
Ltd. " This has to be addressed as a
global problem, not alocal one." That
means getting compliance from Taiwan, the two Koreas, India, and other
recently industrialized countries that
have not signed the Montreal Protocol.
But local governments persist. A bill
currently moving its way through the
California state senate, for example,
seeks to give the state's Air Board the
authority to monitor the development
of CFC replacements. Once it has deterElectronics/April 1989

mined that an alternative solvent is
available for agiven application, the
Air Board would be able to outlaw the
use of CFCs for that particular job.
That kind of regulation has many in
the electronics industry worried. "Let's
not go racing in to use some other
chemicals before we're really sure that
we know everything there is to know
about them," says the AEA's Russell.
"One of the reasons we switched to
CFCs in the first place was that we felt
they were safer. Some of the other
chemicals we used before CFCs raised
questions later about cancer and other
health risks." She says the industry
fears that, if the issue is rushed, it may
be forced to use solvents that could be
"extremely hazardous" to workers'
personal health. "That just does not
seem like the way to go," she says.
Another wrinkle is that unlike other
industries, where CFC use is straightforward and consistent from one application to the next, electronics manufacturers use the chemicals in such ahuge
variety of applications that finding substitutes is ashockingly difficult task.
Even officials at Du Pont and ICI admit

that finding replacements will be more
difficult and take considerably longer
than for many other industries, because of the wide variety of CFC uses
and the high sensitivity of the parts
they clean. Simply put, solutions that
work for Tektronix's cathode-ray
tubes are not likely to work for Motorola's printed-circuit boards, IBM's computer disk drives, AT&T's optical fibers, or Intel's semiconductors.
So the search for alternatives will be
a long, hard road, with every user
fighting for solutions to his own unique
problems. Many circuit-board makers,
for example, are turning to terpenes—
naturally occurring solvents that are
derived primarily from citrus rinds and
forest products, such as wood pulp—to
clean their boards. But these solvents
are too harsh for IBM's purposes, says
the Armonk, N. Y., company, which
uses CFC-113 to clean and dry its highdensity disk drives. Instead, the company has found a30% savings by switching, where possible, to water-based
cleaning methods (see p. 94). And virtually all electronics companies are
finding that by conserving, they can re95

pc

duce their CFC use by as much as 25%
or more, according to the EPA.
ALTERNATIVES
Still other pc-board alternatives involve switching to cleaner, so-called lowDate
Years to
Estimated
solids fluxes or using chlorinated solAlternative
Available Penetrate Market Reduction Potential
vents. The latter solution has already
Terpences/Aqueous Cleaners
NOW
5
50%
caught on in Europe and Japan, but it
CFC-113 Azeotropes
worries U. S. environmental officials be(including Freon SMT)
NOW
4
12%
cause of the concern "that if it has chloConservation
NOW
25%
rine in it, it must be bad," says Harris of
HCFC-123
1992
10
3%
ICI. His company is marketing PropakOther solutions in development
10%
lone, an alcohol-and-trichloroethane mixture that it says works well in surface
SOURCE: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency & ELECTRONICS
mount applications. The chemical requires somewhat more careful handling
than CFCs, he says, but is afar lesser
danger to the ozone layer.
who say that pc-board cleaning acsuggest that it may be too expensive.
If any one alternative has captured counts for about 25% of the company's
And still others worry that terpenes
wider attention than the others, it has to
annual CFC consumption, are not ready
may not be as environmentally safe as
be the terpenes, which seem to have
to abandon other technologies in their
Petroferm would like people to believe.
comparable cleaning capabilities to the
search for alternative solvents. In fact,
They worry that the chemical may turn
CFCs. And the terpene that has attracted
the company has just begun offering
out to be more toxic than now believed,
the most attention is Bioact EC-7, a commercially the AT&T Low Solids
and that terpenes, which are long-lived
mixed product made from several natuFluxer, which allows it to use anon- and robust, pose special waste-manral and synthetic terpenes—including
CFC cleaning process at several of its
agement problems that may be diffione produced from orange and lemon
pc-board manufacturing facilities.
cult to address for companies that de
rinds—specifically for cleaning pc
AT&T's use of EC-7is still "not mapend on municipal sewer authorities.
boards. EC-7was developed by Petro- jor," says David Chittick, AT&T's vice
Finally, some critics of the chemical
ferm Inc., asmall, privately held compapresident for environmental and safety
note that, with afairly low flash point
ny in Fernandina Beach, Fla., which mar- engineering. And he says it's not likely of around 117°F, terpenes may pose a
kets it jointly with Alpha Metals Inc., a to become major any time soon, befire hazard when sprayed and could
Jersey City, N. J., supplier of solder and cause it requires amore complicated even be explosive.
solder-related materials.
two-step cleaning process than the one
Petroferm president and chief execuTheir largest customer so far: AT&T step cleaning provided by CFCs. EC-7 tive officer William R. Galloway Jr.
Co., which has cautiously embraced the also necessitates entirely different readily admits that EC-7may be more
chemical and is now using it in limited equipment from the CFC vapor-phase
difficult to handle than CFCs. But he
quantities at three U.S. plants. Other cleaners that AT&T and most other also states unequivocally that the risks it
companies, including Texas Instru- companies currently use.
poses are far less severe than "the risk
ments Inc. and Japan's NEC Corp., are
Other drawbacks to EC-7are more
of letting all those CFCs float up into the
using it, too, though in far more moder- troubling. Some say the chemical is too
atmosphere and burn ahole in the ceilate amounts. But AT&T executives,
harsh for many applications. Others
ing." As to cost, he says he sees no rea-

ONCE PART OF THE PROBLEM, DOD BECOMES PART OF THE SOLUTION

O

ne of the biggest reasons electronics
firms use chlorofluorocarbons to
clean their circuit boards, disks, and other
equipment can be summed up in two
words: military specifications.
The Defense Department requires its
contractors and their suppliers to choose
their solvents from ashort list that includes some alcohol-based cleaners and
CFC-113. They allow no other solvents
without special permission, and because
of the long delays involved in getting
such approval, few, if any, companies
make the effort. As aresult, many firms
now use CFC-113 exclusively on all their
product lines in order to avoid widely
varying process changes between military and commercial products.
"As much as 40% to 50% of the [use of]
CFCs in electronics today is driven by military requirements," says Joseph Felty,
process engineering manager in electrooptical systems for Texas Instruments
Inc. in Dallas. And that's regardless of
whether or not the end product is des96

tined for military use. "What happened
was, the spec became ade facto world
standard. It's abadge of quality."
But the badge is beginning to tarnish.
Deputy Secretary of Defense William H.
Taft IV issued adirective in mid-February ordering defense agencies and services to seek ways to cut down on CFC
use. The directive established aPentagon
role in the funding of research-and-development activities to search for replacements. But perhaps more importantly, it
also sets adepartment-wide policy to "re
view and modify military specifications to
permit use of new processes, techniques,
or chemicals" to replace CFCs.
Some work is already under way. In conjunction with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and industry, the DOD has
launched ajoint program to find acceptable
alternatives to CFC-113 in printed-circuitboard applications. Code-named " China
Lake" because much of the initial work has
been done at the DOD's Electronics Manufacturing and Productivity Facility near

China Lake, Calif., the project is aimed at
quantifying " how clean is clean," says
Felty of TI.
The China Lake team, which includes
staff engineers and managers from
AT&T, IBM, Northern Telecom, and other
companies in addition to EPA and DOD
officials, has so far produced abenchmark test card designed to mimic the variety of features and components that
might be found on atypical military circuit design. The card includes both large
pin-count surface-mounted devices and
through-hole wired components. Initial
test boards were processed through standard vapor-phase solder-reflow processes, batch degreasers, and wave fluxers
and soldering systems. They were compiled in early March, and the group is be
ginning to test alternative solvents.
"In the long run," says Felty, "we'll
need new chemicals. But right now there
are alot of chemicals that will suffice.
They may require more or different
equipment, but they will work."
-TN
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son why he should be helping electronics
manufacturers cut their costs while offering a solution to their problem.
"We're not selling this product on the basis of price," he says. "The fact is, there
isn't another commercially proven alternative [to CFCs] available. We're going
to charge what we can."
The specter of increased costs for
CFCs or other chemicals, coupled with
the lack of many proven alternatives,
has put the initial emphasis at most
companies on avery simple concept:
conservation. Northern Telecom Ltd.,
which consumed about 2.2 million lbs
of CFCs annually in 1986 and 1987, almost exclusively for cleaning circuit
boards, began to address the issue
when the Montreal Protocol was
signed in January 1988. The Canadian
telecommunications giant implemented
aconservation plan in July, and "by October, we had achieved a30% reduction
in CFC use," says Art Fitzgerald, director of environmental affairs at the
company's corporate headquarters in
Toronto. "By year's end, we were up to
a40% reduction."
That comes as no surprise to Du
Pont's Cohen, who says that his company has long been trying to encourage
conservation and better use habits—to
no avail. "We've been telling customers for years that they could conserve
and save money, but Iguess there just
wasn't any incentive, until now."
Northern Telecom's story of wastenot, want-not economics should also
leave the company somewhat richer for
its effort. Fitzgerald says he estimates
the savings will equal at least $600,000
ayear, and probably more. And so far,
almost all of the savings has been from
simply being more careful in the handling of the chemicals themselves,
making sure cleaning tanks are covered and leak-free, for example.
Conservation is also athrust on Capitol Hill, says an aide to Sen. John H. Chafee (R-R. I.), who has introduced abill to
severely limit the production and use of
CFCs and other chlorine-based chemicals
with ozone-depleting potential. "We're
going to press for much more recycling
at the very least," the aide says. "We
should not be freely venting these chemicals into the atmosphere."
Northern Telecom has also benefited
from using Freon SMT, "an interim solution," according to Cohen of Du Pont,
which manufactures the material. Freon SMT is aCFC azeotrope that reduces
the amount of CFC-113 in cleaning machines by about 25%. It was developed
for cleaning solder flux off pc boards
assembled using chips in surfacemount packages, and Northern Telecom and other companies have made
the switch as an interim move to cut
down on emissions. ICI also offers avaElectronics/April 1989

riety of CFC-113 derivatives and azeotropes for electronics users under its
Arklone brand name.
ICI and Du Pont are working on other alternative chemicals as well. Cohen
says Du Pont is set to announce apair
of new chemicals that may be useful
some day but are still "at least three
years away." It will take that long, he
says, to determine if the market wants
the chemicals and whether it is worth
building the plants necessary to make
them. One is asemi-aqueous solution
that, like Bioact EC-7, requires atwostep process beginning with abath or
spray and finishing with awater rinse.
The other is based on HCFC—that's hydrochlorofluorocarbon—technology, a
chemical that is far less damaging to
stratospheric ozone.
Every solution helps alittle bit. But
executives at larger firms are saying
that all the solutions in the world will
do little good if they're kept in avacu-

Conservation
has had its
successes:
Northern
Telecom cut
CFC use 40%
in ayear
um. Much as electronics companies are
pushing government to address the
whole CFC-ozone issue on a global
scale, they realize that their own CFC
challenge needs to be tackled as an industry-wide problem if it is to be licked
at all. The largest companies depend so
much on smaller vendors, they say,
that unless these smaller players get a
helping hand, the larger ones will, in
the end, pay the price.
"What the industry needs," says one
IBM executive, "is technology transfer.
We need to find away, on acontinuing
basis, to get the word out. The recognition is there now, from both producers
and users, that this stuff won't be
around after [the year] 2000, except
perhaps for some specialized uses.
Now we've got to get down to the issue
of finding replacements."
Yet the EPA, which many electronicsindustry spokesmen say should be taking alead role in technology transfer, is

often criticized as not being helpful
enough. "The EPA has not been as good
as it should be in this issue," says Terry
McManus, manager of corporate environmental affairs at Intel Corp. in
Scottsdale, Ariz. "They need to play a
role, put on seminars, produce documents on success stories and substitutes. You don't see enough of that."
IBM has become aleader in seeking a
solution to its massive CFC requirements, and Big Blue is doing its part to
share the progress it has made using
aqueous cleaning and other techniques.
Executives hint that further developments, in particular apossible replacement for some surface-mount pc-board
applications, may be announced shortly. IBM is viewing the CFC issue as one
of strategic importance, and is trying
to assist its vendors and other smaller
companies to overcome their dependence on CFCs. June J. Andersen, project manager for environmental assessment at IBM's Environmental Department in San Jose, Calif., says the company is also publishing papers on its
replacement research in order to reach
the broader electronics community.
That, most experts say, is essential.
The largest companies—IBM, AT&T,
and Digital Equipment Corp., for example—were quick to recognize that
CFC supplies might be cut off or diminished in the 1990s, and they have been
pursuing alternatives and working on
conservation methods for several
years. But the vast majority of U. S.
electronics firms are not capable of setting aside man power, money, and
equipment to tackle what they see as a
chemical or environmental, rather than
atechnological, problem.
"Almost 80% of our members are
small companies," says the AEA's Russell. "These firms don't have the money to hire environmental experts. What
we need is technology transfer." To
further that aim, the AEA sponsored a
two-day seminar on the CFC problem in
Santa Clara, Calif., late in February,
and last fall the University of California at Los Angeles also held ameeting
on finding CFC alternatives.
While IBM has taken on amajor role
in looking out for the little guy, its motives are not purely altruistic. One of the
biggest reasons for proselytizing aqueous cleaning is that, since parts must be
cleaned more than once as they undergo
various steps in the assembly process,
consistency in cleaning methodology is
vital. " If the vendor uses water-based
cutting fluids [to reduce friction when
machining apart], then we can use water-based cleaning later on," Andersen
says. "There really is achain among all
the vendors, from the most basic parts
all the way up to our finished [product].
We're all in this together."
D
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INSIDE BUSINESS

MARKETING

HIGH-TECH MARKETING: A BALANCING ACT
BETWEEN STYLE AND SUBSTANCE
How do you grab the industry's attention and get across complex ideas at the same time?
by Larry Waller

O

fine of Retix Corp.'s best-selling
Their accomplishments are all the
products has more to do with
more remarkable because they are
graphic design than electronic depromoting new or difficult technolsign. The medium: ink on paper.
ogies, such as fuzzy logic or the
The price: $ 15. The aim: to make
complex, poorly understood OSI,
comprehensible the mind-boggling
both of which need far more deintricacies of the Open Systems Intailed explanations, even among
terconnect data-communications
technicians, than familiar subjects
protocol and, not coincidentally, to
like microprocessors and computboost Retix's role in the OSI harders. In this category, run-of-theware and software market.
mill promotional techniques that
The product is acolorful poster
depend on announcements, press
depicting the seven-layer complicaconferences, and word of mouth
tions of the OSI models and protoseldom are effective.
cols in all their incredible detail.
The trick is to come up with a
The Santa Monica, Calif., company
fresh marketing slant that has
has printed 40,000 copies so far,
enough sizzle to grab attention and
and the end is not in sight: chairgets across complex or subtle ideas
man of the board Andy De Mart
at the same time. The problem is
says orders are coming in so fast
by no means anew one—the adverthat Retix may end up distributing
tising business has been grappling
400,000 by the time it's through.
with it for many ayear: But the
What's more, he's convinced that
task is especially hard in the highwithout the poster, Retix would
technology arena, as any executive
have been hard put to duplicate its
who has been charged with the job
fast-growth record: sales should
will confirm.
top $40 million this year. " It gives
Carrying it out successfully repus visibility and aunique symbol,"
resents nothing less than " the
he says.
heart of marketing technology,"
The Retix poster is one example
says Stanley Michelson of the Los
of asuccessful solution to the peAngeles advertising firm bearing
rennial head-scratcher that techhis name. A veteran marketing exnology managers face. Whether at
ecutive who directs campaigns for
amultinational giant or amodest
The fox is Edgecore, the stallion Motorola ahost of high-tech clients, Michelstartup, they must find away to
son most admires work that can
propel their products or services—
in this updated Aesop 'sfable
"dramatize things in nontechnical
or their companies' names—out of
terms." The prospective audience
that's aimed at marketing
the crowd. They must promote new
is receptive to this approach as
VMEbus boards
ideas, educate an audience about
long at " it maintains technical intechnologies it doesn't understand,
tegrity too," he says.
AAA
or change outside perceptions,
That's why the Retix poster
sometimes radically. And they must do it buster debut last October has given Jobs
works so well. First distributed in 1985,
in atumultuous environment where com- achance to repeat his Apple success,
the year the company was founded, it ofpetitors worldwide are all striving for the
some say.
fers ahigh level of technical detail in an
same thing.
But the great bulk of the industry
accessible, graphically appealing way.
Pulling it off successfully requires
doesn't have the superstar pizzazz—or,
Retix has used the poster as aspringstarting with the right stuff—ademon- often, the advertising budget—to comboard to gain prominence as ahardware
strably superior product that leapfrogs
mand such widespread attention. Espeleader in OSI networks and bridges,
rivals and hits prospective customers
cially for small firms, it's tough just to
along with the software that ties them tosquarely where they live. The best exam- get enough visibility and name recognigether. The poster is anything but ahapples are already part of industry folklore:
tion for the sales staff to get its foot in
py accident; it was created with this inIntel Corp.'s family of microprocessors,
the customers' door.
tent in mind, says De Mari.
Apple Computer Inc.'s machines, espeDespite the difficulty of the challenge,
Retix's founding coincided with the decially the Macintosh, and ahandful of though, afew small companies—Retix
but of the international standards, whose
others. At that lofty level, many industry
among them—have mounted successful
protocols require reams of paper to exobservers would place Apple founder efforts to catapult themselves and their plain completely, even to specialists. As
Steve Jobs's NeXT machine; its blockproducts into industry consciousness.
De Mari recalls, he and cofounder John
100
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Stephensen, the senior vice president for
technology and strategic marketing, decided to devise agraphic presentation of
"an architecture very difficult to understand in the complexity of its relationships." They boiled down the voluminous
OSI specifications, using smooth ellipses
for the graphic blocks rather than harsh
triangles or rectangles.
From the base of giving " something
useful to the telecommunications community," the poster carrying Retix's name in
its lower left-hand corner can today be
found on walls in engineering facilities
throughout the world. The poster's complexity actually works in the company's
favor, says Stephensen. When equipment
designers view the maze of OSI requirements, he says, they think, " Maybe we
need Retix to guide us through."
De Mari believes that as the new gear
incorporating OSI gets into end-user
hands, demand for the poster will grow.
The company gives the poster away to
companies in its target customer group
and sells it to anyone outside of that
niche. Surprisingly enough, some 75 such
over-the-transom requests come in for
the poster every month, and no one has
complained yet about the $15 price tag.
Just as aposter has helped Retix gain
an edge in OSI, so ademonstration program similar to avideo game is the tool
being used by another company specializing in an arcane technology. Togai Infralogic Inc., an Irvine, Calif., startup, faces
the daunting task of trying to explain
fuzzy logic.
The firm has gotten up agood head of
steam by introducing acompiler for this
form of logic, which in effect adds "maybe" to standard logic's "yes" and "no" options. A dedicated processor is due out
within several months [
Electronics,
March 1989, p. 102]. But fuzzy logic is still
so little known that even the research scientists and designers of expert systems
who are the prime potential users are
mostly in the dark. The question was,
"What can we come up with that will educate them to what fuzzy logic can and
can't do?" says Carl C. Perkins, Togai's
vice president for business development.
Togai's answer is an interactive demonstration program for personal computers,
which the company whipped up in the
course of afew weeks and delivered to
prospects who were calling for information last February. It gives aknowledgeable person the tools to solve aparticular
real-time control problem.
The idea, says Perkins, was to " give
them something interesting, but more important, something they can do themselves. If you can get their attention,
you've hooked them." He says the feedback is encouraging so far, but more time
must pass before interest translates into
sales. The company kept costs for this
promotion tool at aminimum by doing all
Electronics / April 1989

GIVING IT ONE BIG PUSH: APPLE AND ' 1984'
any of the best promotions work well
on asmall scale—within small budM
gets and with anarrowly focused audi-

denly, ayoung woman in colorful athletic
attire bursts into the hall, running toward
the screen. As she comes close, she flings
ahammer and smashes the screen and
ence. But sometimes acompany needs to
the image of Big Brother.
get aclear new message across to ahuge
To anyone who knew anything about
audience. Such was the case for Apple
Computer Inc.'s Macintosh, whose debut Apple and IBM, the implications were unmistakable. Apple was the champion of
in the middle of the 1984 Super Bowl rep
the daring, the unconventional. IBM epitresented awhole new kind of promotion
omized the tyranny of acolossal corporastrategy: "event marketing."
tion, the grinding effects of conformity.
The company's famous " 1984" commercial established the Mac as anew kind The ad didn't need to actually mention
IBM or its PC.
of personal computer, different from
The 60-second spot was asensation.
IBM Corp.'s PCs. It launched the product
that gained Apple arole in corporate com- The day after it ran, Goldberg says, asurvey showed it was scoring 79% in viewer
puting, amachine that eventually would
recall—that is, 79% of 38.8 million housemake possible awhole new role for the
holds watching the Super Bowl remempersonal computer: desktop publishing.
Considering just how successful the ad- bered it. The impact was heightened as
word of the commercial spread. Evening
vertising campaign was, it seems astonnews shows reran the commercial, breedishing in retrospect that the commercial
ing more attention. The
almost didn't run.
fact that the commerBack in 1983, Apple
cial ran only once durfaced an uncertain fu- The ad established the
ture. Sales of the Apple Macintosh as a different ing the game added to
its mystique.
II were softening, the
kind of computer
The single showing,
Apple III was selling
however, was afluke.
poorly, and an ambiFor that matter, the
tious new machine, the
fact that the commercial aired at all was
Lisa, had flopped. The company had alot
something of afluke.
riding on the Macintosh.
Chiat/ Day had originally purchased
Apple's management felt it had to perthree time slots during the Super Bowl.
suade potential customers that the new
Then Apple's board of directors got a
computer was radically different from
look at the commercial. They hated it, for
the PC. The Mac actually was radically
reasons that remain unarticulated. Perdifferent, with its icon-based user interhaps the attack on corporate drabness hit
face and amouse controlling its operaanerve. In any case, they demanded that
tion. It was designed to be far easier to
it be yanked.
use than aPC.
Chiat/ Day successfully sold two of the
But every personalcomputer maker
time slots, but it couldn't unload the
claimed his machine was easy to use, says
third. Rather than eat the cost of aunFred Goldberg, vice chairman of Chiat/
used slot, Apple's management overruled
Day in San Francisco, Apple's advertising
the board.
agency at the time. IBM had mounted
The storm of media attention created
brilliant ad campaigns starring aCharlie
by the commercial blew away any doubts
Chaplin-like character; the ads and the
Apple might have had about its propriety.
character were exceedingly friendly, and
The sales helped, too. The day after the
they made it seem as if the PC must be
Super Bowl, Apple sold $3.5 million worth
friendly, too.
of computers in six hours, Goldberg says.
So the promotion for the Mac somehow
In 90 days, it sold $155 million worth.
had to portray the Apple machine as
The Macintosh promotion didn't end
something dramatically apart from the
with the " 1984" commercial. The day afPC. Chiat/ Day came up with asimple,
ter the Super Bowl, Apple started runhighly effective tactic. It would not atning another TV ad in which someone
tempt to differentiate between the Mac
drops all the manuals needed to use the
and the PC. Instead, it would dramatize
IBM PC, then drops the one small Macinthe difference between Apple and IBM.
The ad worked beyond Chiat/Day or tosh manual. Print ads filled out the promotion campaign.
Apple's wildest dreams. It aired only
The momentum begun by the camonce, during the broadcast of Super Bowl
XVIII in early 1984. Taking advantage of paign is still building. In 1984, Apple had
the implications in " 1984," it set up a $1.516 billion in net sales. John Rossi, an
analyst in the San Francisco office of the
scene with overtones of George Orwell's
investment firm of Alex. Brown & Sons,
novel. In alarge hall, row upon row of
expects it to have net sales of $5.3 billion
figures, identically dressed in drab garb,
this year. For Apple, 1984 was avery
stare with blank eyes at ahuge screen,
good year.
Jonah McLeod
waiting for Big Brother to speak. Sud101

the work internally. Perkins thinks the
universe of potential users presently
numbers about 500, but could pick up as
the technology takes off. So amore sophisticated (but not interactive) version of
the demonstation is in the works for videotape presentation.
If Togai's marketing tool is high-tech,
Edgecore Computer Inc.'s is decidedly
low-tech. Last year the Scottsdale, Ariz.,
company embraced Aesop's Fables as its
main communications vehicle when the
usual methods failed to get its story
across clearly.
Edgecore is asupplier of top-end VMEbus boards that offer compatibility with
Motorola 68000-series processors at a
higher performance level. But the burden
of explaining what former marketing executive Pam Mayer calls largely "intangible concepts" proved tough. Such issues
as product breadth, upward software
compatibility, asingle architecture for all
needs, close association with Motorola
Inc., and staying out of competition with
its OEM customers did not lend themselves to a conventional marketing
framework, she recalls.
Company president Phillips Smith happened to be leafing through acollection
of the classic fables when the proverbial
light bulb flashed above his head. "It was
incredible the way they hit on the issues,"
he says. The race between the hare and
the tortoise, for example, has direct
meaning for users who are contemplating
the raw speed of reduced-instruction-set
computers instead of the complex-instruction-set architecture of the Edgecore boards. Then there's the wisdom of
an alliance between the fox ( Edgecore)
who climbs on the back of the stallion
(Motorola) to pluck fruit off the higher
branches of the tree.
Edgecore kicked off its Aesop's program ayear ago by mailing off abook of
the fables along with aflyer discussing
some " timeless truisms" about computers, giving the company twist. It followed
up with four individual tales, one every
few weeks, along with acalender-poster

and fall. A prime example
is the Dumb Terminal,
sold by adivision of Lear
Siegler Inc. in the late
1970s. The meteoric success of its marketing
campaign catapulted the
Anaheim, Calif., division
into aspot as the leading
independent supplier of
this equipment. The idea
originated in an agency
brainstorming session
when astaff member remarked, " How can we
sell this thing? It's so
dumb it doesn't do anything." But later on,
To give «gloom ahandle on what fuzzy logic can and can't
when terminals became a
do, Togai distributes this house-produced "video game."
commodity item facing
major foreign competifor 1989. The fables came with appealing tion, the established reputation of the
illustrations and alow-key Edgecore tieDumb Terminal couldn't save it. Lear
in woven in at the end.
Siegler sold the division some years ago,
Response from the 600 potential buy- before the company itself disappeared in
ers targeted by the direct-mail effort has
aleveraged buyout.
been greater than expected, says Mayer.
Failures of this type come as no surFollow-up research showed that the recipprise to consultant Regis McKenna,
ients remembered details. As aresult,
whose Palo Alto, Calif., firm guided Intel
awareness of Edgecore and its products
and Apple in their formative days.
shot up, so salespeople had an entree. The
"Flashy sales and marketing techniques
campaign cost $80,000, but the firm be- can work with consumer [products], but
lieves that spending many times that
not for technology firms," he says bluntamount in standard advertising would
ly. Glitzy approaches cannot replace solid
not have gotten similar results.
steps taken for business reasons. Both
Of course, marketing hits like these are
Intel and Apple designed their first prodmatched by any number of misses—ideas
ucts in close cooperation with heavyor products that disappeared without a weight customers, then built momentum
trace. For example, IBM Corp. sunk some
on the strength of these relationships.
$100 million into its PC Jr., complete with a Building and exploiting this " reference
slick Charlie Chaplinesque advertising
structure," as McKenna terms it, is the
campaign. Lotus Development Corp.
key to the success of startups.
couldn't get its Symphony package off the
The brilliant marketing idea is then
ground; and even the acknowledged masbuilt upon this solid base, he says. That's
ter, Apple, had to withdraw its Lisa com- why he predicts that Jobs's NeXT will be
puter. Basic product inadequacies or poor so successful in its target market, highmarket targeting were the culprits, and
level education. Of course, Jobs has star
heavy investments in clever promotion and
quality, and that can't hurt. But, says Mcadvertising programs could not save them.
Kenna, his preparatory spadework is a
Even some very innovative efforts with
textbook case of touching all the bases.
sound products behind them can stumble
For example, he says, Jobs brought Stanford and Carnegie-Mellon University repISO and CCITT
resentatives onto his board; he forged an
Communication Suntive,
alliance with IBM to share the NeXT interface; he recruited third-party software
41111b Ci>
c) t
D
writers; he attracted financier H. Ross
01)
Perot as an investor; and he set up betae
4 r ln)
test sites at top schools.
C)
It seems to have worked. "We came as
411,ç
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unbelievers and left as converts," says
teb
oc) (Dim,Cz3
computer-industry expert Richard A.
e/#411120"4-Jr' Cle C)
Shaffer, editor and publisher of the authorMa
a — „zz,
ez) CI) Co 0 CD ""e
itative Tecknologic Computer Letter.
,
Go Cie. a
Shaffer admits he was initially skeptical of
cik cP <i>
the hype surrounding the NeXT debut.
C)-ee"Lie
Now he predicts it will repeat Apple's suc:1À
cess, due in no small part to the power of
the ideas driving Jobs. "He is agreat salesRetix cofounder John Stephenson says the OSI poster's aim was to give " something useful to
man of dreams," says Shaffer, " and
the telecommunications community." In return, Retix got aspringboard to OSI prominence.
dreams are what America buys."
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Take adoser look

Full 32-bit architectures.
VMEbus Interface ASIC is the
basis for jumperiess configuration
options plus ahighly flexible
approach to multiple controller
configurations.
High-capacity on-board data
buffer memory arrays assure
deterministic IX) performance.

One glance shows you
that our VMEbus controller
architectures are distinctively
different.
Performance Technologies' products incorporate features that are not available on any
other intelligent VME controller modules.
For example, our 68020/68030-Based
User-Defined Controllers provide a
comprehensive platform for development of
user- defined intelligent I/O. We have extended
the basic VME platform through plug-in
daughter boards called E-PAKs. Our E-PAK
design allows additional user I/O functions to
be performed, including memory expansion
plus slave and DMA-supported I/O devices.
High-performance VME and VS8 interfaces
also are included.
As for our 68020- Based SCSI Host
Adapter, it is one of the most comprehensive
SCSI Adapters available. It fuly supports functions such as target/initiator, multi-threading,
scatter/gather, command queuing and command chaining. The 68020 manages Host
Adapter functions and provides afull 32-bit
hardware path to VME. We've also included
aspecialized DMA ASIC to assure maximum
transfer rates. The task of integrating our Host
Adapter is easier with unique on- board diagnostic trace capabilities and amodem connection to our engineering support staff.

Application-specific DMA designs
provide maximum I/0 data rates.

The 68020-Based 16- Channel Synchronous Communication Controller is
specifically designed for synchronous communication requirements demanding high
throughput.
Performa -Ice Technologies meets the
demand will up to eight dual-channel SCCs
and our application-specific 32-channel DMA.
The controller also includes a68020, our highperformance VMEbus interface, arid avariety
of communicaticn line options such as
RS-232C, 449, V.35, and Mil. Std. 188C.
The 68020-Based 96- Channel Asynchronous Communkation Controller, appropriately dubbed The Port Authority is a
high-performance subsystem designed to
address the problems of cable overcrowding
and the high cost of wiring. The single-slot
VME module supports 12 of our eight-channel
Terminal Concentrators, yielding up to 96
ports for maximum SIO performance.
In addition to acomplete family of highperformance VME products, PTI also offers
software drivers, controller firmware, and
development tools for avariety of applications.
You can get an even closer look at PTI's
VME products. Circle the reader service
number to receive more information.
Or call us at 716-586-6727.

Performance Technologies
435 West Commercial Street East Rochester, NY 14445. U.S.A.
716-586-6727
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NEC NEWSCOPE

REMOTE CLASSROOM

;11
0/0
NETEC: CODED bilIVIM Multi Media Multiplexer DSS Digital Switching System

TELEEDUCATION VIA SATELLITE NETWORK:
INTERACTIVE VIDEO AND AUDIO.

N

EC is operating one of the
world's most advanced satel-

audio communication between lecturer

lite-based teleeducation

and students. The system can simul-

information privacy. An AEC- 700
echo canceller efficiently suppresses
the echoes caused by satellite communication.
The NESPAC system offers apanorama of C&C technology. From the

taneously transmit and receive two

camera to the satellite transponder,

systems. Called NESPAC (NEC Satellite

channels of color motion video signals,

from the earth station equipment to

Pedagogical Network for Advanced

as well as one channel of audio and

the 100- inch video projector, virtually

Creative Education), the system links

data signals from an electronic writing

all elements of the system are NEC

a central studio at the NEC Technical

board.

products.

College near Tokyo with three other

For economical use of the satellite

NEC is a leader in long-distance

classrooms in remote locations

circuit, aNETEC series video codec

education systems using communica-

across Japan.

digitizes and compresses video and

tions media including public telephone

The most prominent feature of
NESPAC is interactive video and

90th Anniversary

audio signals to 1.544Mbps. It also

networks, terrestrial microwave systems,

scrambles the signals to ensure

CATV fiber optic cables and satellites.

NUMBER 141
FDDI

NEW SOLID-STATE

FIBER OPTIC

TV TRANSMITTERS

TRANSCEIVER.

UP TO 40KW IN UHF.

T

he American National Standard
Institute (ANSI) is now compiling

the standard for high-speed

LANs. Called the Fiber Distributed Data
Interface (FDDI),the new standard fea-

S

olid-state TV transmitters are fast
replacing tube types because

they are more reliable, economi-

cal and easier to maintain.
The all solid-state transmitters of

tures adata rate of125Mbps,100km net- NEC's new PCU-900 series incorporate the latest semiconductor and
work coverage and up to 500 nodes.

and 110W power transistors specially
developed by NEC. All adjustments
are handled automatically by a highperformance synthesized exciter.
Reliability is enhanced by parallel
use of power transistors and PA modules. Increased stability handles voltage fluctuations of ± 10 0/0 without AVR.
Since the transmitters operate on
28V DC power, they provide greater
safety and require less maintenance.
Power transistors are efficiently cooled
by our "Jet Air Cooling system.

RF circuit technologies. We offer five

NEC also supplies aseries of fully

meet or exceed FDDI-PMD require-

models for UHF broadcasting: 5/10/

solid-state transmitters for VHF broad-

ments. The new 125Mbps fiber optic

20/30 and 40kW.

casting. Our PCN-1400 series has five

NEC's NEOLINK-1312 is designed to

transceiver incorporates a 1.3pm LED,

All models use 800W PA modules

models: 5/10/15/20 and 30kW.

PIN-PD and two LS Is. These are the
same components used in our
200Mbps datalinks (NEOLINK-2012).
Over 60,000 pairs of the 200Mbps
link have been shipped since 1985
without a single field failure.
The new NEOLINK-1312 features a
transceiver configuration designed for
easier mating with an MIC duplex
connector. The design eliminates the
need to painstakingly align separate
transmitter and receiver units on a

VAST LIBRARY SYSTEM FOR CHINA.

printed wiring board. Crosstalk and
noise problems are also solved with
our circuit and isolation expertise.
The NEOLINK-1312 offers an average output power of —16dBm; average

N

EC is supplying a large-scale
information system to the

by category and author listing.

National Library of China (NLC)

oping Chinese-language software for

The NLC and NEC are jointly devel-

in Beijing. With over 14 million

the system. The software will meet

—13.0dBm. It operates on either a

volumes in its collection, the NLC is

China's new national standard of

single + 5V or —5.2V

one of the world's largest libraries.

receiving power between —34.5 and

power supply.

The library system for the People's
Republic of China consists of two mainframes for database management and

32,000 characters. The library system
will be in full-scale operation in
mid-1991.
Since the NLC is one of China's

270 personal computers for terminal

academic centers, it will use the sys-

applications. The system will handle

tem in the future as the core of a

56 languages and allow retrieval of

network linking thousands of libraries

millions of books in each language

around the country.

NEC

an entire single processor. Of course, you
can then couple several of them together
to form amultiprocessor."
Also investigating multichip modules is
the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corp., the cooperative research
consortium in Austin, Texas. The group
has an active packaging and interconnect
program for nine shareholders exploring
three interrelated research thrusts:
bonding and assembly, interconnect technology, and multichip-system technology.
The multichip-system effort, headed by
manager Dennis Herrell, is aimed at applying techniques developed in the other
two areas to multichip modules.
According to Herren, the bonding and
assembly group is concentrating on highdensity TAB techniques for bare dice on
silicon or ceramic substrates and pc
boards. The interconnect group, meanwhile, is developing avery high-density

copper-polyimide technology. " It's not
thin film," Herren says. "We call it medium film, where we build up layers of interconnect over an insulator on asubstrate, usually silicon or alumina. We
start off with a4-in, wafer, build up layers of copper and polyimide to form the
interconnect, and attach the chips with
TAB techniques to get very high density," he says.
Line width is nominally 15 p,m on a50p,m pitch. "We can go substantially less
than that, but we've found that's about
optimum for controlling characteristic
impedance, keeping dc losses to aminimum, and keeping crosstalk between
lines acceptable," he says. "With a2-mil
pitch we get density of 500 lines/in. One
x-andylayer pair gives us more interconnectivity than IBM achieves with its 44layer ceramic modules," which are used
in the company's 3090 machines.

MULTICHIP MODULES WILL HAVE GATES GALORE
CMOS
1 BILLION

100 MILLION -

MULTICHIP LOGIC WITH MEMORY

GATES/MODULE

1 MILLION -

10 MILLION -

100 THOUSAND-

10 THOUSAND
1986

87

88

89

91

90

• 92

93

YEAR OF AVAILABILITY
BIPOLAR
10 MILLION

MULTICHIP LOGIC WITH MEMORY

GATES/MODULE

1 MILLION-

MULTICHIP LOGIC
100 THOUSAND -

10 THOUSANDSINGLE- CHIP LOGIC

1 THOUSAND
1986

87

88

YEAR OF AVAILABILITY

89

90

91

92

93

(b)
SOURCE: UNISYS CORP.

The CMOS logic-gate density available in modules will reach 100 million gates by 1993 (a);
bipolar modules will show similar density growth on a smaller scale ( b).
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With this kind of density, controlled impedance interconnections with xand y
wiring can be fabricated for off-chip rise
times as fast as 200 to 300 ps and chip I/O
densities that typically have required 10
to 20 layers in pc boards or multilayer ceramic technology.
TEN MILLION GATES. Herrell's group is
also concerned with other techniques that
have to be brought to the modules, such
as cooling, power distribution and regulation, and connecting to the outside world.
Its major goal "is to put together asuite
of packaging and interconnect technologies that will enable [the shareholders], in
the 1992-to-1993 time frame, to assemble
a10-million-gate processor with a3-ns cycle time and manufacture it for $1,000,"
excluding the cost of manufacturing the
chips. Such acoup would "open the door
to developing acomputer work station
for about $10,000 or $15,000 that will outperform anything that exists at the pre
sent moment—including the Cray 3, the
NEC SXT, or the ETA"' supercomputers,"
Herren says.
This is no pie-in-the-sky notion. Engineers estimate that by the 1990s, multichip-module technology could lead to the
production of a10-million-gate machine,
assembled from 100 chips with 100,000
gates apiece. Depending on the design of
the system, each of these chips would re
quire between 500 and 1,000 I/Os. Assuming silicon coverage of 33%, and chips 1
cm square, they forecast arequirement
of 40 in. 2 of high-density interconnect
area. They anticipate that, of the $1,000
module cost, $400 will be for the manufacture of the interconnect, or $10/in.'.
A program very similar to MCC's but
focused entirely on silicon as asubstrate
is under way in Great Britain. Called the
Research Initiative into Silicon Hybrids,
or RISH, it is one of aseries of collaborative precompetitive projects called National Electronics Research Initiatives
open to British companies and funded
jointly by industry and the government's
Department of Trade and Industry. RISH
was started in 1986 with aprojected life
of three to five years.
Like MCC, the RISH effort is aiming
for atool box of technologies and processes from which the collaborating companies can select those most appropriate
for their applications. At the Malvern laboratories where the work is being pursued, researchers have developed both
copper/polyimide and aluminum/polyimide metal/dielectric processes. Copper
gives a60% improvement in line length
for agiven geometry and can also be plated, says John Bailey, astaff member of
Mars Electronics International assigned
to RISH, who described the RISH work at
Nepcon West last month. But the copper/
polyimide interface must be protected
with barrier layers to prevent diffusion of
the copper into the polyimide, he says. As
Electronics/April
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Analogic Announces...

The World's Highest
Performance
Arbitrary Waveform
Synthesizer

At 800 Megapoints per second, the new Analogic/Data
Precision Models 2040 and 2045 outperform the competition,
delivering 4times the data rate of the fastest polynomial
waveform synthesizers.
With the Analogic Models 2040 and 2045, you can define
and create any periodic or transient waveform.
You can use Analogic's well-proven ME, Math Equation
Entry approach, entering any equations in the form Y = f(t)
from the keyboard. Or, you can download waveforms created
on computers, graphic tablets, or oscilloscopes.
And, you can capture real- world transients with the
Analogic Model 6100 Universal Waveform Analyzer, transfer
their waveforms to the 2040/2045, and modify as desired.
The Model 2040 offers two outputs, each 1Vp- p, in phase
opposition to provide both single- ended and differential
outputs at abandwidth of greater than 700 MHz.
The Model 2045 provides one low level output (1Vp- p/50
ohms) at afull 700 MHz bandwidth and another output
channel at 5Vp- p/50 ohms, 200 MHz bandwidth and 8bits
resolution over the full dynamic range.

700 MHz output
bandwidth

Tc discover how to use the new Analogic/D-ata Precision 2040
and 2045 for your most complex waveform generator
applications, call Analogic today at 1-800-343-8333.

IEEE- 488 and
RS- 232 interfaces
512K data points
of memory
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Math Co- processor
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Single shot and
repetitive signals
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800 Megapoints
per second

Well- proven Math
Equation Entry
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The World Resource
tor Precision Signal Technology

Analogic Corporation
Data Precision Products
8Centennial Drive
Peabody, MA 01961
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Performance up to specifications should
come down to the wire.
For resistance wire that measures up to your
specifications every time, look to the Carpenter
alloys that have been proven to perform on
demand. Evanohrn Alloys R and S, CB and
CBX Cupronn Alloys, Manganin Alloy 130,
Balcon Alloy and Alloys 30, 60, 90 and 180 have
been used successfully for controls, sensors,
gauges, rheostats, resistors and variable
resistors.
Assuring conformance with your specifications
depends on controlling the production of every
spool of wire down to the last detail. We begin
by adjusting the chemical composition precisely
to meet user requirements. From the melting
process through finishing of the round wire or
ribbon, manufacturing procedures ensure that
Carpenter's resistance wire is clean and uniform. By processing our own alloys, we maintain
an unbroken chain of control throughout the en-

tire wire- making process. Rigorous initial . . . inprocess . . . and final inspections assure you of
receiving finished products that consistently
meet or exceed specified quality standards.
Carpenter's many quality controlled resistance
wire alloys are immediately available through a
nationwide network of company-owned service
centers. ( These are listed in the Yellow Pages
under " Steel.") For FREE technical information,
call: 1-800-527-6900. In Pennsylvania: 1-800527-6400. Ask for our Specialty Resistance
Wire booklet.

CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY
CARPENTER STEEL DIVISION • ORANGEBURG. Sc 29116

CaRJ.'Lc •
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aresult, Bailey believes the relatively
simple processing of aluminum/polyimide systems is amore attractive option.
Bailey points out that silicon multichip
modules have their own characteristics
and therefore their own requirements in
acomputer-aided-engineering system.
Being in competition, to some extent,
with pc-board makers, layout and mask
designers need equivalent automatic
placement and routing facilities. Thermal
modeling is also important.
The CAE requirements, Bailey says,
therefore include apc-board-type routing
algorithm that will accommodate feature
resolutions down to 0.1 p.m on amodule
of 10 by 10 cm, and the ability to generate
data in aform suitable for IC mask making. No such system exists commercially
at this time. At RISH, engineers have
written custom software that interfaces a
conventional pc-board layout system and
afull custom-IC layout system to meet
these requirements. They have also included athermal modeling program.
RISH engineers favor solder reflow, or
flip-chip, technology for die attachment.
As they see it, the technology can exceed
interconnection requirements for the
foreseeable future. Also, this approach
makes devices less prone to lead damage
and allows them to be tested without pad
damage. Then, too, alignment is not a
critical issue with flip-chips.
Meanwhile, at Rockwell International's
Autonetics Electronic Systems Division
in Anaheim, Calif., multichip-module
technology has been used to design and
develop adual-1750A-processor system to
be used in an automatic target-recognition scheme. The objective was both
higher packing density and improved performance, says Jim Spear, an R&D engineering manager for the program.
Capable of running at 40 MHz, the
module has chips laid down on asilicon

On OICC's multichip substrate, two silicon chips are bonded face down to acopper/polyimide
substrate using gold-to-gold single-point outer-lead bonding.

substrate with four layers of aluminum
interconnect insulated by 6-to-10-p.m polymer dielectric layers. A total of 140 components, including resistors and capacitors, are placed on asubstrate 2to 21
/ in.
2
square. Line width is 1mil. In addition to
two single-chip 1750 chips from Performance Semiconductor, the prototype contains 512 Kbytes of RAM, 16 Kbytes of
electrically erasable programmable readonly memory, and serial and parallel
ports.
100 NIPS. Spear is aiming at larger substrates with 3or 31
/ in. square of active
2
interconnect. His goal is to place 60 to 90
ICs, including reduced-instruction-setcomputer processors and digital signal
processors. "We're looking to get processors with 100 million operations/s on a
single wafer by the end of this fiscal
year," he says. Such designs are targeted
for ground- and space-station-based interceptor systems. In addition, they will be
used in miniaturization of the Global Po-

sitioning System being developed at
Rockwell's Cedar Rapids, Iowa, facility.
The role of semiconductor suppliers
may ultimately be pivotal in the further
development of multichip modules as a
mainstream packaging technology. So
far, some system builders say, the merchant chip makers have shown little enthusiasm for supplying bare chips prepared for TAB or solder-bumped (flipchip) assembly. "There is certainly areluctance on the part of chip
manufacturers to ship bare chips to any
customers other than the large OEMs,
like IBM, Digital Equipment, or HewlettPackard," says PCK Technology's
Messner. Joy at Unisys agrees. "One concern Ihave is that most of the semiconductor industry is not pursuing [multichip modules] and thinking how they are
going to ship their products in the future," he says, "unless they are part of a
captive operation."
Messner believes that multichip mod-

TESTING THE MODULES REMAINS A THORNY PROBLEM

G

/letting the cost down is amajor goal
for all the players in multichip-module
technology, and one of the big contributors to cost is testing. "Testing is areal
bitch," says Clyde Loftahl, national sales
manager at Advanced Packaging Systems in San Jose, Calif. "There is no commercial equipment available, so you have
to cobble things up."
The typical bed-of-nails or computercontrolled mechanical probes used in chip
testing are too slow for high-density multichip-module interconnects, says Dennis
Herrell, manager of the Microelectronics
and Computer Technology Corp.'s multichip-module research group in Austin,
Texas. So his group is exploring the use
of electron beams for this purpose.
The technique is similar to the e-beam
method used for probing digital integratElectronics / April 1989

ed circuits. " We vector an e-beam to a
chip pad, where achip is to be connected,
turn on the beam, and charge up that net
to, say, 10 V in 100 sis," he says. "Other
points in the net are then interrogated
with the beam to determine their voltage
level, and if there is integrity, an open or
ashort." The system is now alaboratory
model, but Herrell hopes to bring it to a
point where an outside vendor can produce it as amanufacturing tool.
However, functional testing of amodule after the chips are in place is extremely difficult. " Functional testing of complex systems is avery important issue
and needs alot of attention here and elsewhere," Herrell says. The more complex
the system, the more important it is "to
adopt built-in test techniques or standards that enable us to test the intercon-

nects with chips in place."
At Rockwell International's Autonetics Electronics Systems Division in Anaheim, Calif., test patterns for acontinuity
check are taken off the data base generated by the Cadnetix Corp. autorouting
equipment that generates the interconnect pattern on the substrate. The substrate is placed on anumerically controlled table controlled by the test tape
and given an automatic continuity test.
But this approach depends heavily on the
vendor's ability to ship good chips, and
the firm works very closely with vendors
to assure that this is done.
Loftahl says that even though testing
is "alaborious process right now," things
are bound to improve. He says alot of his
customers are working very hard at developing software for testing.
-S. W
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Celebrating The New Profile
Introducing the FlatPAC'... Vicor's
Family of User Definable, Multiple
Output, Switching Power Supplies
Until now, your power system decision meant
choosing between costly and unpredictable custom
development, or bulky and inflexible catalog supplies...or you had to design and manufacture it
yourself. Taking the next step in the powercomponent revolution, Vicor introduces FlatPAC, the
user- definable, "off-the- shelf" alternative to customs
that's economical from single units to OEM quantities.., and which fits in afraction of the space
required by conventional off-line supplies!

The Off-The- Shelf Alternative
FlatPAC's unique modular design allows Vicor to
provide next day delivery on over 10,000 different
FlatPAC configurations. You define
your power requirements...
Vicor does the rest —
while eliminating the nonrecurring costs, unpredictable lead times, risk, inflexibility, and reliability uncer-

tainties associated with conventional solutions.
No other power product offers FlatPAC's combination of power density, economy, and "off- the- shelf"
flexibility!

Power Cells
Sharing adistinctive, space saving flat package
profile ( 1.37" high x8.6" long), FlatPACs come in
widths of 2.5", 4.9", and 7.4", and supply up to 200,
400, and 600 Watts of total output power... an unprecedented 7Watts per cubic inch in an off-line
switching power supply!
The three different packages provide one, two, or
three user definable "Power Cells". Each Power Cell
may be specified to be an independent, isolated output with apower rating of 50, 75, 100, 150, or 200
Watts, or cells may be combined to form higher
power outputs...up to 600 Watts from asingle output. Standard output voltages are 5, 12, 15, 24, and
48 Volts — and because all
FlatPAC outputs are field
trimmable down to
zero and up to 110%
of nominal, astandard output can likely

ill11111111111111111

In Off- Line Switchers.
take care of even your most unusual voltage requirements. For special requirements, outputs as low as
2Volts, and as high as 95 Volts can be provided.
And you don't give up features to get FlatPAC's
advantages: besides being trimmable, all FlatPAC
outputs have remote sensing and overvoltage and
overcurrent protection. Individual FlatPAC outputs
are totally isolated: there are no cross regulation
issues; any output can be positive or negative; and
output returns can float up to 500V, rms, apart.
FlatPAC's run on either 110 or 220 Volt lines,
meet " Class A" interference specs, have built in
fusing, and conform to UL, CSA, and TUV safety
agency requirements. Two and three cell units also
provide two isolated, sequenced, logic outputs to
indicate pending loss-of-line and pending loss-ofoutput for system housekeeping during power
cycling or brownouts.

Join The Celebration Now
Call Vicor now to discuss your special
needs...you'll be celebrating when you find how
quickly Vicor can ship you the smallest, most efficient, most cost effective solution to your power
system requirements... at prices as low as 85C/Watt
in OEM quantities.
To Receive A Complete Catalog, Including
Information On Vicor Products, Applications And
Accessories, Call Vicor Today At (508) 470-2900,
23 Frontage Road, Andover, MA 01810.

Component Solutions For Your Power System

The key to FlatPAC's flexibility and power density
is Vicor's VI-200 family of high density, high efficiency, UL, CSA, and TUV recognized, component
level DC- DC converters. When you specify a
FlatPAC, you benefit from the field reliability and
predictability that's been established in an installed
base approaching half amillion units.
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Turn Your Cache
Into Big Savings
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IDT 71586
CacheRAIW .

The Intel Recommended
Cache Design In 5 Chips
Now you can replace 27 ICs
with only 5chips using our new
CacheRAMTm, the
I
DT 71586. You can
386711182385
save two-thirds of
CLOCK FRED.
your board space
16MHz
and reduce power
consumption by a
third. The IDT 71586
makes the ideal 2- set
associative, 32K byte
cache. Optimized for
Intel's 82385 cache controller,
the IDT 71586 matches 25 MHz
lntel8O386TM designs with its
35 ns access time.

Big Savings In Board
Space
With on- board address latches
and byte enables, the IDT 71586
eliminates extra transceivers and
latches in your design. Each
CacheRAM's 8K byte capacity
replaces four 2K byte SRAMs and
lets you save at least 4square
inches of critical board space. All
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because it's designed specifically
for high-speed 386Tm/82385
caches. Fewer chips also means
lower power requirements —
typically less than 1.5 watts for
32 Kbytes of data
IDT 71586
storage.
SPEED

Speed Upgrades
For 33MHz
Processors

Forget about cache
redesigns when CPU
clocks speed up to
33 MHz_ The IDT 71586
has been designed to provide a
clean upgrade path to higher
speed microprocessors. Just
plug in the 25ns version of the
IDT 71586 and take advantage of
the 30 percent added performance.

You Can Count On Us
Discover how our CacheRAM
can give your system a
performance edge. Call your IDT
distributor for immediate delivery.
For more information, including
pricing, call our toll-free hotline:
800-544-SRAM.

CacheRAM is atrademark of Integrated Device Technology.
lntel8O386TM and 386rm are trademarks of Intel Corp.

L

Ask for your free copy of our
1989 IDT Data Book Supplement
that's loaded with up-to-date
information on all our high
performance CMOS products. It
has the information you need
about SRAMs; FIF0s; Dual- Ports;
RISC Processors; BiCMOS ECLI/0 RAMs; CMOS FCT/FCTA
Logic; Modules and more.
When cost-effective performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology
3236 Scott Blvd.
P.
O.Box 58015
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015
Tel. (
408) 492-8225
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DO U. S. FIRMS WEAR
CULTURAL BLINDERS?
Little use is made of engineers with experience in Japan
ike the Victorian English,
American businessmen
spanned the globe after
World War II, dominating
foreign economies with the world's
best goods and services. It didn't matter that these Americans rarely spoke
the native tongues of their host countries; they spoke English, and expected
to be understood. And if they
weren't, they just spoke louder
and slower.
Now the tables have turned.
Not only does the world speak
English—and very well, thank
you—but Japanese and European business people now know
how to do business on American
soil, on American terms, and
have been wildly successful.
They have learned that understanding your foreign competitor
is the first and maybe only way to
turn him into acustomer, while
many U. S. businesses just keep
talking louder and slower.
But change is coming. Officials
at the National Science Foundation, the American Electronics Association, and the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology—which all
fund transfer programs that send U. S.
engineers to work in Japan for up to a
year—say there is agrowing awareness
in U. S. businesses that engineers with
insight into and experience with Japanese language, culture, and business
methods offer invaluable expertise. But
while businesses finally have begun to
recognize the value of such personnel,
they "haven't always known how to use
them effectively," says Richard Samuels, director of the MIT-Japan Science
and Technology Program.
That, say engineers who have been
through these programs, is an understatement. They complain that in many
cases they received only modest interest from U. S. companies after returning from work at Japanese corporate
or university labs, and that, once hired,
their skills were underutilized. " Professionally speaking, it hasn't had
much impact," says Douglas W.
Browning, an assistant professor at
Georgia Tech's School of Electrical Engineering, of his experience in the AEA
Electronics/ April 1989

Japan Research Fellowship Program
five years ago.
That's not just because he went to
work in academia either, says Cheryl
Fields, manager of education science
policy at the AEA. "
The Fellows [who
have gone to work in industry] have
had mixed feelings about how they've
been used in the past," she says.

Why is interest so low? Possibly because most large companies are now
trying to replace the "international" divisions they established in the 1960s
and 1970s to coordinate their overseas
sales with more streamlined and autonomous regional management, says Pat
J. Canavan, vice president and corporate director of human resources at
Motorola Inc. "We came to the conclusion acouple of years ago that our real
limiting factor in expanding in Japan
was not technology or limited investment capital, but in people who knew
that marketplace and who knew how
we do business here," he says.
But Motorola has tried to address
the issue not by hiring Americans with
Japanese experience—although it is a
sponsor for the MIT program, the most
extensive Japan-study program for
U. S. engineers—but by finding Japanese who know the U. S. That includes
recruiting Japanese students in the
by Tobias Naegele

U. S. who might want to work in North
America for awhile before going home
to Japan; Japanese-Americans; and native Japanese. "The cost of expatriating Americans to Japan is prohibitive,"
he says. "We try to avoid that."
So are these students wasting their
time? Absolutely not, he says. "Maybe
in the short term those skills and experiences aren't going to be used, but
don't worry—in the long run, they'll be
tremendously valuable."
Indeed, there have been some successes. Anderson E. Howard, now amicrowave-circuit designer with HewlettPackard Co.'s Network Measurement
Division in Santa Rosa, Calif., says his
bosses are "drawing on my Japan experiences right now" by seeking
him out to help translate Japanese research papers and technical literature. Howard spent
eight months working at NEC
Corp. as an AEA Fellow in 1984
and 1985, before returning to the
U. S. and a job at HP. When
pressed, however, Howard admits that his knowledge of Japanese is underutilized.
"There's alot of technical information from Japan that could
be useful here [in the U. S.]," he
says. "In Japan, there's ahysteria about learning English and
most engineers are relatively fluent. But people here who can't
read [something] just ignore it.
American companies suffer because of that." Now, with Japanese research and engineering
getting more respect for innovation, interest in Japan is rising among students. MIT, which sent only 50 students in the last four years, will send at
least 40 in 1990, Samuels says.
Is corporate interest keeping pace?
That's hard to say: most companies are
looking for specific kinds of technology
know-how or experience, Samuels
points out, and only avery few can afford to hire simply for potential. The
big ones can, however, and that's what
led AT&T Co. to hire AEA Fellow Peter
W. Wolniansky after he returned from
ayear in Japan working for Sony Corp.
Although Wolniansky had been working on magneto-optic technology—
something of little interest to AT&T,
which was seeking personnel to work
on modems—the overseas experience
caught the eye of Gaston A. Arredondo, supervisor of data-products systems engineering. " Right now, we
don't make much use of Peter's experience," he admits. "But we will. It's an
experience with potential."
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
CONCURRENT IS SITTING PRETTY
AFTER AN UNCONVENTIONAL BUYOUT
The deal with Masscomp places it at the top of the real-time computing heap

J

TINTON FALLS, N. J.

1
PP

Sims is smiling—even
though after a16-year streak
of profits, his company, Concurrent Computer Corp., showed
its first loss in February. Red
ink is likely to illuminate the
balance sheet for the current
quarter, ended in March, as wel, say
stock-market analysts.
So why is Jim Sims smiling? Only Concurrent's accountants know for sure, and
it has plenty to do with tax laws, financial
wizardry, and, most of all, carving out a
dominant position in the $1.5 billion-andgrowing market for standards-based
real-time computing systems.
It all started last October, when rival
Massachusetts Computer Corp. of Westford, Mass., bought all of Concurrent's
stock for $20 ashare. But this was no ordinary takeover. Masscomp, with only one
third the sales volume of Concurrent, appeared to be aminnow eating awhale.
What's more, Concurrent chipped in to help
Masscomp buy it, contributing $77 million
in cash and raising the remainder of the
$247 million sale price from three venturecapital firms and ajunk-bond offering.
One analyst characterizes this unconventional deal as an unusual version of a
leveraged buyout. What it adds up to is a
big tax savings for the newly merged
company, still named Concurrent and still
based in Tinton Falls. The firm will be " in
ano-tax position in the U. S. for the next
three to five years," says Sims, who remains chairman, president, and chief operating officer.
Once the financial hocus-pocus fades
into history, says Sims, the merger's real
significance will be evident. The deal
makes the new $400 million Concurrent the
world's largest corporation dedicated solely to real-time computing. It defines realtime systems as those with guaranteed response times between 1sand 1p.s, depending on the application. The firm offers a
full line of real-time products, ranging
from a $10,000 board-level computer to a
$1 million parallel-processing system.
Teaming with Masscomp helps Concurrent nail down the standards-based share
of this market. Over its eight years of business, Masscomp has enhanced AT&T Co.'s
im
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Unix operating system to run in
real-time; its Real-Time Unix can
run on aVMEbus system with
guaranteed responses of 10 ms.
Sims's two-year goal is to " use
Unix to solve the entire spectrum
of applications. One more generation of standards-based hardware, which is now in development, will let
us do that. The trick is to get the software
there at the same time."
Negotiations for the merger started in
April 1988. Tax laws dictated that Masscomp buy Concurrent for cash, so all of
Concurrent's assets were recorded as expenses. For example, $50 million in inventory, which was already paid for, was
shown as an expense on the books, even
though no money changed hands. The
same principle applied to other assets and
the "good will" expense that accounts for
the difference between the purchase
price and the market value. The tax break
comes from the fact that over the next

decade, all the expenses that were entered twice on the books will be depreciated on the corporate income-tax return.
Although the unusual nature of the
deal plunged the new Concurrent into a
deficit for its second quarter, Jeffrey
Canin, an analyst for Hambrecht & Quist
in San Francisco, sees it turning aprofit
in its fiscal fourth quarter, ending in
June. Canin expects Concurrent to show
aloss for fiscal 1989 but says it has sufficient revenue from ongoing business to
pay off its debt without much strain.
Canin also thinks heading toward standards-based real-time computing is the
right strategy. " It's one thing to know
that the company covers the full spectrum of price/performance with its products," he says, "but it's even more important for them to migrate to asingle standard operating system." Indeed, Sims has
put Concurrent squarely in the standards-making battleground. The company announced its first enhancements at
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the Unix trade show, Uniforum, in San
Francisco in February. Concurrent is a
voting member of the Posix IEEE 1003.4
real-time and X3H3 committees. It's also
amember of the VXI standards group,
Unix International Inc., and the Open
Software Foundation. Still, Sims has
pledged to support its existing customer
base for proprietary systems—and to
continue the stream of enhancements.
Among its products is the Series 3200
hardware and OS/32 software, which

dominates the flight-simulation applications market, where under-10-p.s responses must be guaranteed. Other high-end
real-time applications of 1ms and below
include process simulation and network
control (10 to 100 its), and telemetry control and seismic analysis (1ms to 100 sas).
Masscomp's midrange real-time forte has
been process control and industrial automation (1to 10 ms), plus medical diagnosis and laboratory automation (10 to 100
ms). Concurrent also has amarket pres-
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emulator and trace board
make asophisticated bughunting pair for your
8031/8051 projects. Plug
the EMUL51-PC into your
PC, XT, AT or compatible and find bugs that
other emulators can't.
Our powerful software
makes it asnap to use.
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▪20 MHz real-time
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ence in on-line transaction-processing.
Market watcher Dataquest Inc. of San
Jose, Calif., estimates the all-inclusive
real-time computing market at $6.8 billion, and Sims sees Concurrent competing
for a $1.5 billion segment. In the future,
he says, no one knows how high it could
go. " Every year we find new applications—people who want to go from batch
processing to on-line real time," he says.
"There's no way to estimate what the
growth rate is there."
Jack Shandle

Circle 211

51 E. Campbell Ave.
Campbell CA 95008
(408)866-1820

It's atruism that foreign competByitorsnowoften
make better commercial use

of U. S. technology than American companies do. But an Eden Prairie firm is doing
its part to change that. Teltech Inc. hopes
to become aforce in the information-services industry while also helping keep U. S.
technical expertise at home.
Teltech offers aunique on-line technicalinformation service that can quickly put
scientists and engineers in person-to-person contact with U. S. authorities in any of
about 1,400 scientific areas. It also provides
computerized literature searches that are
done interactively by phone, with the client
following along on his personal computer
screen. And the services are available to
U. S. and Canadian clients only.
"It's our [ U. S.] knowledge, and we
ought to be using it for our benefit," says
Joe Schuster, Teltech's founder and president. Foreign firms "come over here and
we give them our technology, and what
we don't give them, they steal. And then
they end up beating us over the head with
it. And Idon't think that's right," he says.
WIDE SAM The expertise that Teltech
provides comes from adata base of some
5,600 experts in awide variety of technical fields, who are available on short notice to answer questions. Some have been
recruited from major U. S. universities,
national laboratories, and consulting
firms; others are recently retired technical professionals. All have signed nondisclosure agreements with Teltech. Some
states and universities offer similar, but
more limited, expert-network systems,
"but there's not anybody even close to
what we're doing," says Schuster.
The system works like this: using their
PCs plus software provided by Teltech,
subscribers punch in key words to get the
names of up to eight authorities in agiven
field, from abasic data base of 1,000 experts. Biographies and phone numbers are
flashed on the screen. If that doesn't turn
the trick, acall to Teltech will produce a
Electronics/April 1989

DOMESTIC QUALITY
DOMESTIC SERVICE
OFFSHORE ECONOMY
Multi Products International gives
you the benefits of both. No sacrifices.
No compromises. No excuses.
Multi Products is unique in the
power supply and transformer industry: adomestic U.S. firm with internal
design, engineering and field support
facilities and amodern, high performance Far Eastern manufacturing plant
which it owns and operates, and over
which it exercises total control, from
manufacturing to final delivery.
The result is afull line of consistently high quality external power
supplies and transformers designed
and built to precise specifications and
the closest tolerances. All of which are
available at substantially lower prices
than comparable competitive models,
delivered when and as you need them,
and supported in the field by one of
the strongest service capabilities in the
U.S.A.
Multi Products builds power, audio, telephone coupling and plug-in
transformers, and awide range of wall
plug-in and desk top power supplies
for CMOS circuitry, computer peripherals, CAD/CAM digitizers, telecommunications, bar code scanning,
calculators and games. They are
currently in use by some of the most
quality-minded, cost-conscious customers in the industry.
We would like to build them
for you.
To find out how you can get
the best of both worlds for your
company, in power supplies and
transformers, call or write:

Multi Products
International
RO. Box 238 • 218 Little Falls Road
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(201) 239-8183 • FAX ( 201) 239-8449
Circle 7

See us at Electro Booth #724

search for qualified names among the remaining 4,600 experts.
In all, about 45% of Teltech's specialists have electronics expertise, in fields
ranging from hybrid-circuit technology
and printed-circuit-board repair to device
reliability, surface-mount technology,
and analog-circuit design. Another 25%
specialize in related areas. " We offer
help to an engineer when he's forced to
go outside the core of his expertise," says
Ron Helgeson, aTeltech vice president.

And that can save lots of time, says
James Mandelert, asystems engineer for
Cray Research Inc. in Chippewa Falls,
Wis. "We had asituation last year where
we needed some questions answered
about national electrical codes," he says.
"It had to do with motor controls. We
were trying to do some clever packaging,
and Ineeded some rule definitions clarified." Teltech connected him to "acouple
of people who actually had ahand in writing the code." In the course of two 20-

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt.Our research has brought about

minute conversations, he says, he got the
information he needed.
Teltech was founded in 1984 but has
been on-line nationally only since early
1987. It boasts alist of about 340 corporate subscribers, Helgeson says, from
startups to big-name companies. Among
them, besides Cray, are Amdahl, Bell &
Howell, Computervision, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell, McDonnell Douglas, and Perkin-Elmer.
For an annual fee, subscribers get unlimited use of the literature search, the
expert network, or both. First-year fees
are based on afirm's annual revenues
and number of technical personnel, and
can range from $6,000 to $15,000 for the
combination service. Fees for succeeding
years are adjusted upward or downward
based on usage, Helgeson says.
KEY TO SUCCESS. Schuster, 56, says he
got the idea for Teltech after many years
of running his own small business—Minnesota Valley Engineering, amaker of
cryogenic dewers and containers. In
Schuster's days the firm was competing
against much larger, more heavily financed competition. But it succeeded because "we systematically went around
and found experts in each phase of technology that was important to us. I
thought that maybe the process could be
formalized, and that maybe one could
make abusiness doing that."
So far, the formula appears to be working. The company, which is privately held,
anticipated revenue of $3.1 million in the
year that ended in February, says Helgeson, against $1.4 million the previous
year. Teltech should be profitable by September, he says, and revenue should double to $6million for the year ending in
February 1990.
-Wesley R. Iversen

HOW ONE FIRM IS
RACKING UP
100% GROWTH

results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronicslotal system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3chame, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: [031 507-3112 [Optical Memory Division]
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: [031 593-2708
Oak& [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: (2131 629-3656/3657
DaIcel [Europe] Gmbék konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany Phone: (02111134158
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he list of companies that can grow at a
Trate
of better than 100% annually is a

short one. Now, add Logic Automation
Inc. to the lineup. Founded in 1984 as a
software consulting company, Logic
Automation pioneered the business of
selling board-level behavioral models, for
which it is the leading vendor.
Three developments occurred in the
company's short life to allow it to grow to
the point where it anticipates $15 million
in sales in 1989, say sources close to the
Beaverton company.
First, Logic Automation has attracted
large semiconductor companies willing to
fund the cost of creating behavioral models for entire families of integrated cir-
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FIRST.
The Complete Spectrum Of CD ROM From
The People Who First Shed Light On The Subject.
Laser Magnetic Storage currently supplies almost 40% of
the CD ROM drives in use worldwide. And in part, we're first
today because we were the first ever. N. V. Philips developed the
original CD ROM drive, the CM 100. When Philips and Control Data jointly
created Laser Magnetic Storage, the deep reservoir of resources responsible for the CM 100
became part of LMS...part of our proven performance...and part of the long-term OEM commitment we offer our customers. NI Today LMS provides the most complete spectrum of CD ROM
products available anywhere...including afamily of half-height 51/
4"drives in both internal and
external configurations. • The LMS CD ROM drives have an access time of under 500 milliseconds... the industry's highest reliability...an error correction system that ensures the highest data
integrity.., multiple interfaces for easy integration...and aprotective media caddy that
facilitates disc handling and distribution. These are all features that help the
company that started first — stay first.

LMS CD ROM. A heritage and a future
--
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cuits. Second, it developed asubscription
service that greatly simplifies sales, distribution, and iupport of the models. And
third, the company devised asoftware
technique that allows it to automatically
transport an entire library of models to
any hardware platform quickly.
But as every MBA knows, building a
company involves more than just executing the right moves at the right time;
there also must be agrowing market and
demand for the product. In this regard,
Logic Automation is sitting atop agrowing pile of money.
When the company started, only a
handful of designers in ahandful of companies were simulating board designs.
Even today, only 10% or so of board designs are being simulated, says Cindy
Thames, vice president of The Technology Research Group in Boston.
But that should change significantly
over the next five years. One major semiconductor company surveyed its customers and found that 95% aimed to provide
100% board-level simulation by 1990, says
Richard H. Drew, general partner at
Olympic Venture Partners in Portland,
an early investor in Logic Automation.
Logic Automation executives credit
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., Sunnyvale,
Calif., and Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, Mass., for giving it aboost early on
by ordering behavioral models for their
ICs. "These two firms provided us data,
test vectors, and then started paying for
the R&D to develop the models," says
Robert Hunter, Logic Automation's vice
president of marketing. Then, in 1988,
Texas Instruments Inc. entered amultiyear agreement under which the Dallas
company will finance the development of
models for alibrary of 15,000 TI chips.
Logic Automation can then provide the
models to its customers.
SUBSCRIBE. But the key source of revenue for the company is selling models to
designers. This creates alogistical headache as the number of models in the library increases. The solution: yearly subscriptions to the entire library, which
eliminates elaborate record keeping to
keep track of individual models for individual customers. Anytime a model
changes, every subscriber gets updated.
"Our subscription service came into being in 1986," says Hunter. "The idea came
from acustomer, British Telecom. They
wanted some way to get everything in
our library. So long as the subscription
cost is reasonable, the broader class of
users would prefer to have an entire library rather than buy individual models.
Today, for less than $10,000 you get every model in the library." The library provides agrowing revenue stream; " we
have better than 95% renewal rate on our
subscriptions," says Hunter.
The one other requirement that abuyer has for acompany selling models is to
Electronics/April 1989

get models for its particular simulator
and work station. It must support all the
commercially available simulators from
companies such as Daisy, HHB Cadat,
and Mentor as well as customers' proprietary simulators.
The cost of making the entire library
work with each simulator and of porting
the libraries to each of the various hardware platforms would make it impractical
if all this work had to be done by hand.
"At Logic Automation, we developed a

technology to write behavioral models
once and translate them to other target
simulators, work stations, etc.," says
Hunter. "When an operating system goes
through achange or when aCAE vendor
upgrades his simulator, all we have to do
is recompile the model library and send
out afree copy to the customer."
This translation capability is one of the
reasons the company has attracted major
chip makers. "Semiconductor companies
have tried to do their own model libraries,
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Your features.
We customize or tailor to your requirements.
CUSTOM KEYS

_

BATTERY POWER

CUSTOM
EPROM

BACKLIT DISPLAY
PANEL MOUNT

YOUR
LOGO

BAR
CODE
READER
SPECIAL
CASE DESIGNS
CUSTOM DISPLAY

MEMORY
SPECIAL CASE COLOR

LIGHTED KEYS

CARD

Choose from awide variety of handheld and panel mount Termiflex models
available for immediate delivery.
It's easy to connect one as the prototype operator interface
for the microprocessor-based product you're developing.
As your product evolves, Termiflex becomes part of the development family.
Our engineers work closely with you, helping to specify custom features
(from special programming to trademark graphics)
that will precisely fit your application and
give astrong family resemblance to your product line.
Then we'll build, test, and deliver production quantities to meet your schedule.
And when your control/display unit goes out into the world
with your looks and your name, Termiflex will be there if service is ever needed.
Isn't that what families are all about?
Termiflex Corporation
316 Daniel Webster Highway
Merrimack, NH 03054

Termillem

Telephone 603-424-3700
Fax 603-424-0330
Telex 595559
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but they lack the intermediate format
that Logic Automation has to provide
models for the wide variety of simulators
currently on the market," Drew explains.
The company, which started on its own
financing, received its first round of
funding in November 1985—$L5 million
from Olympic Venture Partners and
Hambrecht & Quist Inc. It received asecond round worth $4.75 million ayear later. These were followed by Sutter Hill
Ventures, Mohr-Davidow Ventures, and

Merrill, Pickard, Anderson & Eyre. "Bill
Lattin came on board as president at the
time and played amajor role in secondround financing," says Hunter.
"Today the company is cash-positive
and does not need another round of financing," says Drew. At the same time,
the customer base continues to grow.
And with each paying its annual $10,000
subscription fee, the system is paving the
way for Logic Automation's continued
growth.
Jonah McLeod

State of the Heart
68030 & 68020 Real-Time Pr
(Also Supporting the 68010, 68000 and 68008)

VMETRO PMA-030*

VMETRO's
PMA-030 is
an extremely
powerful and
compact instrument that enables you
to give your processor athorough
checkup. Operated from aremote or
on-site ASCII terminal, the PMA-030
is the ultimate tool for real-time program debugging, verification and
performance analysis. The compact
size of the base unit, and its small
detachable target processor adaptors
make the PMA-030 ideal for applications where portability is crucial.
The tiny, low-cost target adaptors
may also be installed permanently
on the processor board to provide immediate access to the target without
halting processor operation. Support
for the entire 68000 family is contained in firmware, allowing
the user to connect to
any target by merely
inserting the proper
probe.

VMETRO, INC
MOO WAcrest, Saxe 5513. Homan, Texas 77012
TEL/1713/ 366.6130, FAX/ (
713)266-6919

The PMA030 is flexible and convenient to use with the following
advanced features: Triggering: Logic
state analysis on 92 signals with complex user-defined trigger sequences
of up to four full width events give
the user complete control over the
data to be analyzed. Filtering: Store
qualifiers on any combination of all
signals and events enable buffering
of useful information only in 2K
trace buffer. Performance analysis:
Cache Hit Rate, Interrupt Activity
and Event count histograms are
based on anear 100% Capture Ratio
of the data stream and not just a
snapshot common in less capable
and more expensive instruments.
Output: The data sampled may be presented numerically,
decoded, disassembled or graphically on
your ASCII terminal,
printer or transferred
externally to disk.

UMETRO

To receive afree consultation on
how to find the state of your
heart, call VMETRO today 713-266-6430
and ask for the doctor!
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*Stethoscope not included

METRO AIS
SecosveNs 75, NOES Oslo 8, Norway
TEL/117 2)39 /690, FAX/117 2/ III 39 38

MAKING THE MOVE
FROM ACADEMIA
TO INDUSTRY
AACHEN, WEST GERMANY

much about Aixtron GmbH
II that's unusual for aGerman company.
Founded in 1983 in atown right where
West Germany, Belgium, and Holland
meet, this maker of vapor-phase-epitaxy
equipment owes its existence to the
transfer of technology from academia ta
industry in acountry where everybody
talks about it but few do it.
Not only that, but the company's
founders left the safety of the university
environment for the challenge of the
rough-and-tumble business world. The
route for most German scientists is
straight into the gentle and contemplative world of corporate research.
But what's most exceptional is that
within four years of its three-man startup
phase, Aixtron has propelled itself into
the No. 1position in its field, leaving behind well-established U. S. and British
competitors. Aixtron ventured across the
Atlantic last year and across the Pacific
into the Far East this year.
It all started in the 1970s at Aachen's
prestigious Technical University, where
Meino Heyen, then an electronics researcher, and physicist Holger Jürgensen
were working with metal-organic vaporphase epitaxy, or MOVPE. With MOVPE,
extremely thin films of III-V semiconductor compounds such as gallium arsenide
and indium phosphide are grown by the
reaction of the gaseous compounds and
hydrides on aheated substrate.
GALLIUM ARSENIDE. The technique—it's
also suitable for II-VI compounds made,
for example, of mercury, cadmium, and
tellurium—is crucial for preparing GaAs
wafers. They are used for optoelectronic
devices, from light-emitting diodes to laser-based transmitting and receiving elements, as well as for high-speed logic circuits and superconductors.
Spotting ademand for MOVPE equipment, the two researchers readied the
technique for industrial use and set up
shop in late 1983 to build and sell the apparatus. The three founders, including
Heinrich Schumann, who handles finances, combined the French for Aachen,
Aix-la-Chapelle, and electronics to come
up with the name Aixtron.
Until recently, big chip makers built
epitaxy equipment for optoelectronic devices largely on their own. The disadvantage, though, is cost. That disadvantage
is compounded by the need to hire highly
qualified people to control the intricacies
of depositing films as thin as one atomic
layer. In these processes, the gas concenT here's
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ihe Body Politic Needs
A Bath.

Rome 33 B.C.

I
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A Public Servant Responds.
Civilization's most basic need was the job of Rome's first water
commissioner, Marcus Agrippa. By the end of the First Century, nine
aqueducts watered the Eternal City with 85 million gallons aday. Your
manufacturing can flow just as smoothly — with the right company
responding to your linear and digital testing problems. A company like
LTX, whose products pump out 850 million devices aday, all over the
world. Positively demonstrating that no one responds like LTX. Q.E.D.

I.§E<
Responds
LTX Corporation LTX Park Westwood, Massachusetts 02090 (617) 461-1000

SYNCHROMASTER • TRILLIUM • HI.T • EZ -NET
Circle 13

tration must be held to ±0.1%, temperatures to ±0.2°C, and pressures to better
than 1torr. With Aixtron's apparatus,
these parameters are controlled from a
process computer, and the layer-deposition program runs automatically.
Aixtron has done remarkably well with
its MOVPE systems. On the average, the
year-to-year sales increases more than
doubled from 1984 through 1987. Business surged ahefty 50% last year to
reach $7.5 million, and for 1989 Heyen expects sales to shoot up another 30%. He
predicts that in 1992 the company will
chalk up $14 million worth of business.
At the same time, Aixtron's staff has
been growing dramatically, from the
three founders to 45 people last year.
Floor space during that period increased,
too, from 600 ft2to 9,000 ft2.
CUTTING IN. This growth, Heyen says,
comes not only from acustomer base
broadened by smaller chip makers moving into optoelectronics, but also at the
expense of Aixtron's competitors—Cambridge Instruments and Thomas Swan of
the UK, and Emcore, Spire, and CVD of
the U. S.—which are also selling computer-controlled MOVPE systems. But while
competitors' sales have slowed, Aixtron
has catapulted into the spot of being the
world's top producer as of 1987. And it
has remained there ever since: last year,
company leaders figure, Aixtron had 70%
to 80% of aEuropean market amounting

Sampling A/Ds
DATEL's video speed sampling AID converters
give superior dynamic performance, to bring
both harmonic distortion and
signal-to-noise ratios to new lows.
For complete information call ( 508) 339-3000
Sampling
Rate

Model

Effective Bits
Nyquist
Frequency

THE at
Nyquist
Frequency

Power
Dissipation
"
n,tion

Package

Price
il 9i

ADS- 112

1MHz

11.0

-73 dB

1.3 watts

24- pin DDIP

$259

ADS-132

2MHz

11.0

-73 dB

2.9 watts

32-pin TIM'

$346

ADS- 131

5MHz

10.6

-69 dB

4.2 watts

40-pin TM'

$549

ADS- DO

10MHz

10.6

-69 dB

4.5 watts

40-pin TDIP

$775

Product benefits:
— Measuring of DC, AC and pulsed
currents (bandwidth from DC to
100 kHz)
Wide range of measure and large
overload capacity
High isolation between primary
and secondary circuits
— Response time better than 1ps
— Accuracy better than 1%
— High reliability: MTBF 2 x 10 6 h
Available range up to 100 kA
New patented designs with
enlarged bandwidth and

•THD ( Total Harmonic Distortion

EL
INNOVATION AND EXCELLENCE IN PRECISION DATA ACQUISITION

DATEL, Inc., 11 Cabot Boulevard, Mansfield, MA 02048 ( 508) 339-3000
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LEM module:
the proven successful solution
to power current measurement problems
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LEM U.S.A. • N 114 W19225 cintos Drive
Germantown, Wisconsin 53022
Tel. ( 414) 255 26 20
Twx, 510 60 17217 • Fa%, (
414) 255 06 53

greater immunity to interference from extraneous
magnetic fields.
Typical applications:
Robotics, industrial drives, railways, welding machines, UPS,
switching power supplies, electric furnaces, plasma generators,
eectroplating.
For further info ,mation please
ask for data sheet.

LEM
LEM S.A.
Case postale CH- 1212 Grand-Lancy 1
Genève Switzerland ',El ( 022) 71 30 01
Télex 429 422 lem ch Téléfax (022) 71 37 05
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EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER WISHED
FOR IN A FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAM
Wouldn't it be great to get afree domestic trip after only
20,000 miles? Or afree trip to Europe after just 40,000 miles?
Or even afree trip to the Far East after just 60,000 miles?
Wishful thinking? No, these are just some of the awards you
get with Northwest WORLDPERKS; the best frequent flyer
program around.
And now it's even better with the FLY-WRITE " ticket, the mileage
award that's automatically issued every 20,000 miles and is good
for travel anywhere in the contiguous U.S. With the new FLY-WRITE
ticket, you just make areservation, then you literally write
your own ticket, go right to the gate and take off.
So enroll in WORLDPERKS on your next flight.
It's your every wish come true.

re
C1988 Northwest Airlines, Inc.

LOOK TO US

NORTHWEST AIRLINES
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HIROSE ELECTRIC (USA) INC.
2685-C Park Center Drive
Simi Valley, CA 93065
(805) 522-7958
FAX (805) 522 3217
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Your Link to the Future
See us at the Electro Booth # 2819

to approximately $5.6 million.
Heyen and Jürgensen say that tight
control of process tolerances is their
equipment's edge. And that, they say, can
be credited to the know-how they've acquired at Aachen's Technical University,
o world rantar in 1IT.V
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$280,000 to $560,000, depending on the
number of gases they can handle. The
prices are steep, but to most customers
cost is secondary, Heyen says. The accurate process control counts more.
Now the company is taking that accu-
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Cuts High Frequency Noise

Murata's NFV610 series contains the perfect noise filters
for digital ICs.Whi le many LC combined filters used today
can cause malfunctions and ghosts because they ring
in digital ICs.

Murata's filters limit waveform charge,

smooth waveshape and match digital IC impedance.
Four types of these excellent filters are available to meet
your requirements. For details about these versatile
filters, contact the Murata office nearest you.

IMFItter Output Waveform
Common LC Combined filters

NFV610 series
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a Applications
,,., • Consumer products: Digital TV,VCR,DAT
i • Industrial prnducts: Telephones,Copiers,
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Communications equipment
• Personal Computers and peripherals
•Automotive electronics
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year. The company is negotiating to establish sales outlets in Taiwan, South Korea, and Australia.
Heyen is optimistic, particularly about
the optoelectronics market's growth potential. Some forecasters foresee sales
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ers, it triples to 360,000 gallons. For 4Mbit DRAMs, this volume is expected to
increase at least fourfold.
The Athens solution to these problems
is achemical reprocessing and management system that not only reduces chemical consumption and disposal by 97%, but
also reduces by 100 times per mask level
the defects big enough to cause damage.
The new technology uses and reprocesses
chemicals 20 times purer than the ultrapure bottled versions now on the market,
Scott says. It cuts ionic contaminants to a
level more than 50 times lower than the
standards established by the Semiconductor Equipment Materials Institute—fewer than 100 parts per billion.
CONTINUAL REUSE. The first step in the
Athens approach is to refine commodity
acids to astate about 30% purer than the
best now offered. The chemicals then go
into noncontaminating containers, which
are shipped to the semiconductor plant.
At the plant, the containers are locked
into the reprocessor equipment. The chip
maker's participation essentially ends at
that point. "Instead of the chemicals being carried into and out of the wafer-fab
operation," Scott says, "there is continual
repurification and reuse of the
chemicals."
The reprocessor equipment contains
proprietary chemical equipment, analytical instruments, and amicroprocessor
that controls its operation, monitors instruments, and interfaces with the fabline host computer, which downloads process parameters to it. An on-line trace-impurity analyzer monitors contamination
to the acid solution.
The volume of the acid bath is continuously maintained, instead of being periodically dumped and refilled. The only additional chemicals needed after startup are
those necessary to make up for the small
amount lost during the recleaning and
through removal of wafers from the
bath. The system regenerates oxidants in
order to maintain aconstant level of
concentration.
The approach evidently has won the approval of the semiconductor industry. Besides the help Athens had in developing its system, it has recruited as its president Donald Brooks, ex-president of Fairchild Semiconductor and before that an
executive at Texas Instruments Inc. Also,
it initially attracted $15 million in venture
capital, then moved quickly into the
black. Sales this fiscal year should reach
$4.5 million; next year, they should reach
$10 million.
-Bernard C. Cole
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ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HOBK-217E on your IBM PC ,
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $ 25

TAIWAN CURATO ELECTRONICS CO., LTD. (TOIWICS
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31220 La Baya Drlye. . 110
Westlake VIllage

CA 91362

FAX ( 818) 991-1281
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ANIN-CIRCUIT TESTER SO SIMPLE,
SO AFFORDABLE, YOU CAN ORDER IT BY MAIL.
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rby phone, if you
prefer.
The Zehntel 1800 is so
radically easy to own, we'll
send you afull price list
and specifications— just to
prove it.
The 1800 is the first full
in-circuit tester at an MDA
price. With true analog and
digital in-circuit testing.
Diagnostics that trace faults
right to the device. And simple

PC-based operations, which
means programming is as
easy as using aspreadsheet.
Best of all, its
price: under $53,000
for 384 analog and
digital test points >
expandable to 640
points with plug-in
driver/receiver cards.
Need more test
points? The Zehntel
1820 expands up
to 2048.
It's as simple
as that.

011•111.00
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FREE PRICE LIST&
SPECIFICATIONS
Call(800)457-8326
noworattach
yourbusinesscard
here and send to:
Teradyne
2625
Shadelands
Drive,
Walnut
Creek, CA
94598
Offer expires
July 31, 1989.
ELEC 4/891
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How to get ajump
on the competition.
Whether you're racing aproduct to
an early market entry, or maximizing
engineering time; Orbit's comprehensive
semiconductor manufacturing services
can help you cross the finish line first.
Record Setting Service.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely
meets the most demanding delivery
schedules and tough manufacturing
challenges:
Guaranteed quick-turn on engineering
prototype runs
•Hi-rel volume runs
•Specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector or MUX

All the Ingredients for aWorld Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill. These
are the ingredients that captured aworld
record for the Orbit sponsored SS/AS
Trans Am. And these are the ingredients
that we commit to each and every Orbit
customer.
To get the world record holder on
your team, contact Technical Marketing
today. Orbit Semiconductor. 1230
Bordeaux Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
Twx: 910-339-9307, FAX (408) 7471263. Or call (800) 331-4617. In California (800) 647-0222 or (408) 744-1800.

•Feature sizes down to 1.5 microns
drawn
•Process emulation and custom process
development
On-site CAD, quick-turn contract
maskmaking, test facilities and packaging
help speed your products to timely delivery. And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A sober:flan/ of °dolt Instrument CorporotIon

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES East Coast (
609)428-6060, - Md.« (
303)530-4520 - W. Coda (
408)241.8111, (714)253-4626, (602)996-0635, (602)293.1220, (505)888-0800
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Canada (
514)481.3313- UK Phone (0372) 377779, Mx 897628 SG UK
FAX (06331) 61788 - Israel Plw. (052) 551313, 71x 342541 CANER IL, Fax (052) 543890 -
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Fax (0372) 376848 -Euro. Phone (06031)61076, 71x 6031948,

Meow (8) 223 5802, Th UNIVAD AA8914 I, F. (8) 224 0464
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
KIELY'S CHALLENGE: GUIDING A STARTUP
IN A NEW COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY
The president of Prisma will help create asystem—perhaps the first—based on GaAs
IBM for Prime, he broadened his experience." Kiely earned his undergraduate degree in math from Fairfield University in
Fairfield, Conn. In 1983, he picked up a
21 years on the fast track in
master's in business administration from
technical management at IBM
Stanford University.
Corp. and Prime Computer Inc.,
With Prisma, the opportunity outhe cast his lot with astartup.
weighed any qualms Kiely may have had
Now, as president and chief exabout moving to astartup. "The computer
ecutive officer of Prisma Inc., Kiely beindustry hasn't seen amajor shift in techlieves he's in astrong position to catch
nology in along time, and going to GaAs
what could be the next big wave in techniover silicon is avery dramatic step," he
cal computing.
says. "In the technical markets, there's a
Last month Prisma wrapped up $8.25
shift toward open and distributed computmillion in its second round of venture-caping that is pretty clear and noticeable, and I
ital financing, clearing the way for Kiethink it creates exactly the right environly's primary challenge. He must manage
ment for acompany like ours to get startthe final development and introduction of
ed: we can do what the customer wants in
what could be the industry's first major
away nobody else can."
computing system to be based on gallium
Kiely sees particular opportunity in
arsenide circuitry. Targeting generalcomputer-aided design and othpurpose technical computing,
er engineering applications,
the Colorado Springs company
where there's agrowing base
expects to ship what it's calling
of Sparc software. He also sees
areal-time scalar machine to
the military using the Prisma
the first beta site by late this
system for high-performance
year. The unit combines the inreal-time applications in comherent speed advantages of
mand, control, communications,
GaAs with asupercomputerand intelligence.
style architecture and an openPrisma's GaAs expertise
system approach based on Sun
comes from company coMicrosystems Inc.'s Sparc refounder Philip Gerskovich, who
duced-instruction-set computer
was once head of electrical engiarchitecture.
neering for Cray Research
The result will be asystem
Inc.'s Advanced Research Propriced in the same $ 1million
ject. As such, he was heavily inrange as top-end computers
volved in work on the Cray-3, a
from firms like Data General,
top-end GaAs-based vector-proDigital Equipment, and Prime,
cessing supercomputer the
Kiely says. But the Prisma macompany expects to introduce
chine will deliver about 10 times
around year's end [
Electronics,
better performance, with peak
December 1988, p. 32].
operating rates of 250 million
If Minneapolis-based Cray
instructions per second and susmeets its plan, the Cray-3could
tained rates of 150 mips. The
beat out the Prisma machine as
first Prisma system is schedthe first commercially available
uled to ship in early 1990.
GaAs-based system. But even if
The 43-year-old New York
it does, the $20 million Cray-3is
City native took the top Prisma
aimed at an entirely different
spot last April, after three
market than the VAX-class,
years as vice president for sysopen-systems, technical-comtems marketing and developputing niche Prisma is going afment at Prime in Natick, Mass.
ter. In that arena, Kiely expects
The Prime stint followed an 18year career at IBM, where Kiely "Going to GaAs over silicon is avery dramatic step" for the computer Prisma to have the market to itself for about two years.
started as asystems program- industry, says Kiely at Prisma.

J
about ayear ago, Steve
Kiely took abig step. After

COLORADO SPRINGS
lust
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mer at the firm's Kingston,
N. Y., development lab in 1967
and ended as the Kingston
site's general manager in 1985.
All that experience notwithstanding, when Kiely moved to
the small firm he found some
gaps in his training. "Talking to
venture capitalists is something that IBM
or Prime don't give you experience for, so
Steve came up alearning curve on that,"
says Paul J. Kirby, general partner at Hill,
Carman, Kirby, & Washing in Boulder,
Colo., Prisma's lead venture capitalist On
the technical side, though, there were no
gaps. "He was the youngest lab manager
in IBM's history and the youngest site general manager at Kingston," says Kirby.
"He had all of IBM's technical and scientific computing under hm. And when he left
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The Prisma president concedes the
technical risk in bringing new and unproven GaAs technology to market. But
work on the Prisma machine, which will
rely on GaAs devices from Gigabit Logic
Inc. of Newbury Park, Calif., is running
on schedule so far, he says. Yields on the

100-to-200-gate chips developed early in
the effort are running so high that "we
made the decision last summer to sprinkle in some 1,000-gate devices, because
it's clearly achievable," Kiely says.
If Prisma meets its plan, the payoff
could be big time, Kiely says, given the

sheer size of the technical-computing
market and the change toward open and
distributed environments Sun pioneered.
"If things go well, this could be abilliondollar company" within five to 10 years,
Kiely says. "To say that I'm excited is an
understatement."
—Wesley R. Iversen

ADJUSTING THE FOCUS AT TROUBLED WAVETEK
SAN DIEGO

"'he task handed to C. Fredrick Sehnert
as president and chief executive at
Wavetek Corp. represents one of the classic management tests in the electronics
industry. Put in the form of aquestion, it
is this: Can an executive noted for marketing expertise turn around acompany
built on technology and product engineering when that company gets into trouble?
The answer: It depends.
That's the challenge Sehnert, 57, faced
when Wavetek directors named him to
the post last July. He was the miracle
worker everyone expected to deal with
mounting troubles. Unrealistic growth
plans gone awry, along with the prospect
of big losses, set the stage, recalls David
M. Goodman, adirector at the company
for 20 years. "When the crises came, we
looked at Sehnert," he says.
Board members had already seen Sehnert's talents during his eight-year stint
as adirector. "Iguess they knew me pretty well," he says. But the biggest attraction was Sehnert's proven track record in
devising effective ways of selling products. Most recently, Sehnert headed aprivately held firm, Software Products International Inc., also in San Diego, that
develops and markets business packages
for microcomputers.
Previously, he ran several consulting
companies that specialized in product planning and marketing. In the 1970s, he directed marketing for four test and measurement divisions at instrumentation heavyweight Tektronix Inc. of Beaverton, Ore.
And before that, he served as board chairman and CEO at Kratos Inc., San Diego, an
analog instrument maker.
Insiders agree that this record adds up
to abackground that's perfectly suited
for Wavetek, which has strong entries in
T&M equipment but needs to do abetter
job of bringing them to customers. "Fred
has agood feel for matching technology
to market needs and trends," says an associate of many years.
While the longer-term need at Wavetek
calls for new approaches for more effective marketing, the deteriorating situation when Sehnert stepped in demanded
strong medicine immediately. "It's been a
real busy time," he says about his first
six months. The company had overstretched itself trying to do too much, so
"we retrenched and the company was re136

Sehnert helped Wevetek " retrench, restructure, reorganize, and refocus." Now can he turn
the instrument maker's financial picture around?

structured, reorganized, and refocused."
To cut expenses during restructuring,
Wavetek trimmed about 20% of its personnel, reducing the ranks to about 1,000.
Product lines were cut back too, including
one featuring an advanced open-architecture system composed of building-block
modules for test instrumentation that
would have been apacesetter for the
business. But "it was too big atechnical
challenge, so we tapered it back," says
Sehnert. While such measures were needed, they were also costly, and they put
the company deeply into the red with a
$7.6 million loss last year.
CULTURE. But some other moves to revamp the company best display Sehnert's
thinking, which is nothing less than "to
alter the Wavetek culture," he says. His
rationale stems from the drastic changes
in the T&M business since the advent of
the microprocessor. It has essentially
made test and measurement equipment
into data-acquisition systems that generate reports. "The classical bench-testing
market is flat and half the test engineers
are now sitting at ascreen designing
firmware or software," Sehnert says.

The result is product design and production cycles that move faster than
ever, and Wavetek, which grossed $84
million in 1988, has to be streamlined to
keep pace. Sehnert intends to make its
smaller size an advantage. It will be able
to respond faster to customers than can
bigger rivals, such as Tektronix and
Hewlett-Packard Co. of Palo Alto, Calif.
In practical terms, it means reorganizing
Wavetek around its two primary businesses, T&M and signal-analysis instrumentation for cable TV. By tightening the
focus, management can allocate company
resources more efficiently and the staff
can work more closely with customers.
That's Sehnert's goal, at any rate, and
the basic changes have been put into
place. All the Wavetek CEO will promise
for now is that financial returns will improve over last year's. Whether or not
even better things are in the offing depends on more than doing abetter job.
Though he is not predicting one at the
moment, a recession would severely
crimp the improvement timetable, for example, and Sehnert is as nervous on this
score as any of his peers. —Larry Waller
Electronics/ April 1989
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Now, what about
the other 95°/0
of your design?
We've got the guts!
Make us prove it. Call (800) 227-1817, ext. 982 and
ask for our new capabilities brochure.

One standard. ° defects.

Signetics
adivision of North American Philips Corporation
MUDS

PHILIPS
Copyright 1988 North American Phihps Corporation

BOOK REVIEW

TECHNOLOGY CAN '
T BE MANAGED IN A VACUUM
managed in avacuum. It has already become the key determinant of corporate
survival: those who do not innovate fall
New York.McGraw-Hill, $ 39 50
by the wayside. While few would argue
with that premise, Steele focuses on imowell Steele has
been an active
plications that are less obvious. In his
participant in corpo- view, asystems approach to technology
rate strategic planmanagement means that all the areas of
ning from the early
the corporation must be in constant
,----.,
--, ,----., 1970s, when the
change. Innovation cannot be limited to
the research laboratory. It must thread
term became a favorite managerial
its way through sales, purchasing, and,
buzzword. Now that it's an accepted—if most important, manufacturing.
somewhat misunderstood—survival techRENEWING THE CULTURE. He contends
nique, he is more than qualified to write a that the ways of doing things that have
book on the subject.
worked in the past—in other words, a
Since most of Steele's time has been
company's corporate organization and
spent at General Electric Co., where he
culture—all need to be renewed periodirose to the position of staff executive for cally. The best example of this, says
technology planning, his book generally
Steele, is the tension between operational
deals with technology's impact on stratemanagement, which is responsible for
gic planning in alarge company with an
turning out acost-competitive, qualityextensive and diverse product line. That controlled product, and technology manperspective tends to leave the entrepre- agement, which is characterized by an atneurial reader out in the cold for chapters
mosphere of ambiguity and uncertainty,
at atime, but Steele's main themes apply
No one knows where the next " better
to even the most modest enterprise,
idea" is coming from, except that it will
Simply put, Steele advocates asystems
be born in aresearch lab. Operational
approach to technology planning, based
managers dote on redundancy and preon the belief that technology cannot be
dictability. Technology managers live in a

MANAGING TECHNOLOGY:
TM: Strategic View
by Lowell W

Steele

L

world where "saying 'no' to innovation is
generally right, but totally ignoring it is
disaster," says Steele.
Such tension is valuable, however, as
long as it is resolved through what Steele
calls information technology. Rooted in
accounting, it essentially calls for an enterprise-wide, integrated information systern that can be mobilized to illuminate
the impact of any course of action from
all viewpoints, including operations, finance, and human resources.
The role of management is to evaluate
the data. Despite its arcane nature, technology can be managed by nontechnologists if they learn to ask sensible questions that are dictated by knowing the
process of successful innovation. One key
indicator is market share for aproduct.
Managers must also be able to identify
technologists they can trust. "Judging
people has always been akey ingredient
of managerial success," Steele says. The
final, crucial skill is selling the new idea
to the boss. This requires knowing the
customer's prejudices—in this case, top
management's—and in being absolutely
certain that the technology in question is
truly responsive to the corporation's
needs at the time.
Jack Shandle

In just the past two years, employment has increased over 50 percent in Georgia's electronics,
telecommunications, computer hardware, software, aerospace and instrumentation industries.
That translates into an experienced hi tech work force of more than 130,000. Which means you
can expand your company into Georgia and find plenty of employees already geared up to meet
your expectations. And did you realize Georgia Tech ranks #1in the U.S. in university electrical
engineering R&D expenditures? Or that it awards more E.E. degrees than any other school in
the nation?
The state also provides many free services to new hi tech firms, from labor market profiles of

READERS REPORT
From A to Z—barely
the editor: Thanks to Electronics and
Wesley Iversen for the article on HDTV
["U. S. gropes for unity on HDTV," Electronics, March 1989, p. 70]. To this comprehensive article Iwould like to add two
additional points about the subject.
Your presentation shows a
lack of technical depth in the specific area of TV technology. The
reason is that the Zenith proposal
for the new standards was barely mentioned, while the Philips
and Thomson proposals were
presenfeel in some depth.
Anyone who participated in the weeklong presentations of Systems Subcommittee WP- 1that were held in Virginia
during November of last year knows that
the Zenith proposal is distinguished by its
elegance and simplicity. In addition, the
engineering depth shown in the Zenith
presentations—particularly in the areas
of cochannel and adjacent-channel interference—made aprofound impression on
the assemblage of those who are
schooled in the art of television. This proposal is clearly an important one in any
discussion of aU. S. standard.
Secondly, the author does not identify
the source of the divergence in views of
the companies moving in and around
HDTV. Consumer electronics has histori-

To

fab and recruited Morris Chang ...." The
investors did not set up afab and then recruit me. What happened was the Republic of China's government requested my
proposal to set up an IC company, Iproposed the idea of establishing it as apure
foundry, made it the charter of Taiwan
Semiconductor, recruited the investors
with the help of the government, and
then set up the fab.
Second, it says, "The Taiwanese government, [Chang] says, was primarily interested in creating amanufacturing facility for these design houses—profit was
secondary." On the contrary, the government deliberately holds less than 50% of
the shares of the company so that it can
operate as an independent private company. Combined, private investors (who are,
of course, strongly profit-motivated) hold
the controlling share of Taiwan
Taiwan topics
Semiconductor.
Finally, the article predicts that reveTo the editor: Iread with interest "The
timing was just right for Taiwan silicon
nue for 1988 "will be in excess of $30 million." Iwish the statement were true, but
foundry" [
Electronics, October 1988,
p. 169], about Taiwan Semiconductor you have overstated our revenue. HowevManufacturing Co. There are several in- er, we are in asteep ramp and expect
your number to be closer to our 1989
accuracies that Iwould like to take this
revenue.
opportunity to correct.
Morris Chang, President
First, the article states that " along
Industrial Technology
with ahandful of Taiwanese companies,
Research Institute
which together own the remaining 25% of
Taiwan, Republic of China
Taiwan Semiconductor, [they] set up a

cally been ablue-collar opportunity. TV's
appeal has been to the sensory responses
of audio and video, and moves in the areas of entertainment and games. Computers, on the other hand, are awhite-collar development and move in the dimensions of the mind and the acquisition and
manipulation of knowledge.
The truth is that the computer
world has been singularly unsuccessful to date in attracting
the blue-collar audience that TV
enjoys; that is, videotext.
These are vastly different
worlds, and the " groping for
unity" that is occurring in the U. S. can be
traced basically to these different
approaches.
Albert L. Kelsch
Hollister, Calif

From Georgia.
our 159 counties to adozen field offices offering specialized technical assistance. This help includes
our centers of innovation, astatewide business incubator program which takes advantage of university resources.
If that's the kind of electrifying business environment
your company wants to be in, contact the Georgia Department of Industry and Trade, Dept. ELE, 230
Peachtree St, NW, Manta, GA 30303. Or
call 404-656-9306.
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" The Oast 8051 Emulator"

Source Level
support for

Develop and
test ROM code
in minutes without leaving your
keyboard — with The ROMulatorr.
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PC based emulators for the 8051 family
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P7232 link leads monte
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(11051/51FA/52/31/32J44/152/451/452/535/552 • CMOS • mom ...
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CONVERT RGB INTO COLOR
COMPOSITE VIDEO

•PC clog m boards or 05.232 box • Program Perlonnence analyzer
•Polidown menus combewd not, • Powerful Macro. no, IF-ELSE. REPEAT.

Eneein.
aoad
' Inc

Columbus, Oluo 43231
614/471.1113
Cablorma.
415/595.2252

GRAMMAR ENGINE

CommandOrwen User Interlace
Context sense ,. aelp and

•SOW. Leuel debug for PLIA 51 and C-51

OAScreen Eddeng of data

•Symboloc csoudsào wan on-lone aitemedef

•20 MHZ real I.rne emulabon
•t2eN emote°. memory
•el b,, wwle In< nap lac, boner
*ran loop counter

WHILE structure.

and deamembler
•Eyck... ' me counter
. %CO can be wowed clunng emulabon.

PRICES: 32K Emulator for 8031 51790: IK 'Pace 51195'

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
•u 5 only
Ask about our demo VIDEO!
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ALSO SEE PAGE # 120

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX (408) 378.7869

(
408) 866-1820

CIRCLE 501

Now you can convert RGB computer signals into NTSC color
composite video with the ENC Series of RGB Encoders. Three
different models for Analog RGB, Sync-on-Green RGB and TTL
RGBI. Compatibility with most computers and graphic boards
having 15 kHz scan rates. Output of ENCs can drive VCRs,
projection TVs, and monitors. Interface cables and application
assistance available. ENC encoders are only $395.00 each.

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES, INC.,
6090 Jericho Tpk., Commack, NY 11725
(516) 273-0404 • FAX: (516) 273-1638
CIRCLE 503

ENC

SC/FOX" PARALLEL COPROCESSOR
Full-length PC/XT/AT/386 high-speed plug-in board with
Forth software. 10 MIPS operation, up to 50 MIPS
burst. 64K to 1M byte memory. Uses Harris RTX 2000"
RISC real-time CPU with one-cycle multiply, 1-cycle 14priority interrupts, two 256-word stacks, 3 16-bit
timer/counters, 16-bit i/o bus. Ideal for real-time control,
signal and image processing. Single/multiple board parallel operation. Prices start at $ 1,995.
Optional SC/FOX Single Board Computer version for the
stand-alone operation. Eurocard size with software starting at $ 1195.00.
SILICON COMPOSERS, INC., (
415) 322-8763'
210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS
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CY233-LINC Network Control
ZIP-ON SHIELDING PROTECTION
Zippertubing is a fast, economical means of
adding shielding to new or existing wire &
cables. Available in a wide range of outer
jacket and shield materials, it can provide
protection against almost any combination of
EMI and environmental conditions. A
patented, 360° shield, plus ground braid and
new termination complete the package. Fast,
zip-on installation. Send for brochure. Box
61074, Los Angeles, CA 90061.
ZIPPERTUBING

CIRCLE 520

Connect computers, intelligent peripherals, or
remote sites. 5v CMOS 40-pin IC. Up to
57.6K baud. Many configs such as Peer LAN
shown and Host LAN with opt token; Simpler
Networks allow host to control up to 255 parallel devices; UART mode with Ser/Par conversion can connect parallel devices over serial
interface and save wire. $75 ea ($30/100). Box
3000, San Gregorio CA 94074. 415/726-3000.

Cybernetic Micro Systems
CYBERNETIC MICRO SYSTEMS
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25 PDT SWITCH
HIGH DENSITY PC MOUNT
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E/EPROM & MICRO
PROGRAMMER

HDMP-25M
THRU-PANEL KNOB

GOLD PLATED STRESSED ELLIPTICAL CONTACTS
Route data - address buses - communications
Swap ICs/EPROMs in-circuit
Reconfigure hardware
Redundant designs
Upgrade firmware or run diagnostics
*without down time
'without user interruption
HDMP-25EK evaluation kit includes switch, printed
circuit board and I/O connectors: $34.95
HDMP-25 (1-9) $17.50 (10) $13.75 ( 100) $9.95
HDMP-25M (1-9) $18.50 ( 10) $ 14.25 ( 100) $10.35

ANNMS

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES, INC.
1296 Osprey Drive P.O. Box 7407
Ancaster, Ontario CANADA L9G 4G4

Tel 416-648-8100

FAX 416-648-8102

ANNULUS TECHNICAL INDUSTRIES
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• EP-I140 includes: software, cable, user's manual, 2
free software update coupons, toll-free technical
support, one-year warranty & a unconditional 30day money back guarantee
• Programs 24-, 28-, 32- & 40-pin E/EPROMs
• Supports 874X & 875X series microcontrollers
• Connects to astandard parallel port
• Hardware to support future parts to 8Megabit
• Software updates on floppy disk
• 32-pin model, EP- I132, available for $ 695

The Engineer's Programmerrm

CALL TODAY 800-225-2102

FErilv

BPMICROSYSTEMS
10681 Hoddington,
713/461.4430

190, Houston, TX 77043
FAX 713/461-7413

BP MICROSYSTEMS

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters ( Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips ( Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much. Much More...

CIRCLE 529

Emulation Technology. inc.

2368-B Wall, Aye • Bldg D • Santa Clara. CA 95051
TEL ( 4081 982-0660 • FAX ( 408) 982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY
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New, Gridless, 100% Autorouting
6800 FAMILY DEV. SOFTWARE
Combine our software and your editor for apowerful development system. Our C-Compilers feature a
complete implementation (excluding bit fields) of the
language as described by Kernigan & Ritchie and
yields 30-70% shorter code than other compilers. Our
Motorola-compatible Assemblers feature macros and
conditional assembly. Linker and Terminal Emulator
are included.
WINTEK CORPORATION, 1801 South St., Lafayette,
IN 47904.
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742 8428.
SOFTWARE
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YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can do
it all and send us your complete, 23/,,"w X3"d
Negatives ( B/W or 4/C)

PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
With smARTWORK
create double- sided printedcircuit boards in afraction of the time hand taping
requires. It features continual design- rule checking,
automatic pad shaving, and text for all 3 layers.
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 (without, $495)
and comes with a 30-day money- back guarantee.
Credit cards welcome.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (
317) 742-8428.
SOFTWARE
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HiWIRE-Pluse lets you quickly create and revise
schematics and PCBs on your IBM PC. With the
new, gridless, multilayer autorouter (AR) for
HiWIRE-Plus, creating printed-circut layouts is
even faster. AR and HiWIRE-Plus are each $
895
and come with thirty-day money-back guarantees. Credit cards are welcome.

Wintek Corporation
1801 South St, Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428
WINTEK CORPORATION
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960 DIGITAL I/O LINES
ON A SINGLE VME SLOT

MODEL APS428C

NEW! IODC" BUS CONTROLLER
•I/0 expansion bus highly immune to EMI/ RFI noise.
•Extends up to 50 feet on unshielded ribbon cable.
•20 card slots with geographic addressing.
•Efficient slot vectored interrupts.
•Compatible with most Eurocard card cages.
•Components are available for complete sub- systems.

INDUSTRIAL DIGITAL SYSTEMS
2108 W. Freeway — Pod Worth, TX 76102
Phone (817)332-1610

•ENABLES CURRENT MEASUREMENTS FROM 20 •
IA to 2 A
WITHOUT CIRCUIT INTERRUPTION
•DC AND TRUE RMS AC MODES
•PRECISION OFFSET CAPABILITY UP TO 2 A
•ENABLES MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIC FIELDS FROM 18G TO
2 G (WITH OPTIONAL MAGNETOMETER PROBE)
•PROBE ISOLATION 300V
•COMPATIBLE wrH HEWLETT PACKARD CLIP- ON PROBES AND
MAGNETOMETER PROBES

Call us to discuss your specific application!

APPLIED
PHYSICS
SYSTEMS

415-965-0500
897 Independence e.,

INDUSTRIAL DIGITAL SYSTEMS
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Mountain View, CA 94043

APPLIED PHYSICS SYSTEMS
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Free MSDOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers
AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter
Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer
Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
New le., Tooling G MlamtleadigrIng Association

Free 1989 Purchasing Guide
Contains acomplete liSting of precision machining, tooling, and other manufacturing capabilities
of 400 plus members of the New Jersey Tooling
& Manufacturing Association. For your free 1989
Purchasing Guide, call or write the New Jersey
Tooling & Manufacturing Association, 130 Fairfield Rd., Fairfield, N.J. 07006 (201) 882-3880.
FREE PURCHASING GUIDE
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Analog Circuit Simulation
NEW IS_SPICE/386 On 386 PCs, $386
Outperforms
Workstations
Increases Speed
by 200 - 600%
Circuit Size
nearly Unlimited

OPTICS CATALOG

and Analog Signal Processing •

Free 130-page catalog from largest supp ier of "off-theshelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, orderilg information for lenses. prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.

Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •

ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 ( 818) 915-5707

SPICE_NET, $ 295: Schematic Entry '
or any SPICE
simulator. Automatically makes a Complete SPICE
netlist. Easy to use Menu Drive program included.
PRE SPICE, $ 200: Monte Carlo Analysis, Paramete
Sweeping and evaluation. Extensive Model Libraries
Intu_Scope, $ 250: A graphics Post Processor that
works like a dig tal oscilloscope. Easy to use with the
most comprehensive
available.

set of waveform

FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 500

Engineering
Professional

Software

SOFTWARE
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target over 30
microprocessors

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS
Universal Linker, Librarian

Save $300 on the single- socket 201
EPROM Programmer, and get programming reliability for all EPROMs
and EEPROMs up to 512K. Plus:
• Full edi:ing from the front panel
• Stand-alone or computer remote control operation
• Full after-sales support from Data I/O®

1-800-247-5700
Ext. 816

operations

micro VAX, VAX VMS, PC/MS DOS
•Powerful macros
•Relocatable or absolute code
•Binary or ASCII Hex file output
•Fast Version 2.2
•Universal Linker for all targets
•Conditional assembly
•Prompt delivery
ENERTEC INC, 19 Jenkins Avenue
Lansdale, PA 19446 • 215-362-0966

Back Guarantee

CIRCLE 511

1311

NOW
$995.

Please Write or Call

90734-6607

e

Data Acquisition • VISA & M/C Accepted

DATA 110 MEMORY
PROGRAMMER

P.O. Box 6607 (213) 833-0710
San Pedro, CA
30 Day Money
ingrOft
i

Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite B-13 • Riverside, CA 92507
Tel: (714) 781 0252 • U.S.A. • TELEX: 6503089864

Supports 287, 387,
Weitek 1167/3167
IS_SPICE runs on all 80x86 PC's for only $95.00:
Performs Complete AC, DC, and Transient Analyses.

Curve

DATA I/O

CIRCLE 524

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
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UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER
from

rLJLrLiLJ
MICROSYSTEMS

PROMAC
Programming Instruments
•Stand- Alone or PC Based
•Engineering / Development
•Production / Field Service
•E/EE PROM / PAL / EPLD! Bipolar
•Single- Chip Microcomputers
•Simulator / Erasers 7Surface- Mount

1, aclans-macdonald
ENTERPRISES

INC

800 Auvon Road

Tek. 881141

Momerey. Caldorma93940

Fax 0081 171.1612

Tel 14081171 4607

PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

800 ,777-1202
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•Prograrns PAL's,
GAL's,PLD's,
EPLErs, PEEL'S,
FPIA's,FPLS's,
CPUs, and
ERASICs frorn
Altera, AMD,
Atmel, ICT,
Cypress, Exel,
MMI, Gould,
Intel, n, Lattice,
National, Ricoh,
Samsung, SGSThompson, Sigfleten, and VLSI
•Certified by device rnanfacturers
•Menu-driven operation is easy to learn and quick to operate
•Full screen editor for fuse data and test vectors
•Connects to any IBM via standard parallel printer port
•Compatible with ABEL, CUPL, PALASM, and more
•Two free software updates included in price
•One-year warranty and 30-day money-back guarantee
•Toll-free technical support
•Fantastic value at $798 including software and cable
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION OR FREE DEMO DISK

(800)225-2102

10681 Haddington # 190, Houston, TX 77043
(713)461-9430 FAX ( 713)461-7413

UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER
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DIGELEC EE/EPROM PROGRAMMER
FEATURES 2M BIT MEMORY
Model 834 portable EE/EPROM programmer programs EPROMS,
EEPROMS, and single chip microprocessors, and will program 1M
bit devices without adapters.
The 834 can be operated as astand-alone unit, or from aremote
computer or terminal via the RS-232C serial port. Awide range of
communications formats are available. Softlink'. tie remote control
driver program is optionally available for IBM PC AT/XT and compatibles. Immediate delivery.
Contact: DIGELEC, INC.
22736 Vanowen Street, Canoga Park, CA 91307
Tel. 818-887-3755 • 800-367-8750 outside California
Fax: 818-887-3693
DIGELEC INC.
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
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SAME DAY SHIPPING ( USUALLY)

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM (,) 256Kx36
80 ns $495.00
SIMM
INixe
80 ns 295.00
SIMM
2561(x1
60 ns 130.00
1Mblt
ttext 100 ns
21.95
e
41256
256Kx1
60 ns
11.25
41256
256K0
80 ns
10.85
41256
2561(x1 100 ns
8.95
51258 CI 2561(x1 100 ns
10.50
41256
2561(x1 120 ns
8.50
41264 (.) 6414x4 120 ns
14.50
EPROM
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns $28.50
27C512
64kxe 200 ns
13.95
27256
32Kx8 150 ns
8.15
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.75
STATIC RAM
62256e- to 32Kx8 100 ns $24.50
6264P-12
8Ka 120 ns
9.50
550
6116AP-12 2Kx8 120 rIS
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COMPUTERIZED MOTION CONTROLS

OPEN 6' DAYS. 730 Asal 0 PM SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.
MasterCaraVISA IN UPS CASH COD

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED,

INC

918)267-4961
(

SOK
PeRRA
744 R "
BEGGS.
21
No minimum order. PMase ,ele pee
S.sorts
or.

24.000

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

cnar,e'
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New 900 Series SLO-SYNO Servo and Stepper Motion Controls
described in brochure SE-L10889 are 2-axis controls that can
operate SLO-SYN stepper motors or, by using suitable interface,
may be used to control DC servo motors. They allow high speed,
simultaneous, coordinated positioning and linear and circular
interpolation along any 2 axes from apersonal computer or
VME/10 bus. Each controller includes a16-bit microprocessor,
a high speed interpolation pulse generating LSI and multifunctional intelligent software. Boards fit into open slot of any
IBM compatible PC.
The Superior Electric Company
383 Middle Street, Bristol, CT 06010
203/582-9561
COMPUTERIZED MOTION CONTROLS
CIRCLE 523

Tango. Now More Than Ever,
The Best Value in PCB Design.
Take a ;oak at the all new Tango Series II. Our pop-up menu
interfur sets asew standard for ease-of-use and productivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex, multi- layer, SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user-definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For IBM-PCs and compatibles, Tango- PCB Series II, just $595.
Tango -Boute Series II autorouter, just $495. Both include one
year's updates, free tech support, 30-day money-back guarantee.
Call today.

FREE EVAWATION PACKAGE
800-433-7801 619-695-2000

ACCEL Technologies, 7358 'Dade Street, San Diego, CA 92121

SOFTWARE
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PORT EXPANSION

Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals In less time than it takes to
flip a switch.
THE SOLUTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 Mr) Th'
the smallest power distribution
arid control system available.
Z3 1,.
POWER UP WITH — — —

NE'

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay ,'" circuitry
sequences your power- up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI 8 RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.
AU Pulizzi Engineering MTDTm controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $436 TO $305
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

ENCINEERING INC
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062

Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD
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ELECTRONICS TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT
Color illustrated 210- page catalog from Specialized
Products Company details an edensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indeed catalog shows digital multimeters, breakout
bcaes, hand tools, soldering equipment and more—
all with specifications and prices.

•Remote I/O
*CONTROL all your RS-232 devices from one RS-232
(C0h01) port
•MLLTIDROP devices over several miles
•BUFFER serial data at each device in both directions
•ANY baud rate or DIFFERENT baud rates fo• each
device
* 1-4 Units S695.00
Connecticut microComputer, Inc.

Specialized Products Co., 2117 W. Walnut Hill Lane,
Irving, TX 75038. Phone (800) 527-5018

P.O. Box 186, Brookfield, CT 06804
1-800-426-2872 (203) 354-9395
Fax: ( 203) 355-8258

SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS

CONNECTICUT MICROCOMPUTER

CIRCLE 526
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IBM COMPATIBLE RS232/488
31/
2" / 51/
4"FLOPPY DATA STORAGE
& TRANSFER SYSTEM

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT S500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
Information Transfer to/from Non IBM Compatible Systems to/
fron IBM & Compatibles: (Over RS232 or 488 Interface).
•
•
•
•
•
•

RS232/488 1;0
Rugged Portable Package/battery option
ASCII or Full Binary Operation
Baud Rate 110 to 38AK Baud
36111020K RAM Cartridge Option
Price $895 in Singles - OEM qtys $495.

Schematic Capture 5100 PCB Layout $250. Auto Router $250.

28 other systems with storage from 110K to 42 megabytes.

Analog & Digital Peripherals, Inc.
P.O. Box 499, Troy, OH 45373 • 513/339-2241
TWX 810/450-2685 • FAX 513/339-0070
FLOPPY DATA STORAGE

EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC. PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch, flexible
grid. SMO components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers.

CIRCLE 528

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 13051 975-9515
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N.W. 65 Place - Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 521

ELECTRONIC CAD
Experience powerful. easy to use electronic design
with :he Douglas CAD/CAM professional system. This
fully integrated package takes you from schematic to
final routed board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh.
Features unlmtd multilayers, SMT support, digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass routing.
Layout $ 1500, Schematic & AutoRouter $700 ea.
DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS, 718 Marina, San
Leandro, CA. 94577 (415) 483-8770
CAD/CAM SOFTWARE
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SINGLE 5V CMOS EEPROMs? IT'S ARM!
2.5V CMOS EEPROMs?
IT'S AKM,AGAIN!

AKM and Advanced CMOS EEPROM technology
are one and the same.
AKM meets all your CMOS EEPROM needs. Single 5V operation. Or 2.5V operation with software- and-hardware-controlledwrite- protection. High performance clearly profiles the lineup:
1024 bits, 64 X 16 organization. 10ms self-timed program cycle.
Operating environment stability from —30e to +70°C. And 10 years'
data retention after 10,000 write/erase cycles. Your AKM representative can detail more reasons to specify AKM CMOS EEPROMs. See the list of locations below to find the one nearest you
Density

1K

2K

Device No

Low voltage
write operation

Low voltage
read operation

AK93C46(F)

—

—

AK93C46M(F)

—

2SV

AK93C47(F)

2.5V

2.5V

AK93C56(F)

—

—

AK93C57(F)

2.5V

2.5V

Organization

Interface

Package

Availability

Immediate

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

128018

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

89/8

256016

Serial

8Pin
DIP
SOP

89/7

64 0 16

Immediate
89/8

AK93C664F)

—

—

AK93C67(F)

2.5V

2.5V

16K

AK28C16(F)

—

—

2608

Parallel

24Pin
DIP
SOP

89/5

64K

AK28C64(F)

—

—

8608

Parallel

28Pin
DIP
SOP

89/5

4K

Extended Ope. Temp. (— 40t to + 85t) version is available

AKM

Asahi Kasei Microsystems Co,Ltd.
Yoyogi Community Bldg., 11-2, Yoyogi 1-chome. Shibuya-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Tel: ( 03)320-2062, 2060, Telex:222-2792 AKMC J. Fan: ( 03)320-2072, 2073.

REPRESENTATIVES:
•U.S.A./W.W.POSEY Sunnyvale CA ( 408)746-0771; ORION-ECUPSE Buena Park CA ( 714)522-6310, RICHMAR
ELECTRONICS Downers Grove IL ( 312)968-0118, Plano TX ( 214)424-8388, CARTWRIGHT á BEAN Norcross
GA ( 404)366-0160, Orlando FL ( 407)422-4531, Charlotte NC ( 704)536-0303 • Korea/EASTERN ELECTRONICS
(02)566-0514
Taiwan/PENSOUND INTERNATIONAL ( 02)716-9056. THE WORLD GIANT ( 02 ) 772-6372•Hong
Kong/DYNATEK ELECTRONIC (3)796-6689: MM ELECTRONIC (5)8336973 *Australia/ERICSSON COMPONENTS (3)480-1211 * New Zealand/DAVID FtEID (09)480-8049
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Microprocessors Unlimited
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Microstar Laboratories
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would be installed by the end of 1988, Lahti now believes
the number is closer to 30,000. Moreover, AT&T has
shipped central office switches capable of implementing
another 200,000 ISDN lines.
Chip makers and telecom-systems manufacturers, recognizing that the complexity of fielding an ISDN product
he rosy market prospects forecast ayear ago for line is too much to take on alone, are teaming up in joint
communications equipment that provide global
marketing efforts. The list of ISDN chips grows almost
connectivity through compliance with international daily, but among the more important, says Lahti, is the
two-chip set to be jointly marketed by AT&T Co. and Intel
standards are every bit as bright for 1989. Last year,
London-based BIS Mackintosh Ltd. predicted a34%
Corp. that implements the U interface in ISDN's primaryrate service. Standards for the U interface were the last to
growth rate for such equipment [
Electronics, April 14,
1988, p. 75]; and this year, analysts and industry execu- firm up, and AT&T and Intel's tandem marketing of the
same chip set adds credibility to the solution. Other major
tives see no reason to revise these views. BIS Mackinstrategic ISDN partnerships include
tosh made its forecast on the basis
Motorola and Northern Telecom; Sieof a 1988 survey, which found that
mens and Advanced Micro Devices;
electronics-industry managers were
and National Semiconductor and
particularly bullish on the prospects
SGS/Thomson.
of three standards and protocol
Of all the standards mentioned as
sets: the integrated services digital
potential market movers by BIS
network, which integrates voice and
Mackintosh ayear ago, the OSI prodata on the same phone service; the
Open Systems Interconnect; and the
tocols have now taken center stage.
"There used to be skepticism about
International Telegraph and Telecommunications Consultative Comthe commitment of vendors to field
afull range of OSI products," says
mittee's X.400 electronic-mail protoJoe Forgione, product marketing dicols, which are also incorporated in
rector for distributed systems and
the International Standards Organicommunications at Data General
zation OSI recommendations.
Corp., Westboro, Mass. "Two years
For ISDN, market prospects look
ago, vendors, including ourselves,
brighter than ever, despite the slow
pace of standards bodies. ISDN
had promised products but still had
little or nothing to sell. Now we're
should start up asteep growth curve
starting to see real products with
worldwide in 1992 and 1993, says Gerald Clare, manager of BIS Mackinreal delivery times." Digital Equiptosh's Systems Division. During Market prospects are bright ment Corp., Hewlett-Packard Co.,
those two years, many potential for communications gear that and others also have OS! products.
Meanwhile, the "first major, pracISDN users—mostly midsize compa- provides global connectivity
nies and large corporations—will be
tical applications-level OSI products"—namely, implementations of
thinking about replacing their private-branch-exchange equipment, which has alife cycle of the X.400 electronic-messaging protocols—have demonstrated the usefulness of the standard, says Forgione.
about seven years. During the mid-1980s, says Clare,
there was aworldwide boom in sales of anew breed of By allowing electronic mail systems to talk to one andigital PBXs. Since ISDN provides the vast majority of other, X.400 has proven the value of standards in giving
customers acompetitive edge. " 1989 will be the turning
PBX services, users can avoid the capital expense of purpoint for OSI," says Forgione. "We're seeing OSI being
chasing anew PBX by switching to ISDN.
Just as important is achange in attitude about infor- deployed as real-world products—as opposed to demonmation technology generally, says Clare. " People are
strations on trade-show floors."
learning to use information technology in an aggressive
Another strong market mover for OSI is the U. S. govway in leading-edge companies," he says. "ISDN, with ernment. Through its Government Open System Interits new bag of tricks, is something that is very interest- connect Protocol, the federal bureaucracy has mandating to them now, because they see it as away of becom- ed OSI as the communications standard in all government procurements after August 1990, says John Steing more competitive."
In the U. S., ISDN took giant strides in 1988, says Walt phensen, senior vice president for technology and
marketing at Retix Corp., aSanta Monica, Calif., leader
Lahti, director of research for In-Stat Inc., Scottsdale,
Ariz. As standards affecting chip design have firmed up in OS! software. While Retix once sold almost exclusiveduring CCITT deliberations, chip makers have inundated ly to OEMs, he adds, "this year, we see achange—end
the market with products. Meanwhile, the number of users are starting to purchase OS! products, X.400 in
particular." He predicts abig boom in 1992, "when maphone lines capable of implementing ISDN has grown
much faster than In-Stat's projections, says Lahti. While jor corporations will begin using OSI as their major
means of communications."
-Jack Shandle
In-Stat estimated that aminimum of 3,000 ISDN lines

UPDATE: EVERYTHING'S
COMING UP ROSES FOR ISDN

T
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CY100E301

3ns

16P8 PLO

ns

41( RAM

3ns
RAM

2.5 ns
I6P4 PLO

How to sayspeed
in 3ns or less.
Our customers design the world's
fastest systems.
Today, that means clock rates of
50- MHz, and more. In systemcritical memory and logic, TTL just
can't keep up.
ECL can. Here is the speed you
need, to design desktop supercomputers, fast networks, advanced
graphics, and more.
New, ECL RAM and PLD parts,
fabricated in our new 0.8 micron
bipolar and BiCMOS technologies.

RAMs and PLDs with speeds up to
40% faster than the fastest components previously available. The new
parts are available in 10K/10KHcompatible, 100K-compatible, and
low power versions, too.
Our data book has the full ECL
story. As well as the entire Cypress
Semiconductor high-performance,
low-power product line.
Say you want
one, and it's
yours, free, fast.

Data Book Hotline
1-800-952-6300*
Ask for Dept. C98.

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR
'1-80n-387-7599 In Canada, (32) 2-672-2220 In Europe. Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San Jose,
CA95134 Phone: (408) 943-2666, Tèlex 821032 CYPRESS SNJUD, TWX 910-997-0753. 01989, Cypress Semiconductor.

Winner Of Wes con's
New Products
And Technology
Achievement Award.

Toshiba M- ST LCD modules are available en
two sizes: the 640 x400 dot TLX-1501-C3M
and the 640 0480 dot TLX-1551-C3M.

At Wescon/88, our remarkable new Monochrome ST (M-ST)
Liquid Crystal Display modules earned aNew Products
and Technology Achievement Award.
Toshiba's M-ST modules offer significantly improved
black-and-white contrast for better visibility, with aunique
single-layer design that makes them 25% lighter and 15% thinner
than double-layer panels.
Toshiba's thin, light, high-contrast M-ST Liquid Crystal Display
modules — the new industry standard in LCD performance.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba America. Inc., Electronic Components Business Sector, Chicago Office: One Parkway North. Suite 500, Deerfield, IL 60015-2547 Tel 312-945-1500
North Western Office: 1220 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 408-737-9844 Eastern Area Office: 25 Mall Road, 5th Floor, Burlington, MA 01803 Tel 617-272-4352
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